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How to Use This Manual
!
Parts I, II, and III
7KHYHWHUDQPLOLWDU\YHUVLRQRIWKHWKHUDSLVW¶VPDQXDOIRU&RJQLWLYH3URFHVVLQJ7KHUDS\
(CPT) has been organized to maximize the ease with which therapists prepare for and
conduct CPT.
Part I includes background information on CPT and other common issues related to
PTSD that may arise during the therapy. We recommend that therapists read the entire
manual before meeting with patients.
Part II includes instructions on each of the 12 sessions. Each session opens with a
summary that briefly outlines the format of the session and gives recommended times
for each segment of the session. Each segment is then reviewed in detail, with goals,
rationale, and sample dialogue. Call-outs are located throughout this section in the right
margins of the text to allow therapists to quickly locate specific topics. Sample session
progress notes follow the close of each session to facilitate tracking of therapist/patient
progress. Relevant patient handouts also follow each session; please refer to the
Materials Manual for additional information on handouts.
Part III offers information on alternatives to conducting CPT, including variations of CPT
and adaptations of CPT for group administration.
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| Part 1: | Introduction to Cognitive Processing
Therapy (CPT)
!
Cognitive Processing Therapy (CPT) is a 12-session therapy that has been
found effective for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and other corollary
symptoms following traumatic events (Monson et al., 2006; Resick et al.,
2002; Resick & Schnicke, 1992, 19931). Although the research on CPT
focused on rape victims originally, we have used the therapy successfully
with a range of other traumatic events, including military-related traumas.
This revision of the manual is in response to requests for a treatment
manual that focuses exclusively on military trauma. The manual has been
updated to reflect changes in the therapy over time, particularly with an
increase in the amount of practice that is assigned and with some of the
handouts. It also includes suggestions from almost two decades of clinical
experience with the therapy.
Theory Behind CPT
CPT is based on a social cognitive theory of PTSD that focuses on how the
traumatic event is construed and coped with by a person who is trying to regain a
sense of mastery and control in his or her life. The other major theory explaining
376'LV/DQJ¶V2 (1977) information processing theory, which was extended to
PTSD by Foa, Steketee, and Rothbaum3 (1989) in their emotional processing
theory of PTSD. In this theory, PTSD is believed to emerge due to the
development of a fear network in memory that elicits escape and avoidance
behavior. Mental fear structures include stimuli, responses, and meaning
elements. Anything associated with the trauma may elicit the fear structure or
schema and subsequent avoidance behavior. The fear network in people with
PTSD is thought to be stable and broadly generalized so that it is easily accessed.
When the fear network is activated by reminders of the trauma, the information in
the network enters consciousness (intrusive symptoms). Attempts to avoid this
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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activation result in the avoidance symptoms of PTSD. According to emotional
processing theory, repetitive exposure to the traumatic memory in a safe
environment will result in habituation of the fear and subsequent change in the
fear structure. As emotion decreases, patients with PTSD will begin to modify
their meaning elements spontaneously and will change their self-statements and
reduce their generalization. Repeated exposures to the traumatic memory are
thought to result in habituation or a change in the information about the event, and
subsequently, the fear structure.
Although social cognitive theories are not incompatible with
information/emotional processing theories, these theories focus beyond the
development of a fear network to other pertinent affective responses such as
horror, anger, sadness, humiliation, or guilt. Some emotions such as fear, anger,
or sadness may emanate directly from the trauma (primary emotions) because the
event is interpreted as dangerous, abusive, and/or resulting in losses. It is possible
that secondary, or manufactured, emotions can also result from faulty
interpretations made by the patient. For example, if someone is intentionally
attacked by another person, the danger of the situation would lead to a fightflight-freeze response, and the attending emotions might be anger or fear
(primary). However, if in the aftermath, the person blamed himself4 for the attack,
the person might experience shame. These manufactured emotions would have
resulted from thoughts and interpretations about the event rather than the event
itself. As long as the individual keeps saying that the event was his fault, he will
keep producing shame (hence, manufactured).

Social
cognitive
theories

Social-cognitive theories focus more on the content of cognitions and the effect
that distorted cognitions have on emotional responses and behavior. In order to
reconcile information about the traumatic event with prior schemas, people tend
to do one or more of three things: assimilate, accommodate, or overaccommodate. Assimilation is altering the incoming information to match prior
beliefs (³%HFDXVHDEDGWKLQJKDSSHQHGWRPH,PXVWKDYHEHHQSXQLVKHGIRU
something I GLG´). Accommodation is altering beliefs enough to incorporate the
new information (³$OWKRXJK,GLGQ¶WXVHJRRGMXGJPHQWLQWKDWVLWXDWLRQPRVWRI
WKHWLPH,PDNHJRRGGHFLVLRQV´). Over-DFFRPPRGDWLRQLVDOWHULQJRQH¶VEHOLHIV
about oneself and the world to the extreme in order to feel safer and more in
FRQWURO ³,FDQ¶WHYHUWUXVWP\MXGJPHQWDJDLQ´ 2EYLRXVO\WKHUDSLVWVDUH
working toward accommodation, a balance in beliefs that takes into account the
reality of the traumatic event without going overboard.
In a social-cognitive model, affective expression is needed, not for habituation,
but in order for the affective elements of the stored trauma memory to be
changed. It is assumed that the natural affect, once accessed, will dissipate rather
quickly and will no longer be stored with the trauma memory. Also, the work of
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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accommodating the memory and beliefs can begin. Once faulty beliefs about the
event (self-blame, guilt) and over-generalized beliefs about oneself and the world
(e.g., safety, trust, control, esteem, intimacy) are challenged, then the secondary
emotions will also decrease along with the intrusive reminders. The explanation
that CPT therapists give to patients about this process is described in Session 1
along with a handout in the patient materials section.
PTSD as Disorder of Non-Recovery
Because we know that PTSD symptoms are nearly universal immediately
following very serious traumatic stressors and that recovery takes a few months
under normal circumstances, it may be best to think about diagnosable PTSD as a
disruption or stalling out of a normal recovery process, rather than the
development of a unique psychopathology. The therapist needs to determine what
has interfered with normal recovery. In one case, it may be that the patient
believes that he will be overwhelmed by the amount of affect that will emerge if
he stops avoiding and numbing himself. Perhaps he was taught as a child that
emotions are bad, that ³UHDOPHQ´GRQ¶WKDYHIHHOLQJVDQGWKDWKHVKRXOG³MXVWJHW
RYHULW´,QDQRWKHUFDVHDSDWLHQWPD\KDYHUHIXVHGWRWDONDERXWZKDWKDSSHQHG
ZLWKDQ\RQHEHFDXVHVKHEODPHVKHUVHOIIRU³OHWWLQJ´WKHHYHQWKDSSHQDQGVKHLV
so shamed and humiliated that she is convinced that others will blame her, too. In
a third case, a patient may have seen something so horrifying that every time he
falls asleep and dreams about it, he wakes up in a cold sweat. In order to sleep, he
drinks heavily. Another patient is so convinced that she will be victimized again
that she refuses to go out any more and has greatly restricted her activities and
relationships. In still another case, in which other people were killed, a patient
experiences survivor guilt and obsesses over why he was spared when others were
killed. He feels unworthy and experiences guilt whenever he laughs or finds
himself enjoying something. In all these cases, thoughts or avoidance behaviors
are interfering with emotional processing and cognitive restructuring. There are as
many individual examples of things that can block a smooth recovery as there are
individuals with PTSD.

PTSD
symptoms

Pre-Therapy Issues
!"#$%&#'(#)**+&*+,-./#0&+#1234
CPT was developed and tested with people with a wide range of comorbid
disorders and extensive trauma histories. In research settings, we have
implemented the protocol with people who were from 3 months to 60 years posttrauma (worst trauma), although we have used it clinically for more recent
traumas. We have implemented the protocol successfully with people who had no
more than a fourth-grade education and as little as an IQ of 75 (although in both
cases, we needed to modify the worksheets somewhat). In research protocols,
people have met full criteria for a PTSD diagnosis, but there is no reason that it
could not be implemented with someone who is subthreshold for diagnosis.
However, if the person does not have PTSD at all and has some other diagnosis!
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(e.g., depression only, anxiety disorder), one should implement treatment
protocols for those disorders (i.e., just because someone has experienced a
traumatic event does not mean that she has PTSD). Clinical considerations as to
whether CPT is appropriate can follow the exclusion criteria we have used for
clinical trials except for those that were for purely methodological reasons (e.g.,
stable psychopharmacological regimen). First and foremost, if someone is a
danger to self or others, treatment of PTSD is not the most immediate treatment
goal. Likewise, if someone is in imminent danger, such as those who are being
stalked or are in an actively abusive relationship, then the first order of business is
safety planning. In contrast, just because someone might be redeployed to a
combat zone does not mean that he could not be treated successfully before
redeployment. The potential for trauma in the future is something we all live with,
so the possibility of future violence or trauma should not stop treatment now. In
fact, successful treatment of PTSD may actually reduce risk for future PTSD.
If someone cannot engage in treatment for his PTSD because he is so dissociative
or has such severe panic attacks that he cannot discuss the trauma at all, then
other therapy may need to precede CPT (e.g., grounding techniques, panic control
treatment). Depression is the most common comorbidity and is not a rule-out
unless the person cannot engage in therapy at all due to the severity of the
depression. We have implemented the CPT protocol with those who are abusing
substances, but typically not in an outpatient setting if they are substance
dependent. However, once someone has stabilized after detoxification, he may be
able to engage in CPT. These decisions need to be made on a case-by-case basis
in consultation with the patient. The motivation of the patient to reduce her PTSD
symptoms may be the most important consideration in whether to proceed with
the protocol. Coping skills development is not a part of the protocol, but a
therapist may choose to train her patients in affect tolerance skills if she
GHWHUPLQHVWKDWWKHSDWLHQWV¶VNLOOVLQWKLVDUHDDUHVRSRRUWKDWWKH\ZLOODFWRXW
and engage in self-harm behavior when thinking or talking about the traumatic
event. In these cases, the therapist may also consider implementing the CPT-C
(without the written trauma account component) rather than CPT (discussed later
in Part III of this manual).
!
!"#$%&'#(%)*+,#-%&#./0#/1)-)2)+#3&45'6
We are frequently asked if it is important to develop a relationship with the
patient before beginning any trauma work. Our answer is no, this is not necessary.
In fact, if a therapist waits for weeks or months to begin trauma work in the
absence of any of the contraindications listed above, the patient may receive the
message that the therapist thinks that she is not ready or able to handle traumafocused therapy. This reluctance on the part of the therapist may collude with the
SDWLHQW¶VQDWXUDOGHVLUHWRDYRLGWKLVZRUN DVSDUWRIKHU376'DYRLGDQFH
coping). The therapeutic relationship develops quickly within the protocol when
the therapist is using a Socratic style of interacting, because the therapist is
demonstrating to the patient her deep interest in understanding exactly how the
patient thinks and feels through these questions. Also, if additional time is taken!
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that is not CPT-focused, there is a risk of developing a manner of interacting that
will have to be reshaped in order to deliver the manualized therapy (see below
regarding CPT with established patient).!
!
!"#$%&'(")'" We recommend that with a new patient, the therapist begins the
CPT protocol within one to three sessions of assessment and information
gathering. Once the therapist determines that the patient indeed has PTSD, is
interested in treatment for these symptoms, and that other symptoms and life
events are not interfering with treatment, the therapist can introduce the protocol
and the contract for CPT (see the Therapist Materials section of the Materials
Manual).!
!
*+'&,-(+."/$%&'(")'"!It is somewhat more difficult to transition from another form
of therapy with an established patient to CPT than it is to introduce the protocol to
a new patient. We believe that the best method of introducing CPT is to
transparently discuss the possibility of this change with the patient. If a therapist
has been seeing a patient for months or years and there has been no significant
improvement in some time, this provides a good opportunity to reassess where the
patient is with regard to symptoms and to suggest a new approach. The therapist
can tell the patient that he has received new training on a protocol that has now
been found to be effective with veterans with PTSD. It is quite acceptable to tell
the patient that you have received new training. The patient should be happy that
you are staying current with the latest procedures (as you would with your
doctors). The therapist should explain how this therapy protocol is different in
both style and content from the therapy they have received up to this point. If the
therapist has not been using a cognitive-behavioral approach, using practice
assignments, following a specific agenda during sessions, or focusing on a
specific traumatic event, this change can be quite dramatic. However, in
conducting supervision with VA therapists who have transitioned their patients to
CPT, there has rarely been a problem as long as the therapist explains the
rationale for the change and how the therapy would differ. The onus is very much
on the therapist to establish and follow the new therapy process because, in our
experience, patients with PTSD are happy to revert to a non-trauma-focused
therapy.

Starting the
CPT protocol
with a new
patient

Starting the
CPT protocol
with an
established
patient

If changing formats within the context of a long-term therapy relationship appears
too daunting, another approach is to switch patients with another therapist who is
also learning CPT. The therapists can explain to the patients that they recommend
this change to another format of therapy in order for the patient to obtain the most
recent advances in the treatment of PTSD and that a fresh start with another
therapist might prove to be easier for both parties. Honesty in this matter is the
best approach.
!"#$%&'()&*(#+,*(%'-(.*/#0,%#+1$
Regardless of whether someone is a new or an established patient, before starting
the protocol, the therapist should explain what is expected of both patient and!
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therapist. This therapy protocol is typically conducted in 12 sessions, which could
be administered once or twice a week. The therapy will focus to begin with the
worst traumatic event, although it can move to other events after Session 5. The
patient will be expected to attend all sessions regularly (once a month is not
sufficient) and to complete the practice assignments. The therapist will agree to
adhere to the protocol and focus on the PTSD for this period of time. It is helpful
for the therapist to explain that her job will also be to recognize and discourage
WKHSDWLHQW¶VDYRLGDQFHEHKDYLRUVWKDWKDYHPDLQWDLQHGWKH376'
In the Therapist Materials section of the Materials Manual there is a patient
contract that can be used to demark the work that will be done and to engage the
patient in the process.
Overview of CPT Sessions
The contents of each session are described in Part 2 along with issues that
therapists are likely to encounter. The therapy begins with an education
component about PTSD, and the patient is asked to write an Impact Statement in
order for the patient and therapist to begin to identify problem areas in thinking
DERXWWKHHYHQW LH³VWXFNSRLQWV´ 7KHSDWLHQWLVWKHQWDXJKWWRLGHQWLI\DQG
label thoughts and feelings and to recognize the relationship between them. The
next two sessions focus on generating a trauma account of the worst traumatic
incident, which is read to the therapist in session. During these first five sessions,
the therapist uses Socratic questioning to begin to challenge distorted cognitions,
particularly those associated with assimilation, such as self-blame, hindsight bias,
and other guilt cognitions. Thereafter, the sessions focus on teaching the patient
cognitive therapy skills and finally focus on specific topics that are likely to have
been disrupted by the traumatic event: safety, trust, power/control, esteem, and
intimacy.

Overview of
CPT sessions

After the individual CPT protocol is described in detail, there are subsequent
sections on using the protocol without the written trauma account component, a
section on delivering CPT in a group format, and a section on treatment issues
with comorbid disorders.
It is strongly recommended that the protocol be implemented in the order
presented here. The skills and exercises are designed to build on one another, and
even the modules in the last five sessions follow in the hierarchical order in which
they are likely to emerge with patients. However, when implemented in individual
therapy, the last five sessions may be modified depending on the particular issues
that a patient reports. For example, if a patient has severe safety issues but no
issues with esteem or intimacy, then the therapist may want to skip the later two
modules and focus more time on safety. Conversely, if someone has no safety or
control issues but is primarily troubled with self-trust and self-esteem issues, then
the therapist may want to spend more time on those modules. However, even if a
patient has not mentioned an issue within a particular domain of functioning
(safety, trust, power/control, esteem, intimacy), it may be helpful for her to read
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the module and complete worksheets on any stuck points that become apparent. It
is not unusual for the modules to reveal issues that had not been identified earlier
in therapy.
The usual format for sessions is to begin with review of the practice assignments
using the Practice Assignment Review, located in the Therapist Materials section
of the Materials Manual, followed by the content of each specific session. The
3UDFWLFH$VVLJQPHQW5HYLHZKHOSVIDFLOLWDWHWKHSDWLHQW¶VFRPSOLDQFHZLWKRXW-ofsession practice assignments because of the therapist specifically inquiring
about these assignments at the beginning of therapy sessions (starting with
Session 2). Review of this form at the beginning of the sessions also decreases the
likelihood of getting off protocol due to an immediate focus on the assignments.
During the last 5 or so minutes of the session, the assignment for the next week is
introduced and is accompanied by the necessary explanation, definition(s), and
handouts. It is not recommended that the therapist start a general discussion at the
beginning of the session but should begin immediately with the practice
assignment that was assigned. If the patient wishes to speak about other topics,
we either use the topic to teach the new skills we are introducing (e.g., put the
content on an A-B-C Worksheet) or we save time at the end for these other topics,
reinforcing the trauma work with discussion of the topic. If the therapist allows
the patient to direct the therapy away from the protocol, avoidance will be
reinforced, along with disruption in the flow of the therapy. In addition, placing
the practice assignments last in the session will send a message to the patient that
the practice assignments are not very important and may lead to less treatment
adherence on the part of the patient. Among the most difficult skills for the
therapist to master, especially if he or she has been trained in more nondirective
therapies, is how to be empathic but firm in maintaining the protocol. If a patient
does not bring in his practice assignment one session, it does not mean that the
therapy is delayed for a week. The therapist has the patient do the assignment
orally (or they complete a worksheet together) in the session and reassigns the
uncompleted assignment along with the next assignment.
Socratic Questioning Within CPT
!
There are several styles of cognitive therapy within the general class of cognitive
therapies. CPT is designed to bring patients into their own awareness of the
inconsistent and/or dysfunctional thoughts maintaining their PTSD. Accordingly,
a cornerstone part of the practice of CPT is Socratic questioning. Throughout the
course of treatment, therapists should be consistently using Socratic questioning
to induce change, with the goal of teaching patients to question their own
thoughts and beliefs. Because the method is so integral to CPT, we have included
more general information here about what Socratic questioning is, and types and
examples of Socratic questions that can be posed.

Format of
each session

Socratic
questioning

Socratic questioning originated from the early Greek philosopher/teacher
Socrates. He believed that humans had innate knowledge and that this knowledge
could be revealed by another person asking specific questions. He also contended
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that humans who came into knowledge, versus being told, were more likely to
retain the information and build on that knowledge to acquire more knowledge.
Socratic questioning is routinely used in American law schools, in some forms of
cognitive therapy, and specifically in CPT.
Socrates was convinced that thoughtful questioning enabled the logical selfexamination of ideas and facilitated the determination of the validity of those
ideas. As described in the writings of Plato, a student of Socrates, the teacher
IHLJQVLJQRUDQFH jOD³&ROXPER´LQWKHPRGHUQDJHV DERXWDJLYHQVXEMHFWLQ
order to acquire another persRQ¶VIXOOHVWSRVVLEOHNQRZOHGJHRIWKHWRSLF:LWKWKH
capacity to recognize contradictions, Socrates assumed that incomplete or
inaccurate ideas would be corrected during the process of disciplined questioning
and hence would lead to progressively greater truth and accuracy.
Applied to CPT, the purpose of Socratic questioning is to challenge the accuracy
RISDWLHQWV¶WKLQNLQJLQDZD\WKDWZLOOKHOSDOOHYLDWHWKHLUSV\FKRORJLFDOGLVWUHVV
As the therapy unfolds, the patient is taught how to use Socratic questioning on
himself. Socratic questioning involves subtle methods. Therapists who are
accustomed to delivering overtly directive psychotherapy may find it
disconcerting at first to ask more questions and make fewer interpretive
statements. Therapists who are accustomed to nondirective psychotherapy may
initially be concerned that they are being coercive or too directive with the
patient. Through Socratic questioning, the patient is empowered to take more
credit than the therapist for change that occurs. We have found that this strategy
fosters less dependence on the therapist and encourages patients to take more
responsibility for their treatment. Further, the goal of Socratic questioning is
QHYHUIRUWKHWKHUDSLVWWR³ZLQ´DQDUJXPHQWRUWRFRQYLQFHWKHSatient to take the
WKHUDSLVW¶VVLGH,QVWHDGSDWLHQWVDUHDOORZHGWRIXOO\H[SORUHWKHLUUDWLRQDOHIRU
their thoughts in a safe environment. Used alone and in conjunction with the
worksheets, Socratic questioning will help patients examine their problematic
thinking that has been created or reinforced as a result of the traumatic event(s).
Socratic questioning consists of six main categories: clarification, probing
assumptions, probing reasons and evidence, questioning viewpoints or
perspectives, probing implications and consequences, and questions about
questions (Paul, 2006). The categories build on one another, but it is also possible
to shift from one category to another throughout a therapy session. Below are
sample questions that can be used in sessions to help patients examine their
beliefs.
1. C larification
Patients often accept their automatic thought about an event as the only option.
Clarification questions help patients examine their beliefs or assumptions at a
deeper level, which can help to elicit more possible reactions from which to
FKRRVH7KHVHTXHVWLRQVRIWHQIDOOLQWRWKH³WHOOPHPRUH´FDWHJRU\DQGDUH
typified by the following:
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!
2. Probing Assumptions
3URELQJTXHVWLRQVFKDOOHQJHWKHSDWLHQW¶VSUHVXSSRVLWLRQVDQGXQTXHVWLRQHG
beliefs on which her argument is founded. Often patients have never questioned
WKH³ZK\´RU³KRZ´RIWKHLUEHOLHIVDQGRQFHWKHEHOLefs are held up to further
inspection, the patient can see the tenuous bedrock that the beliefs are built on.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Probing
assumptions

How did you come to this conclusion?
What else could we assume?
Is this thought based on certain assumptions?
How did you choose those assumptions?
+RZGLG\RXFRPHXSZLWKWKHVHDVVXPSWLRQVWKDW«"
How can you verify or disprove that assumption?
:KDWZRXOGKDSSHQLI«"
'R\RXDJUHHRUGLVDJUHHZLWK«"
If this happened to a friend/sibling, would you have the same
thoughts about them?

!
3. Probing Reasons and E vidence
Probing reasons and evidence is a similar process to probing assumptions. When
the therapist helps patients look at the actual evidence behind their beliefs, they
often find that the rationale in support of their arguments is rudimentary at best.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Probing
reasons and
evidence

How do you know this?
6KRZPH«"
Can you give me an exa mple of that?
:KDWGR\RXWKLQNFDXVHV«"
Are these the only explanations?
Are these reasons good enough?
How might it be refuted in court?
Would these reasons stand up in a reputable newspaper?
:K\LV«KDSSHQLQJ"
Why?
What evidence is there to support what you are saying?
Has anyone in your life expressed a different opinion?
Would _________ stand up in a court of law as evidence?
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4. Q uestioning V iewpoints and Perspectives
Often the patient has never considered other viewpoints but instead adopted a
perspective that fits his needs for safety and control most readily. By questioning
alternative viewpoints or persSHFWLYHVWKHWKHUDSLVWLVLQHIIHFW³FKDOOHQJLQJ´WKH
position. This will help the patient see that that there are other, equally valid,
viewpoints that still allow the patient to feel appropriately safe and in control.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Questioning
viewpoints
and
perspectives

What alternative ways of looking at this are there?
What does it do for you to continue to think this way?
Who benefits from this?
:KDWLVWKHGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQ«DQG«"
:K\LVLWEHWWHUWKDQ«"
:KDWDUHWKHVWUHQJWKVDQGZHDNQHVVHVRI«"
+RZDUH«DQG«VLPLODU"
:KDWZRXOG«VD\DERXWLW"
What LI\RXFRPSDUHG«DQG«"
How could you look at this another way?

!
5. A nalyzing Implications and Consequences
Often patients are not aware that the beliefs that they hold lead to predictable and
often unpleasant logical implications. By helping the patient examine the
potential outcomes to see if they make sense, or are even desirable, the patient
may realize that their entrenched beliefs are creating a large part of their distress.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Analyzing
implications
and
consequences

!"#$%&"'(%&)*+,%"'--#$.%
/"'(%'0#%("#%1)$2#3*#$1#2%)4%("'(%'22*5-(6)$.%!
+RZFRXOG«EHXVHGWR«"!
:KDWDUHWKHLPSOLFDWLRQVRI«"!
+RZGRHV«DIIHFW«"!
+RZGRHV«ILWZLWKZKDWZHOHDUQHGLQVHVVLRQEHIRUH"!
:K\LV«LPSRUWDQW"!
/"'(%1'$%&#%'22*5#%&6++%"'--#$.!
/"'(%&)*+,%6(%5#'$%64%7)*%8'9#%*-%("'(%:#+6#4.!

!
6. Q uestions A bout the Q uestion
3DWLHQWVPD\VRPHWLPHV³FKDOOHQJHWKHWKHUDSLVW´RUSXVKWKHUDSLVW-patient
boundaries by directly inquiring whether the therapist has experienced a specific
traumatic event. For example, patients may ask the therapist directly, ³+DYH\RX
HYHUEHHQWRZDU"´ or ³+DYH\RXHYHUEHHQUDSHG"´ In this often difficult
situation, therapists may rely both on their good clinical judgment, as well as
CPT-specific skills, to inquire why the patient might be interested in this
LQIRUPDWLRQ,WLVXSWRHDFKWKHUDSLVW¶VGLVFUHWLRQDERXWKRZPXFKLQIRUPDWLRQ
s/he is willing to disclose. It is also important to consider, as always, the effect
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that any disclosure would have on the patient and to use that information to guide
your response.
We believe that it might be most useful at these points in therapy to gently
question the question. By putting the focus back on the patient and his intentions,
the patient can more thoroughly examine his reasons for asking these types of
questions. It might be that the patient is attempting to find out whether the
therapist can truly understand what he went through, or he may be avoiding
discussing his own experience in detail by putting the focus on the therapist.
Here are some possible ways to address these types of questions if they arise:
" Are you wondering whether I will be able to handle hearing about
your experience?
" Why is this information important to you? What would it mean to
you if I did or did not share your experience?
" What would my answer either way mean to you?
" $UH\RXFRQFHUQHGWKDW,GRQ¶WXQGHUVWDQG"3OHDVHWHOOPHZKDW
you think I am missing. I would like to understand what the
experience was like for you.
Issues in Conducting CPT
Many therapists were never trained to conduct manualized psychotherapies and
may feel uncomfortable with both the concept and the execution. It is important
that the patient and therapist agree on the goal for the therapy (trauma work for
PTSD and related symptoms) so that the goals do not drift or switch from session
to session. Without a firm commitment to the treatment goals, when the therapy is
³RIIWUDFN´WKHWKHUDSLVWPD\QRWNQRZZKHther to get back on the protocol or to
OHWLWVOLGH$VRWKHUWRSLFVDULVHWKHWKHUDSLVWVRPHWLPHVLVQ¶WVXUHZKHWKHURU
how, to incorporate them into the sessions. A few words on these topics are
appropriate here. Once therapists have conducted protocol therapy a few times,
they usually find that they become more efficient and effective therapists. They
learn to guide the therapy without tangents or delays. They find they can develop
rapport with patients through the use of Socratic questions because the patients
are explaining to the therapist exactly how they feel and think and the therapist
expresses interest and understanding with these questions. There is usually
enough time in the session to cover the material for the session and still have time
for some other topics, such as things that came up that week or other current
issues related to their PTSD (childrearing, job concerns, marital issues, etc.).
However, if those are major issues, then the therapist will need to prioritize the
order. It is inadvisable to try to deal with several types of therapy for different
problems simultaneously.

Therapistpatient
agreement on
therapy goals

1. Comorbidity
Although PTSD has very high rates of comorbidity (other disorders along with the
PTSD), normally, comorbid depression, anxiety, and dissociation remit along
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with PTSD. Therefore, we believe there is rarely a need to deal with other
symptoms independently of the PTSD protocol.
Major depressive disorder, which occurs in approximately half of people with
PTSD and substance abuse, the rates of which vary depending on the population
being studied, are both commonly comorbid with PTSD. Anxiety disorders and
personality disorders are also fairly common. Additionally, health problems are
associated with PTSD. Fortunately, except for patients with substance
dependence, CPT has been tested on patients with a range of disorders in addition
to PTSD. Thus far, we have found that those with major depressive disorder
improve as much as those without the disorder, although they may begin and end
with higher levels of depressive symptoms. Patient-reported health symptoms
improve significantly, and measures of anxiety and dissociation also improve
over the course of treatment. Other complex symptoms such as an impaired sense
of self and tension-reduction behaviors (e.g., self-harming behaviors and acting
out) improve markedly with treatment. Nevertheless, there are considerations that
should be mentioned with regard to comorbid disorders. Discussing all possible
comorbid disorders is beyond the scope of this manual, so we have picked a few
of the more common disorders for your consideration.
Substance dependence should be treated before addressing PTSD, but substanceabusing patients may be treated with CPT if there is a specific contract for not
drinking abusively during the therapy, and if there is a specific focus on the
suspected role of abusive drinking as avoidance coping. Further, it may be
possible to implement CPT immediately following substance abuse treatment.
In fact, if the veteran is following an inpatient admission for detoxification with a
residential program, there may be a unique window of opportunity to treat PTSD.
It is not unusual for intrusive recollections of traumatic events, particularly
nightmares and flashbacks, to emerge after someone has stopped drinking or
using drugs. The substance use may have served as a method to avoid these
memories and to suppress unwanted emotions. So, after detoxification, these
PTSD symptoms may reassert themselves. If the patient is motivated to work on
his PTSD, or if the therapist can use the increase in symptoms as a motivator,
there may be an opportunity to improve those PTSD symptoms before the patient
can fall back into his usual coping method and relapse. At this point, based on
clinical experience rather than research, our best predictor of success with CPT
with this population is motivation to change. The therapist should ask in a very
straightforward fashion whether the patient wants to improve his PTSD
symptoms enough to refrain from alcohol or drugs for treatment to commence.
Some patients have been able to tolerate CPT, including the account writing,
fairly soon after stopping their substance abuse, while others announce that they
will relapse if they talk about the trauma even years after sobriety. We take these
patients at their word. If someone promises to relapse, we do not implement the
protocol, but let them know that it is available when they are ready. Those who
proceed with treatment need to understand how their substance abuse has served
as avoidance, and the therapist should check in frequently about urges to drink or
use. If such urges occur during treatment, they can, in fact, indicate particular
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stuck points or important emotions that should be processed. CPT without the
trauma account (CPT-C, discussed later in this manual in Part III: Alternatives
and Considerations in Conducting CPT) can also be implemented if the therapist
and patient determine that the patient is, in fact, too fragile to handle writing
about the trauma memory (i.e., reluctance is not due to the more common stuck
points about emotions). Typically we have the patients focus on specific child,
family, and marital issues after completing the course of PTSD treatment.
Sometimes those problems remit when the patient no longer has PTSD interfering
with functioning.
Major depressive disorder (MDD) is the most common comorbid disorder with
PTSD. Being depressed is not a rule-out for PTSD treatment. In fact, PTSD
treatment should successfully address MDD that is often secondary to the PTSD.
All treatment outcome studies on PTSD have found substantial and lasting
improvement in depressive symptoms along with PTSD improvement. There are
only a few caveats to consider. Although medication instability is a typical
exclusion criterion for psychosocial treatment outcome studies for pragmatic
purposes (i.e., is change attributable to the intervention or the medication?),
medication changes can also complicate clinical practice. A clinician may be
tempted to throw every possible intervention at the patient at once, expecting to
achieve the quickest possible results. However, if a patient is beginning or
increasing a medication while starting psychotherapy, neither the patient nor the
clinician will know what was effective. Why does this matter? When the patient
begins to feel better, she may attribute the change to the medication, even if it is
not the case, and not attribute the change to her own efforts. She may even stop
complying with psychotherapy. Also, if the medication was the locus of the
change, the prescribing physician needs to know what the minimally effective
dose of the medication is without the confusion of the common occurrence of
increasing symptoms during the trauma account or decreasing symptoms after the
trauma accounts or cognitive therapy. The prescribing physician and therapist
need to coordinate their efforts to minimize this confusion.

MDD

We have occasionally seen patients who were so heavily and multiply medicated
that they were unable to engage in treatment or access appropriate emotions. We
have also occasionally seen unmedicated patients whose depression was so severe
they could not muster the energy to attend treatment or comply with assignments.
Either extreme is a problem that must be rectified before appropriate
psychotherapy can be implemented. It is important to stress that we are not
suggesting that all patients with PTSD, with or without MDD, should be on
medications. Rather, we suggest that, if a patient can tolerate her distress for a
few more weeks while CPT begins, there may not be a need for medications at
all. In addition, many of the young returning service members may not want to
begin a regimen of psychotropic medications. There is very little research on the
combination or sequencing of medication and psychotherapy to guide us at this
point. Good communication between providers can assist with decision making
on the appropriateness and sequencing of medication.

Psychotherapy
and medication

Anxiety
disorders
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As with depression and substance abuse, the concern with other anxiety disorders
is whether they are so disabling that they interfere with PTSD treatment. If
obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), panic disorder, or agoraphobia is so severe
that the patient cannot engage in PTSD treatment, then the other disorder should
be treated first. If the other anxiety disorder appears to be trauma-related (i.e., the
onset, precipitants, and anxious content appear conceptually related to traumatic
events) and the person can attend treatment, then it is quite possible that
successful treatment of PTSD will improve the comorbid anxiety condition(s) as
well. Any therapist who works with PTSD patients in VA will have heard stories
of patients who secure their home perimeter every evening before bedtime,
sometimes for hours. These superstitious safety behaviors may rise to the level of
OCD. When we have treated patients with PTSD and OCD, we have started with
the PTSD to see if the OCD symptoms would improve. There is no reason at this
point to expect that PTSD symptoms will improve with successful OCD
treatment. These OCD types of behaviors can be considered right along with
safety issues in Sessions 7 and 8, with the goal of getting the patients to test out
their overestimated level of danger (P: ³,I,GRQ¶WVHFXUHWKHSHULPHWHUWKLV
amount, my house will be aWWDFNHG´T: ³'R\RXUQHLJKERUVDQGWKHSHRSOHRQ
the next block march with rifles? Have they been attacked? Has there ever been a
WLPHZKHQ\RXFRXOGQ¶WGRLW"´). Once the flashbacks, nightmares, and triggered
false alarms are reduced, it is easier to explain the principles of behavioral
exposure and response prevention along with the cognitive work. Later in the
protocol, the therapist could assign the patient to do an experiment to test his
assumptions. Although this is not a typical component of CPT, a behavioral
experiment might be very helpful with comorbid anxiety disorders. OCD
symptoms may also be addressed while working on issues of control. The person
with OCD has the temporary illusion of control when engaging in the ritual that is
intended to reduce his anxiety. Aside from the fact that the rituals (cleaning,
checking, etc.) soon come to control the person rather than the other way around,
WKHWKHUDSLVWFDQKHOSWKHSDWLHQWWRDFFHSWWKDWKHFDQ¶WKDYHFRQWURORYHUIXWXUH
events (see Session 10) DQGWKDWWKHULWXDOVGRQ¶WSUHYHQWIXWXUHHYHQWVIURP
occurring and may be totally irrelevant.
Panic disorder is commonly comorbid with PTSD, and more so under the DSMIV decision rules than under the previous DSM-III-R, which disallowed the
diagnosis in the presence of other Axis I disorders. Our research with CPT
indicates an improvement in panic symptoms without any particular extra
intervention. However, there are some people who are so crippled by their panic
disorder that they cannot tolerate discussing the traumatic event without having
panic attacks. In this case, the therapist may want to consider treating the panic
disorder first with a cognitive-behavioral treatment such as panic control
treatment (Craske, Barlow, & Meadows, 20005) or simultaneously with CPT

OCD

Panic
disorders

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!Craske, M. G., Barlow, D. H., & Meadows, E. A. (2000). Mastery of your anxiety and panic:

"

Therapist guide for anxiety, panic, and agoraphobia (MAP-3). San Antonio, TX:
Graywind/Psychological Corporation.
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(Falsetti et al., 20016). Falsetti and her colleagues developed a protocol that
combines CPT with panic control treatment.
The challenge with personality disorders in PTSD treatment is how to stay on
track with the protocol and not get derailed by side issues. In other words, the
therapist does not attempt to treat the personality disorder but treats the PTSD in
spite of the personality disorder. The therapist needs to keep in mind that the
patient has been coping with his life circumstances for a long time, albeit
LQHIIHFWLYHO\DQGWKDWJHWWLQJSXOOHGRIIRQWRWKH³FULVLVRIWKHZHHN´FDQVHUYHDV
an avoidance function to doing the trauma work. If one can conceptualize
personality disorders as over-generalized patterns of responding across a range of
situations, then it is quite easy to see how someone with a long history of trauma,
or coping with his trauma, might develop avoidant personality, dependent
personality, and so forth. These beliefs and behavioral patterns served a
functional SXUSRVHDWOHDVWDWVRPHSRLQWLQWKHSHUVRQ¶VOLIH,WLVQRZ
dysfunctional because these patterns are so over-generalized (and probably
obsolete). Within the cognitive framework, these over-generalized assumptions
and beliefs become reified to the schema level and become automatic filters
through which all experiences pass. Any experiences that do not conform to the
over-riding schema are either distorted (assimilated) to fit the construct or
ignored. Those experiences that appear to confirm the over-riding schema are
used as proof and lead to further over-accommodation. It is difficult to challenge
a large schema such as ³HYHU\RQHZLOODEDQGRQPH´ or ³,FDQ¶WWDNHFDUHRI
P\VHOI´ so the therapist should continually bring these global ideas down to very
specific events, thoughts, and emotions and then challenge the evidence on those
specific events with Challenging Beliefs Worksheets. When the same
assumptions emerge across many worksheets, the therapist can say, ³,DP
detecting a theme here. Across these six worksheets it always comes back to the
thought that people are trying to harm you (or whatever the schema is). You have
said this to yourself so often and across so many situations that you have come to
believe it is carved in stone as TRUTH. And we are going to have to chip away at
that belief just like you would have to chip away at stone to get it to change ²in
this case, one worksheet at a time. Now I see that each time you have done a
Challenging Beliefs Worksheet that you were able to challenge the thought that
someone was intentionally trying to harm you. How many experiences will you
need to have, how much evidence will you need to move to the thought that some
SHRSOHDUHQRWWU\LQJWRKDUP\RX"$QGKRZZRXOGWKDWIHHOLI\RXEHOLHYHGWKDW"´
While dissociative disorders are relatively rare, dissociative responses are fairly
common in traumatized individuals. In fact, peritraumatic dissociation,
dissociation during or immediately after the traumatic event, is one of the most
robust predictors of PTSD. Dissociation can become conditioned, just like the

Personality
disorder

Dissociation
and amnesia

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"
!Falsetti, S. A., Resnick, H. S., Davis, J., & Gallagher, N. G. (2001). Treatment of posttraumatic
stress disorder with comorbid panic attacks: Combining cognitive processing therapy with panic
control treatment techniques. Group Dyna mics, 5(4), 252±260.
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fight-flight response, to previously neutral cues. If the patient dissociates
whenever she is reminded of the trauma, such dissociation may interfere with the
tasks required during therapy. There are several solutions to this problem. One is
that the therapist can work with the patient in advance to refrain from
dissociating, through grounding techniques (e.g., cueing to date, time, location,
safety; touching a predetermined object as a reminder). The therapist needs to
provide a rationale for the patient to learn not to dissociate when stressed. There
are two good rationales. One is that dissociation actually puts the veteran at
greater risk, in that if she were really in danger, she would have fewer options for
extricating herself from the situation. Another rationale for learning not to
dissociate is that dissociation is an emergency response, like the fight-flight
response, that shuts down immune and other normal functioning. Having this
emergency UHVSRQVHRFFXUIUHTXHQWO\G\VUHJXODWHVWKHSHUVRQ¶VLPPXQH
functioning. PTSD has been associated with greater health problems, and people
who dissociate frequently are often observed to have higher rates of many
physical disorders and diseases.
Another option for problematic dissociation is to use the CPT-C protocol. A third
option is to use the CPT protocol but have the patient write the account using
techniques to minimize dissociation. One strategy that we have used successfully
is to have the patient set a kitchen timer for 5 minutes and start writing. The bell
serves to interrupt dissociation, orienting the patient back to the present. The
kitchen timer can then be set for 6 minutes, with the patient returning to reading
or writing the account. The timer can be set for progressively longer periods to
provide graded habituation and stronger grounding skills.
In summary, therapists should not be daunted by comorbid disorders
accompanying PTSD or assume that CPT cannot be implemented with patients
who have extensive trauma histories. CPT was developed and has been tested
with patients who almost all had complex trauma histories and various
comorbidities. The decision the clinician must make is whether the comorbid
disorder is so severe that it will precOXGHWKHSDWLHQW¶VSDUWLFLSDWLRQLQ376'
treatment. In that case, the therapist may want to treat the comorbid disorder
before, or simultaneously, with CPT. There are evidence-based cognitivebehavioral therapies for most comorbid conditions that clinicians will encounter.
For the most part, however, the treatment of PTSD will improve the comorbid
symptoms and may even eliminate the necessity of further treatment for those
symptoms.
2. A voidance
Most veterans present for PTSD treatment many years after the traumatic event.
They are usually not in crisis and are able to handle their day-to-day lives (at
whatever level they are functioning) without constant intervention. Much of the
disruption in the flow of therapy for PTSD comes from avoidance attempts on the
part of the patient. We point out avoidance whenever we see it (e.g., changing the
subject, showing up late for sessions) and remind the patient that avoidance
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maintains PTSD symptoms. If the patient wants to discuss other issues, we save
time at the end of the session or attempt to incorporate her issues into the skills
that are being taught (i.e., A-B-C Worksheets, Challenging Questions
Worksheets, Patterns of Problematic Thinking Worksheets, Challenging Beliefs
Worksheets). If the patient does not bring in practice assignments, we do not
delay the session but conduct the work in session and then reassign the practice
assignment along with the next assignment.
3. Needs of Returning O I F/O E F V eterans
Returning Operation Iraqi Freedom/Operation Enduring Freedom (OIF/OEF)
military personnel and veterans may have different needs than veterans from other
wars/conflicts. They may prefer two sessions a week so that they can get therapy
finished quickly. They may request early morning or evening appointments to
accommodate their jobs. They may want their PTSD treatment augmented with
FRXSOHVFRXQVHOLQJ7KH\PD\DSSHDUDELWPRUH³UDZ´WKDQWKHYHU\FKURQLF
Vietnam veterans that most VA clinicians are accustomed to working with. The
more accessible emotions are actually an advantage in processing the traumatic
events and in motivating change, but therapists who have worked with only very
chronic (and emotionally numb) veterans may become alarmed when they first
work with these patients. They may think that strong emotions or dissociation
should be stabilized or medicated first. However, CPT was developed and tested
first with rape victims who may also be very acute and very emotional. As long as
patients are willing to engage in therapy and can contract against self-harm and
acting out, there is no reason to assume that they need to wait for treatment.

OIF/OEF
veterans

4. P TSD-Related Disability Status
7KHUDSLVWVRIWHQH[SUHVVFRQFHUQDERXWWKHSDWLHQW¶VGLVDELOLW\VWDWXVDQGZKDW
will happen to her disability status and entitlements if the PTSD is effectively
treated. For OIF/OEF veterans, the goal is to have them return to gainful
employment and not be on disability for their PTSD. At the beginning of
treatment with these patients, they may not be able to conceptualize sleeping
through the night again, not being disrupted by flashbacks, or having the
concentration to hold down a job. The therapist needs to impart a clear message
that these symptoms can improve, to instill some hope in the patient. However,
specific career or job planning might be postponed until later in therapy to see
how much symptom remission has been achieved. If the veteran sustained head
injuries during his deployment, it may not be clear how much of the symptom
picture is due to PTSD and how much is due to brain injury until the PTSD
symptoms are resolved.

PTSD-related
disability
status

Older veterans (and their therapists) are sometimes reluctant to engage in an
efficacious treatment for fear of losing benefits and not being able to support
themselves. We highly encourage clinicians to seek out specific information from
their Veterans Benefits Administration (VBA) staff about the likelihood that
veterans will have their disability rating reevaluated. In our experience, there is!
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PXFKORUHDURXQG9%$WDNLQJDZD\YHWHUDQV¶EHQHILWV,Q our discussion with
VBA staff, they have indicated that they are so burdened with claims that they do
not have time to review older cases unless the veteran is seeking an increase in his
disability or there is some concrete evidence that the veteran is making money
through employment and he is not supposed to be able to be employed. There
may be an infamous case in your VA in which entitlements were taken away or
decreased, but it is important to assess more accurately with the veteran the
probability of such a situation occurring.
PTSD-related disability seems to present as the biggest challenge if a patient is
actively seeking a disability rating or increase in her existing rating. We
encourage clinicians to be up-front with patients about the timing of CPT in
relation to their pursuit of service-connected benefits. If they are actively trying to
prove that they have symptoms of PTSD, it is logically not the time to engage in a
therapy that is shown to decrease symptoms. It is far better to prevent the veteran
from having a failed therapy experience by delaying a course of CPT than it is to
proceed with a course that was doomed from the outset. There are many disabled
and nondisabled veterans with PTSD who are not seeking a change in their rating
who are better positioned to take advantage of the benefits of CPT. Veterans in
the claims process may want to seek a supportive therapy or non-trauma-focused
intervention while awaiting the outcome of their claims.
If someone is rated with a permanent 100% service-connected PTSD disability,
the veteran has every right to benefit from symptom reduction to improve the
quality of her life. If the veteran is not considered permanently and 100%
disabled by her PTSD, then the therapist should ask the patient to consider the
costs and benefits of symptom reduction and quality of life if her PTSD
improved, and the probability that her service-connected entitlement would even
change as a result of an improvement in her PTSD. Therapists should remember
that there is the option of diagnosing with PTSD, In Partial Remission, in their
progress note documentation.
In some cases, disability status is actually a stuck point that needs to be
challenged because it has an alternative function (³,I,DPQRWDGLVDEOHGYHWHUDQ
who aP,"´³,I,VWRSUHFHLYLQJWKHEHQHILWVWKDWPHDQVWKHJRYHUQPHQWWKLQNV
ZKDWKDSSHQHGWRPHZDVQRWLPSRUWDQW´).
5. Religion and Morality
There are several ways in which religion and morality more generally intersect
with PTSD. It is not uncommon for there to be disruptions in religious beliefs
(³+RZFRXOG*RGOHWWKLVKDSSHQ"´³,V*RGSXQLVKLQJPH"´) or stuck points that
are produced by the conflict between the traumatic event and prior religious
EHOLHIV7KLVPD\EHGLUHFWO\HQWDQJOHGLQWKH³MXVWZRUOGEHOLHI´ ³:K\PH"´
³:K\QRWPH"´³:K\GLGP\IULHQGIDPLO\GLH"´), which is taught directly by
some religions but could have been inferred by the patient and not actually part of
WKHUHOLJLRQ,WFRXOGEHLQWKHFRQWH[WRIDYLRODWLRQRIRQH¶VPRUDORU ethical code!
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(³,PXUGHUHGSHRSOHZKLOHLQ,UDT´  It could also entail other people trying to get
the patient to forgive himself or forgive a perpetrator.
You should not avoid these topics, because they may prove to be at the heart of
\RXUSDWLHQW¶V37SD. Even if you have a different set of religious beliefs (or are
agnostic or atheist), it is not a good reason to avoid these topics. You need to
wade into cross-cultural beliefs as part of your work, and religion is an important
SDUWRI\RXUSDWLHQW¶VFXlture. The just world belief is probably the most common
assumption that is taught, not just by religions but also by parents and teachers.
People like to believe that if they follow the rules that good things will happen
and that if someone breaks the rules that they will be punished. People fail to
learn this as a probability statement (³,I,IROORZWKHUXOHVLWGHFUHDVHVP\ULVNRI
VRPHWKLQJEDGKDSSHQLQJ´), which would be more realistic. If people hold
strongly to the just world belief, then they may engage in backward reasoning.
This would lead them to the conclusion that if something bad happened to them,
WKH\DUHEHLQJSXQLVKHG+RZHYHULIWKH\FDQ¶WILJXUHRXWZKDWWKH\GLGZURQJ
they will end up railing at the unfairness of the situation or of God. No religion
guarantees that good behavior will always be rewarded and bad behavior
punished (here on earth), so if your patient says this, then he may have either
distorted his religion or was taught this by a mistaken parent or religious leader.
Like any profession, there is variability on how educated or adherent a religious
leader is to the tenets of the religion. Please make sure you differentiate the
religion itself from an individual practitioner when you discuss these issues. You
may be able to check with the tenets of the religion through a Web search or by
talking to clergy at your VA or your own place of worship.
:KHQVRPHRQHGRHVQ¶WXQGHUVWDQGKRZ*RGFRXOGOHWDQHYHQWKDSSHQWKDW
involves another person (rape, assault, combat), the concept of free will may be
very helpful. Most Western religions adhere to the concept of free will, of choice
to behave or misbehave (or what are heaven and hell for?). If God gives an
individual free will to make choices, then it does not follow that He would take
away the free will of another person in order to punish the patient. That person
also had free will to fire the gun or rape, etc. Free will implies that God does not
step in and stop the behavior of others any more than He forces the patient to
behave or PLVEHKDYH)XUWKHUPRUHHYHQZKHQWKHUHLVQRWDQRWKHUSHUVRQ¶V
behavior and choice involved, it does not take a great deal of inspection of the
world to find evidence that God is not using natural events, accidents, or illnesses
only to punish bad people. When we see these events happening to infants,
children, or people we know to be wonderful, caring individuals, the only thing
WKDWZHFDQIDOOEDFNRQDWWKDWSRLQWLVWKDW³*RGZRUNVLQP\VWHULRXVZD\V´
However, it could also be the case that God does not intervene in day-to-day lives
and that the concept of God should be used for comfort, community, and moral
guidance.
If a patient believes that lives are predetermined and that he has no free will, then
you may wonder why he has PTSD. What is the conflict? Is he having trouble
accepting his fate? Or is it just a matter of not being able to process emotions?!
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You should ask the patient how he came to understand what happened to him, and
what images or thoughts he keeps coming back to.
The question that may logically follow ³:K\PH"´ is ³:K\QRW\RX"´ If
someone wonders why she was spared (language that implies intent) when others
were killed, the same line of questioning can proceed. Is there logic to war, to
who dies or who lives? Because someone is a good person, did that make her
more immune to being killed in war? Unfortunately, the military, as well as
religions, may reinforce the notion that if something bad happened, someone
made a mistake. In the military, after events transpire, service members may be
VXEMHFWWRGHEULHILQJVWRGHWHUPLQH³ZKDWZHQWZURQJ´:KLOHLWLV
understandable that military leaders are attempting to reduce risk in the future,
they are also planting the message that someone made mistakes for the outcome
to be as it was (as opposed to the possibility that an ambush worked or that the
combatants were outmanned in a particular situation).
The concepts of self- or other-forgiveness are sometimes brought up in therapy. If
these issues are comfortable concepts for a patient, she probably would not bring
them up for discussion. Instead, they are typically mentioned because there is
some discomfort with or conflict over the subjects. As noted above, with regard to
self-forgiveness, it is very important for you to first challenge the specifics of the
event to see if your patient has anything to forgive herself for. Because it is
almost axiomatic that people will blame themselves for traumatic events, it does
not mean that they intended the outcome. Therefore, blame and guilt may be
misplaced. If someone is the victim of a crime, she is just that, a victim. There is
nothing she could have done that would justify what happened to her. Because a
woman feels dirty or violated does not mean that she did anything wrong that
needs forgiveness. This would be an example of emotional reasoning. Killing
someone in war is not the same as murdering someone. The person may have had
no other options than what occurred at the time, so the Socratic questioning needs
to establish intent, available options at the time, etc. One should only discuss selfforgiveness when it has been established that the patient had intended harm
against an innocent person, that he had other available options at the time and
willfully chose this course of action. Killing a civilian by accident (e.g., someone
caught in the crossfire) in a war is just that, an accident. Committing an atrocity
(raping women or children, torturing people) is clearly intended harm. Guilt is an
appropriate response to committing an atrocity or a crime. A patient may well
need to accept what he has done, be repentant, and seek out self-forgiveness, or if
religious, forgiveness within the church or other place of worship. Even then you
should work with your patient to contextualize who he was then with what his
values are now to help him realize that he is not the same as when the event
occurred. Once all this has been thoroughly processed and digested, some form of
restitution or community service may assist the patient in moving beyond his
permanent, self-inflicted sentence.

³:K\PH"´

Self- or otherforgiveness

Forgiving others is sometimes brought into the session when the concept is
premature or forced by others. If a patient has just accepted that the event was not!
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her fault (e.g., sexual abuse or assault), she may be just recognizing that the other
person intended the harm and is to blame for the event. To foreclose on the
righteous anger before letting it run its course may bring comfort to a family, but
it is the same type of PTSD symptom that has been occurring already, avoiding
affect. You can ask the patient if the perpetrator has asked for forgiveness. Most
churches or other places of worship do not confer forgiveness on the unrepentant.
If the perpetrator has not asked for forgiveness, there is no need for the patient to
forgive. Even if the perpetrator of the traumatic event has asked for forgiveness,
the patient is not obligated to give it. Understanding why someone did something
is not the same as excusing him. The patient could refer the perpetrator to the
church, or other places of worship, to ask forgiveness of God. The purpose of the
patient granting forgiveness should not be for someone else to pretend that all is
well, but only for giving the patient some peace of mind. If forgiveness is being
forced by others, it will only bring frustration and guilt.!
6. M ilitary Sexual T rauma (MST)
Although there are many different types of traumatic experiences, each unique in
its own way, experiences of sexual trauma often raise special issues for patients
and clinicians. This is particularly true when the trauma is what the VA terms
³PLOLWDU\VH[XDOWUDXPD´WKDWLVVH[XDODVVDXOWRUUHSHDWHGWKUHDWHQLQJDFWVRI
sexual harassment that occurred while the veteran was in the military. Sexual
assault is any sort of sexual activity between at least two people in which
someone is involved against his or her will. Physical force may or may not be
used. The sexual activity involved can include many different experiences such as
unwanted touching, grabbing, oral sex, anal sex, sexual penetration with an
object, and/or sexual intercourse. Sexual harassment that falls into the category of
MST involves repeated, unsolicited, and threatening verbal or physical contact of
a sexual nature. Examples of this include threats of retaliation for not being
sexually cooperative or implied faster promotions or better treatment in exchange
for being sexually cooperative.

Military sexual
trauma (MST)

A number of studies have shown that MST experiences are extremely prevalent
among veterans; rates are typically even higher among veterans using VA
healthcare. Although sexual trauma occurs more frequently among women than
among men, the disproportionate ratio of men to women in the military means
that as a clinician working with veterans, you are about equally likely to
encounter men with experiences of MST as you are to encounter women with
experiences of MST. In general, rape is the trauma most likely to be associated
with PTSD, meaning that you may treat sexual trauma quite frequently in your
CPT work.
While there is little empirical data comparing experiences of military sexual
trauma with experiences of sexual harassment and assault that occur outside of
military service, there are aspects of MST that may make these experiences
qualitatively different for victims. For example, because sexual trauma associated
with military service most often occurs in a setting where the victim lives and!
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works, many victims must continue to interact and work closely with their
perpetrators on an ongoing basis after the trauma. This often increases their sense
of helplessness and powerlessness and may leave them at risk for additional
YLFWLPL]DWLRQ*LYHQWKH³WRWDO´QDWXUHRIWKHPLOLWDU\HQYLURQPHQWWKLV
victimization may take a variety of forms. Victims may need to rely on their
perpetrators (or associates of their perpetrator) to authorize medical and
psychological care or provide for other basic needs. There may also be careerrelated consequences for victims in that perpetrators are frequently peers or
supervisors with the power to influence work evaluations and decisions about
promotions. Even if this is not the case, victims may face the difficult choice of
either continuing military careers in which they are forced to have frequent
contact with their perpetrators or sacrificing career goals in order to protect
themselves from future victimization or retraumatization.
Most military groups are characterized by high unit cohesion, particularly during
combat. Although this level of solidarity is typically a positive aspect of military
service, the dynamic it creates may amplify the difficulties of responding to
sexual harassment and assault in this environment. For example, the high value
placed on organizational cohesion may make it taboo to divulge any negative
information about a fellow soldier. As a result, many victims are reluctant to
report sexual trauma and may struggle to identify even to themselves that what
occurred was an assault. Those who choose to report to those in authority often
feel that they are not believed or, even worse, find themselves blamed for what
happened. They may be encouraged to keep silent and their reports may be
ignored. Having this type of invalidating experience often has a significant
QHJDWLYHLPSDFWRQWKHYLFWLP¶VSRVWWUDXPDDGMXVWPHQW
How might these factors impact your CPT work with veterans? First, trust (both
of oneself and others) may be a particularly potent issue given that perpetrators
are most often someone the victim knows and may have been someone with
whom the victim was quite close. Because of this relationship, victims may have
stuck points related to the idea that the sexual assault or harassment was
consensual, or at least condoned on their part; it will be important for you to
remind them of the coercive aspects of the context surrounding the trauma. As
with sexual trauma occurring outside the military, the stigma associated with
sexual trauma may mean that you encounter a great number of stuck points
related to self-blame and esteem. Men in particular may express concerns about
their sexuality, sexual identity, or their masculinity. It may be hard for them to
reconcile what happened with societal beliefs about men being strong and
powerful²acknowledging their vulnerability is at odds with how they have been
taught to think about themselves as men. In addition, individuals who have been
sexually traumatized are at particularly high risk of experiencing subsequent
sexual victimization. When this happens, victims may find themselves stuck on
issues related to agency (power and control) and self-worth.

MST and
CPT

Another issue to consider is that because sexual arousal typically occurs in
pleasurable settings, most people assume that sexual arousal equates with!

Sexual
arousal
during MST
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enjoyment. Victims of sexual assault may erroneously conclude that, because
they may have experienced arousal or even orgasm, that they must have enjoyed
the experience, that they are perverted, or that their bodies betrayed them. All
these conclusions are incorrect. It is quite possible to be stimulated and
experience fear, horror, or anger instead of pleasure. Soldiers have reported
H[SHULHQFLQJHUHFWLRQVRUHYHQRUJDVPLQFRPEDW7KDWGRHVQ¶WPHDQWKDWWKH\
were experiencing enjoyment or found the experience to be sensual. It does mean
that they experienced a cascade of hormones throughout their bodies that
happened to include those that stimulate sexual arousal.
Patients are often reluctant to bring up this topic in therapy. They may feel deep
shame that they experienced sexual arousal in a situation in which they believe it
to be inappropriate and may view it as some type of personal failing. The
therapist can help alleviate this guilt and shame through education and should
bring up the topic in a low-key and routine way if the patient does not broach the
topic. One of the simplest ways to help the patient to think differently about it is
to remind the patient that sexual arousal is not a voluntary response any more
than being tickled is. In fact, tickling is a good analogy to use. Someone can be
tickled against his will, be laughing, and hate it at the same time. When nerve
endings are stimulated, there is no conscious choice about whether those nerve
endings should react. If the patient is helped to see that his or her reactions were
the normal outcome of stimulation and not some moral choice, he or she should
experience relief and the lessening of guilt or shame. Please refer to the Patient
Workbook for examples of an A-B-C Worksheet, Challenging Questions
Worksheet, and Challenging Beliefs Worksheet on MST.

Example
Example
worksheets
worksheets
on MST
on
MSTin
located
located
in
Materials
Appendix
Manual B

7. O ngoing Symptom Assessment Using PTSD and Depression Scales
It is recommended that the patient be assessed, not just before and after treatment
but during treatment as well. We typically give patients a brief PTSD scale and a
depression scale, such as the Beck Depression Inventory7 (if comorbid depression
is a problem), once a week. The PCL-S monthly version is administered once
EHIRUHWKHILUVWVHVVLRQDQGHYDOXDWHVWKHSDWLHQW¶VV\PSWRPVduring the past
month. Subsequent administrations of the PCL-6HYDOXDWHWKHSDWLHQW¶VV\PSWRPV
during the prior week and are administered weekly. We recommend that the
weekly versions of the PCL-S be given to the patient while he is waiting for the
start of the session. Most often there is a large drop in symptoms when the
assimilation about the trauma is resolving. Typically this occurs around the fifth
or sixth session with the trauma account and cognitive therapy focusing on the
traumatic event itself. Occasionally this takes longer, but with frequent
assessment, the therapist can monitor the progress and see when the shift occurs.
Both the monthly and weekly versions of the PCL-S are located in the Therapist
Materials section of the Materials Manual.

Using PTSD
& depression
scales

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7

Beck, A. T., Ward, C. H., Mendelson, M., Mock, J., & Erbaugh, J. (1961). An inventory for
measuring depression. Archives of General Psychiatry, 141, 1311.
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8. A Note on Session 2a²Bereavement
Included in this manual is a module for traumatic bereavement (Session 2a). This
module is not included as 1 of the 12 sessions but could be added to the therapy.
If the additional bereavement session is added, the protocol becomes 13 sessions;
session 2a does not replace any of the other sessions. We recommend that the
session be added early in therapy, perhaps as the third session. Although we
expect PTSD to remit as a result of treatment, we do not necessarily expect
bereavement to remit. Grief is a normal reaction to loss and is not a disorder.
Bereavement may have a long and varied course. The goal of dealing with grief
issues within CPT is not to shorten the natural course of adjustment but to remove
blocks and barriers (distorted cognitions, assumptions, expectations) that are
interfering with normal bereavement. Therefore, the focus is on normal grief,
myths about bereavement, and stuck points that therapists may need to focus on in
this domain. If the bereavement session is added to CPT, one possibility is to have
the patients write two Impact Statements if they have both lost a loved one and
have PTSD related to something that happened to them directly. One statement
would be about what it means that the traumatic event happened to them. The
other statement would be about what it means that the loved one has died.
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| Part 2: | CPT: Session by Session
It is presumed that the therapist will have conducted some form of
DVVHVVPHQWRIWKHSDWLHQW¶VWUDXPDWLFHYHQWDQGSHUVLVWHQWV\PSWRPVDQG
specifically contracted to do a course of CPT before undertaking the first
session. At least a brief assessment of PTSD and depressive symptoms
should be conducted. There are several brief PTSD checklists and
depression scales that can be used to assess pretreatment symptoms and to
conduct repeated assessments during therapy to monitor progress across
treatment. The PCL-S is included in this manual.
The contents of the following pages contain summaries, guided explanations of
WKHVHVVLRQVDPSOHVHVVLRQQRWHVDQGDFFRPSDQ\LQJKDQGRXWVIRUWKHWKHUDSLVW¶V
reference. Reproducible copies of the patient handouts can be found in the CPT
Materials Manual.
The individual sessions are:
Session 1:
Session 2:
Session 2a:
Session 3:
Session 4:
Session 5:
Session 6:
Session 7:
Session 8:
Session 9:
Session 10:
Session 11:
Session 12:

Introduction and Education
The Meaning of the Event
Traumatic Bereavement (Optional session)
Identification of Thoughts and Feelings
Remembering the Traumatic Event
Identification of Stuck Points
Challenging Questions
Patterns of Problematic Thinking
Safety Issues
Trust Issues
Power/Control Issues
Esteem Issues
Intimacy Issues and Meaning of the Event
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Session 1: Introduction and Education

!

!

Summary of Session 1 ± Introduction and Education Phase
A dminister the PC L-S (monthly version) before the start of this session, collect, and
store.
1. Set agenda (5 minutes)
2. T herapist explanations to patient (10 minutes)
¾ PTSD Symptoms: 3 Clusters (Handout)
- Reexperiencing: thoughts, dreams, flashbacks, psych, physio
- Arousal: sleep, irritability/anger, concentration, hypervigilance, startle
- Avoidance: thoughts, places/activities/people, facts, no interest, detached,
no feelings, no future. Many other forms of avoidance: alcohol, staying as
busy as possible, physical symptoms, avoiding therapy or practice
assignments.
¾ Trauma Recovery and Fight-Flight Response
- Fight/flight, freeze
- Paired with cues: sight, sound, smell, etc.
¾ Cognitive Theory
- Belief structure: categories²just world, good things to good people, etc.
- Change memories to fit beliefs (assimilation)
- Change beliefs about the world (accommodation/over-accommodation)
¾ Types of Emotions
- Two types of emotions that follow trauma: natural and manufactured
3. B rief review of most traumatic event (5 minutes)
4. T herapy rationale²stuck points (10 minutes)
¾ Goals of Treatment
- To recognize and modify old thoughts and feelings that may be unhelpful
- To accept the reality of the event
- To change beliefs enough to accept it without going overboard
- To feel your emotions about the event
¾ Review Stuck Point Handout
5. A nticipating avoidance and increasing compliance (5 minutes)
6. O verview of treatment²structured (5 minutes)
¾ 12 Sessions, 50 mins.±1 hour each:
1- Introduction
7- Problematic Thinking
2- Meaning of the Event
8- Safety
3- Identifying Thoughts and Feelings 9- Trust
4- Remembering the Event
10- Power and Control
5- ,GHQWLI\LQJ³6WXFN3RLQWV´
11- Esteem
6- Challenging Questions
12- Intimacy and Meaning
¾ Note importance of compliance with attendance and practice assignments
7. Assign practice and problem solve re: completion (5 minutes)
¾ First Impact Statement
8. C heck-LQUHSDWLHQW¶VUHDFWLRQVWR session (5 minutes)
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Session 1: Introduction and Education Phase
"#$!%&'()!&*!+$)),&-!.!'/$0!!
1. To build rapport with the patient.
2. To educate the patient about symptoms of PTSD and depression.
3. To provide a rationale for treatment based on a cognitive conceptualization
of PTSD.
4. To lay out the course of treatment.
5. To elicit treatment compliance.
It is necessary to address treatment compliance early in the course of therapy
because avoidance behavior (half the symptoms of PTSD) can interfere with
successful outcomes. We are concerned with two forms of compliance:
attendance and completion of out-of-session practice assignments. It is strongly
recommended that patients attend all sessions and complete all assignments in
order to benefit fully from therapy. We set the expectation that therapy benefit is
dependent on the amount of effort patients invest through practice assignment
compliance and practice with new skills. It may be helpful to remind the patient
that what he has been doing has not been working and that it will be important to
tackle issues head-on rather than continue to avoid. Avoidance of affective
experience and expression should also be addressed.

Session 1
goals

Compliance &
avoidance

In this session, patients are also given the opportunity to ask any questions they
PD\KDYHDERXWWKHWKHUDS\6RPHWLPHVSDWLHQWV¶VWXFNSRLQWVEHFRPHHYLGHQWLQ
the questions and concerns they express during this first session. And finally, as
with all therapies, rapport building is crucial for effective therapy. The patient
needs to feel understood and listened to, otherwise she may not return.
Patients sometimes arrive with a pressing need to speak about their trauma.
However, the therapist should prevent the patient from engaging in an extended
exposure session at the first session. Intense affect and graphic details of an event,
disclosed before any type of rapport or trust has been established, may well lead
to premature termination from therapy. The patient is likely to assume that the
therapist holds the same opinions about his guilt, shame, or worthlessness that he,
the patient, holds, and may be afraid to return to therapy after such a disclosure.

Trauma
disclosure

Other patients will be very reluctant to discuss the traumatic event and will be
quite relieved that they do not have to describe it in detail during the first session.
In these cases, the therapist may have to draw out even a brief description of the
event. Dissociation when attempting to think about or talk about the event is
common. An initial assessment session grants the patient and therapist the
opportunity to get acquainted before the therapy begins and allows the therapist to
provide the patient with a description of what the therapy will entail. In this first
session, it is important that the therapist remind the patient that CPT is a very
structured form of therapy and that the first session is a bit different from the
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others because the therapist will do more talking. The therapist begins with a
description of the symptoms of PTSD and a cognitive formulation of them.
Therapist Explanations to Patient
!
!"#$%&'#&()*+,)³,QJRLQJRYHUWKHUHVXOWVRI\RX r testing, we found that you are
suffering from posttraumatic stress disorder. The symptoms of PTS D
fall into three clusters. The first cluster is the reexperiencing of the
event in some way. This includes nightmares about the event or other
scary dreams; flashbacks, when you act or feel as if the incident is
recurring; intrusive memories that suddenly pop into your mind. You
might have the intrusive memories when there is something in the
environment to remind you of the event (including anniversaries of
the event) or even when there is nothing there to remind you of it.
Common times to have these memories are when you are falling
asleep, when you relax, or when you are bored. These symptoms are
all normal following such a traumatic event. You are not going
crazy. Can you give me examples of these experiences in your own
life since the event?

PTSD
symptoms±
criterion B

³$VHFRQGVHWRIV\PSWRPVFRQFHUQDURXVDO8 As might be expected,
when reminded of the event, you are likely to experience very strong
emotions. Along with these feelings are physical reactions.
Indicators of arousal symptoms include problems falling or staying
asleep, irritability or outbursts of anger, difficulty concentrating,
startle reactions like jumping at noises or if someone walks up
behind you, always feeling on guard or looking over your shoulder
even when there is no reason to. Which of these do you experience?

PTSD
symptoms±
criterion D

³7KHWKLUGFOXVWHURIV\PSWRPVLVDYRLGDQFHRIUHPLQGHUVRIWKH
event. A natural reaction to intrusive memories and strong emotional
reactions is the urge to push these thoughts and feelings away. You
might avoid places or people who remind you of the event. Some
people avoid watching certain television programs or turn off the
TV. Some people avoid reading the newspaper or watching the news.
You might avoid thinking about the event and letting yourself feel
your feelings about the event. There might be certain sights, sounds,
or smells that you find yourself avoiding or escaping from because
they remind you of the event. Sometimes people have trouble
remembering all or part of the event. Sometimes people feel numb
and cut-off from the world around them. This feeling of detachment

PTSD
symptoms±
criterion C

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"
!#$%&'()&!*+',-*./0!,1!$,1%0-!10/'.-!,.!%&0!2345!,%!6*701!6'80!10.10!%'!98010.%!%&0!1:69%'61!
%'!9*%,0.%1!,.!%&0,8!6'1%!$,70$:!'8-08;!,.%8(1,'.5!*8'(1*$5!*.-!*+',-*./0<!!=&,1!>*:!%&0!0?9$*.*%,'.!
@'8!%&0!1:69%'61!@'$$'>1!$'),/*$$:!@8'6!%&0,8!-01/8,9%,'.<!
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or numbness is another form of avoidance. Sometimes it is described
as feeling as though you are watching life from behind glass. Which
things or thoughts do you avoid or run away from? Have you felt
numb or shut off from your emotions? Have you found yourself
IHHOLQJGLVFRQQHFWHGIURPRWKHUSHRSOH"´
!"#$%&'(&#)*+,-*%.#&/0#12345617234561%**8*#)*9:,/9*
³0DQ\SHRSOHDUHH[SRVHGWRWUDXPDWLFHYHQWV,QWKHWLPH
immediately following a trauma, most people will have the symptoms
of PT S D that we just talked about. However, over time, for many
people, those symptoms naturally decrease, and they are not
diagnosed with PT S D. In other words, they naturally recover from
the traumatic event. There are some people who do not recover and
are later diagnosed with PTS D. Based on that, it is helpful to think of
PTS D as a problem in recovery. Something got in the way of you
having that natural process of recovery, and our work together is to
determine what got in the way and to change it so that you can
recover from what happened. We will be working to get you
µXQVWXFN¶
³7KHUHDUHVRPHGLIIHUHQWUHDVRQVZK\\RXPD\EHKDYLQJWURXEOH
recovering. F irst, there is an automatic component during the event
that you should consider as you evaluate how you responded during
the time. When people face serious, possibly life-threatening events,
they are likely to experience a very strong physical reaction called
the fight-flight reaction. More recently we have learned that there is
a third possibility, the freeze response. In the fight-flight reaction,
your body is trying to get you ready to fight or flee danger. The goal
here is to get all the blood and oxygen out to your hands, feet, and
big muscle groups like your thighs and forearms so that you can run
or fight. In order to do that quickly, the blood leaves your stomach
or your head. You might feel like you have been kicked in the gut or
are going to faint. Your body stops fighting off diseases and
digesting food. You are not thinking about your philosophy of life
and may have trouble thinking at all. The same thing happens with
the freeze response, but in this case your body is trying to reduce
both physical and emotional pain. You may have stopped feeling
pain or had the sense that the event was happening to someone else
as if it were a movie. You might have been completely shut down
emotionally or even had shifts in perception like you are out of your
body or that time has slowed down.

Trauma
recovery

Fight-flightfreeze reactions

³,I\RXKDYHEHHQWKLQNLQJQRZRIRWKHUWKLQJVWKDW\RXFRXOGKDYH
done then, you might need to consider what your state of mind was
during the event. Did you have all possible options available to you?
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Did you know then what you know now? Do you have different skills
now than you did then?
³6HFRQGWKHILJKW-flight response that you were experiencing during
the traumatic event can get quickly paired with cues, or things in the
HQYLURQPHQWWKDWGLGQ¶WKDYHDQ\SDUWLFXODUPHDQLQJEHIRUH7KHQ
later, when you encounter those cues, you are likely to have another
fight-flight reaction. Your nervous system senses the cue, which
could be a sight, a sound, smell, or even a time, and then your body
reacts as though you are in danger again. These reactions will fade
RYHUWLPHLI\RXGRQ¶WDYRLGWKRVHFXHV+RZHYHULI\RXDYRLG
UHPLQGHUFXHV\RXUERG\ZRQ¶WOHDUQWKDWWKHVHDUHQRWLQIDFW
good dangeUFXHV7KH\GRQ¶WWHOO\RXYHU\DFFXUDWHO\ZKHWKHU\RX
are actually in danger so you may have false alarms going off
IUHTXHQWO\$IWHUDZKLOH\RXZRQ¶WWUXVW\RXURZQVHQVHVRU
MXGJPHQWDERXWZKDWLVDQGLVQ¶WGDQJHURXVDQGWRRPDQ\VLWXDWLRQV
seem dangerous that are not.

Classical
conditioning
processes

³<RXPD\VWDUWWRKDYHWKRXJKWVDERXWWKHGDQJHURXVQHVVRIWKHZRUOG
particular places, or situations that are based on your reactions rather
than the actual realistic danger of those situations. This leads us to
examine how your thoughts may affect your reactions. Besides
thoughts about dangerousness, many different types of beliefs about
RXUVHOYHVDQGWKHZRUOGFDQEHDIIHFWHGE\WUDXPDWLFHYHQWV´
!"#$%&'()(*+#,-+%./
³$V\RXZHUHJURZLQJXS\RXOHDUQHGDERXWWKHZRUOGDQG
organized it into categories or beliefs. For example, when you were
small, you learned that a thing with a back, seat and four legs is a
FKDLU,QWKHEHJLQQLQJ\RXMXVWFDOOHGDOORIWKHPµFKDLU¶<RXPD\
have even called a couch a chair or a stool a chair because they had
a back, seat, and four legs. Later, as you got older, through
experience, you learned more complex categories, so you may have
learned dining room chair, rocking chair, recliner, or folding chair.
We develop many categories of ideas and beliefs about others, the
world, and ourselves, as well as for objects.
³2QHFRPPRQEHOLHIWKDWPDQ\SHRSOHOHDUQZKLOHJURZLQJXSLV
WKDWµJRRGWKLQJVKDSSHQWRJRRGSHRSOHDQGEDGWKLQJVKDSSen to
EDGSHRSOH¶7KLVLVFDOOHGWKHµMXVWZRUOGEHOLHI¶<RXPD\KDYH
learned this through your religion, your parents, your teachers, or
you may have picked it up as a way to make the world seem safer
and more predictable. It makes more sense when you are young. For
H[DPSOHSDUHQWVZRXOGQ¶WZDQWWRVD\µ,I\RXGRVRPHWKLQJ\RX¶UH
QRWVXSSRVHGWR\RXPD\RUPD\QRWJHWLQWURXEOH¶+RZHYHUDVZH
grow up, we realize that the world is more complex than that, just
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like how we learn that there are all different types of chairs. If you
KDYHHYHUKDGWKLQJVJREDGDQG\RXVDLGµ:K\PH"¶WKHQ\RXKDYH
a just world belief. You also subscribe to the just world belief if you
ZRQGHUHGµµ:K\QRWPH"¶ZKHQRWKHUVZHUHKXUWRUNLOOHG
³:KHQDQXQH[SHFWHGHYHQWRFcurs that doesn't fit your beliefs, there
are different ways that you may try to make it fit with your existing
beliefs. One way that you may have tried to make the event and your
beliefs fit is by changing your memories or interpretation of the
event to fit with your pre-existing beliefs (assimilation). Examples of
changing your interpretations/memories of the event are to blame
yourself for not preventing the event (or protecting loved ones), to
KDYHWURXEOHDFFHSWLQJWKDWWKHHYHQWKDSSHQHGWRµIRUJHW¶that it
happened, or to forget the most horrifying parts. Changing the event
may seem easier than changing your entire set of beliefs about the
world, how people behave, or your beliefs about your safety.
³,WLVSRVVLEOHWKDWLQVWHDGRIFKDQJLQJWKHHYHQt, you may change
your beliefs to accept what happened (accommodation). This is one
of our goals for therapy. Unfortunately, some people go overboard
and change their beliefs too much, which may result in a reluctance
to become intimate or develop trust, and increased fear (overaccommodation). Examples that reflect an extreme change in beliefs
include thinking that no one can be trusted or that the world is
completely dangerous.

Assimilation

Overaccommodation

³)RUVRPHSHRSOHZKRKDYHKDGSUHYLRXVQHJDWLYHH[SHULHQFHVLQ
their life, traumatic events can seem to reinforce or confirm these
previously held beliefs. For example, prior to having experienced a
WUDXPD\RXPLJKWKDYHEHOLHYHGWKDWRWKHUVFDQ¶WEHWUXVWHGRUWKDW
the world is generally unsafe. The traumatic event comes along and
seems to confirm those beliefs. Or, maybe you were told that
everything was your fault growing up, so when a bad thing happens,
it seems to confirm that once again, you are at fault.
³2XUJRDOVIRUWKHUDS\DUH WRKHOS\RXDFFHSWWKHUHDOLW\RIWKH
event, 2) to feel your emotions about it, and 3) to help you develop
EDODQFHGDQGUHDOLVWLFEHOLHIVDERXWWKHHYHQW\RXUVHOIDQGRWKHUV´
!"#$%&'(#)*#+,)-.)/(#
³7KHUHDUHWZRNLQGVRIHmotions that follow traumatic events. The
first type is the feelings that follow naturally from the event and that
would be universal: fear when in real danger, anger when being
intentionally harmed, joy or happiness with positive events, or
sadness with losses. These natural emotions have a natural course.
They will not continue forever unless there is something that you do
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to feed them. It is important to feel these emotions that you may not
have allowed yourself to experience about the event and let them run
their natural course.
³7KHVHFRQGW\SHRIHPRWLRQVPDQXIDFWXUHGIHHOLQJVUHVXOWQRW
directly in response to the event but based on how you interpret the
HYHQW,I\RXKDYHWKRXJKWVVXFKDVµ,VKRXOGKDYHUHVFXHGRWKHU
SHRSOH¶RUµ,PXVWEHDIDLOXUHWKDW,FDQ¶WJHWRYHULW¶WKHQ\RXZLOO
be feeling angry at yourself or shame. These emotions are not based
on the facts of the event but on your interpretations. The more that
you continue to think about the event in these ways, the more and
more of the manufactured feelings you are going to have. The upside
of the fact that you are producing these feelings is that if you change
your thoughts and interpretations, you will change your feelings.
Think of your emotions as a fire in a fireplace. The fire has energy
and heat to it, just like your emotions. However, it will burn out if it
is not continually fed. Self-blame or guilty thoughts can continue to
feed the emotional fire indefinitely. Take away the fuel of your
thoughts, and the fire burns out quickly.
³,QRUGHUIRU\RXWRUHFRYHUIURP\RXUWUDXPDWLFHYHQW V ZHZLOOEH
working together for you to express and accept your natural
HPRWLRQVDQGWRDGMXVWWKHPDQXIDFWXUHGIHHOLQJV´
Brief Review of Most Traumatic Event
In this first session, the therapist and patient work together to define the most
traumatic event that they will work on first. The patient then provides a brief
account of the traumatic event. It is important the therapist keep the patient
contained and not conduct an exposure to the traumatic material. Most veterans
KDYHD³SXEOLFYHUVLRQ´RIWKHLQFLGHQWWKDWWKH\FDQXVHWKDWGRHVQRWHOLFLWPXFK
affect. However, if the patient starts to become distressed or dissociates, the
therapist should ask questions and keep the patient grounded in the present. If
QHHGHGWKHWKHUDSLVWFDQVWRSWKHSDWLHQW¶VGHVFULSWLRQ7KHWKHUDSLVWRQO\QHHGV
enough of the details to begin to hypothesize what problematic interpretations and
cognitions might need to be explored.

Honing in on
the traumatic
event

We begin with the worst incident because there is more likely to be generalization
of new, more balanced cognitions from the worst event to less severe events than
the other way around. Also, if the patient begins with a less severe event because
she believes she cannot handle the worst event, she will still believe that after
working on the less distressing event. If the patient is resistant to writing an
account about the worst event, the therapist needs to do some cognitive therapy
during Session 2 and have the patient complete some A-B-C Worksheets on her
thoughts and feelings about working on the worst event (see Sessions 2 and 3).
It is helpful to provide an expectation that the patient provide a brief, less
affectively charged event by providing a time frame in the request.
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³In order for me to have a clearer picture of what we will be working
on first, could you please give me a brief description, about five
PLQXWHVRI\RXUPRVWWUDXPDWLFHYHQW«´
If the patient responds that he has multiple traumatic events that disturb him,
PDNLQJLWGLIILFXOWRULPSRVVLEOHWRFKRRVHWKH³PRVW´WUDXPDWLFHYHQWILUVW
validate the fact that he may have multiple distressing events. Then, focus on
ascertaining which one seems to be causing the most PTSD symptoms by
inquiring about the content of his reexperiencing symptoms. The therapist can
ask, ³:KDWGR\RXWKLQNDERXWRUKDYHIODVKEDFNVDERXWWKHPRVW"´ It may also
be helpful to probe about his behavioral avoidance symptoms to determine the
event that should be addressed first. Remind the patient that work on the chosen
event will very likely impact the other events, and if not, there will be
opportunities to work on the other events.

Dealing with
multiple
traumatic
events

Therapy Rationale²Stuck Points
³6RRQHJRDORIWKHUDS\ZLOOEHWRKHOS\RXUHFRJQL]HDQGPRGLI\
what you are saying to yourself²in other words, your thoughts and
interpretations about the event, which may have become automatic.
These distorted beliefs may become so automatic that you aren't
even aware that you have them. Even though you may not be aware
of what you are saying to yourself, your beliefs and self-statements
affect your mood and your behavior. Often, people aren't aware that
they are having thoughts about whatever they are experiencing. For
example, on the way here today, you were probably wondering what
this therapy would be like or what I would be asking you to talk
about. Do you remember what you were thinking about before the
session?
³,ZLOOEHKHOSLQJ\RXWRLGHQWLI\ZKDW\RXUDXWRPDWLFWKRXJKWVDUH
and how they influence what you feel. I will also teach you ways to
challenge and change what you are saying to yourself and what you
believe about yourself and the event. Some of your beliefs about the
HYHQWZLOOEHPRUHEDODQFHGWKDQRWKHUV<RX¶OOUHPHPEHUWKDWZH
discussed at the beginning of this session about how some people get
stuck in their recovery process. We will be focusing on changing the
beliefs that are interfering with your recovery or keeping you stuck.
:HFDOOWKHVHSUREOHPDWLFEHOLHIVµVWXFNSRLQWV¶ (The patient is
given the Stuck Points Handout and the Stuck Point Log.) We will
keep a Stuck Point Log in your folder so that as we identify
problematic ideas, we can write them down. Then when we move to
GLIIHUHQWZRUNVKHHWV\RXZLOOKDYHWKLVOLVWWRGUDZRQ´
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Anticipating Avoidance and Increasing Compliance
The patient has been avoiding thinking about the event, thereby escaping and
avoiding strong and unpleasant emotions. The therapist must develop a strong and
compelling rationale for therapy in order for the patient to be motivated to do
something completely antithetical to what she has been doing. It is very important
that the patient understand what the therapy consists of and why it will work. She
should have ample opportunity to ask questions and express concerns. The
therapist needs to express confidence, warmth, and support.

Increasing
patient
compliance

³,FDQQRWHPSKDVL]HHQRXJKKRZLPSRUWDQWLWLVWKDW\RXQRWDYRLG
which is what you usually have done to try to cope since the event.
This will be your biggest (and probably scariest) hurdle. I cannot
help you feel your feelings, or challenge your thoughts if you don't
come to therapy or if you avoid completing your practice
assignments. If you find yourself wanting to avoid, remind yourself
that you are still struggling with the event because you have avoided
dealing with it head-RQ´
Overview of Treatment
The therapist should describe the course of therapy (and the nature of the trauma
account in Sessions 4 and 5) and the importance of doing practice assignments.
³ There are 168 hours in a week. We cannot expect you to change
your symptoms and the way you have been coping in one or two
hours of therapy a week if you are continuing to practice your old
ways of thinking the other 166 hours a week. It will be important for
you to take what you are learning and apply it to your everyday life.
Your therapy needs to be where your life and PTS D are, not just in
WKLVOLWWOHURRP´
First Impact Statement
³)RUWKHQH[WVHVVLRQ,ZDQW\RXWRVWDUWZRUNLQJRQKRZ\RXWKLQN
about and explain the traumatic event. I also want you to pay
attention to how the traumatic event impacted on your views of
yourself, other people, and the world. I want you to write at least one
page on 1) why you think this event happened to you, and 2) how has
changed or strengthened your views about yourself, other people,
and the world in general?
³,QRUGHUIRUWKLVDVVLJQPHQWWREHPRVWKHOSIXOWR\RX,VWURQJO\
suggest you try to start this assignment soon, so that you have
enough time to write thoughtfully. Pick a time and place where you
have as much privacy as possible, so you can feel any feelings that
DULVHDV\RXFRPSOHWHWKHDVVLJQPHQW´
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The patient is given a practice assignment sheet. If at all possible, the patient
should handwrite the Impact Statement. Some patients will want to type on the
computer. Research suggests that word processing can impede engagement with
the assignment (e.g., too focused on grammar or spelling). Therefore, encourage
that this and other assignments be handwritten. It is often helpful to remind the
patient that you are not grading his work or interested in his grammar, etc. Rather,
\RX¶UHLQWHUHVWHGLQWKHFRQWHQWDQGIHHOLQJV,IWKHSDtient has problems with
literacy or physical disabilities that make it difficult or impossible to write, the
therapist might suggest that he record his thoughts on a tape recorder.

Writing the
Impact
Statement
Give patient
practice
assignment
sheet

Practice Assignment
³3OHDVHZULWHDWOHDVWRQHSDJHRQZK\\RXWKLQNWKLVWUDXPDWLF
event occurred. You are not being asked to write specifics about the
traumatic event. Write about what you have been thinking about the
cause of the worst event. Also, consider the effects this traumatic
event has had on your beliefs about yourself, others, and the world
in the following areas: safety, trust, power/control, esteem, and
intimacy. Bring this with you to the next session. Also, please read
over the handout I have given you on stuck points so that you
understand the concept we are talking about and begin making a list
of your own stuck points.´

Assign
Session 1
practice
assignment

!
Check-LQUH3DWLHQW¶V5HDFWLRQVWR6HVVLRQ
FinisKWKHVHVVLRQE\DVNLQJDERXWWKHSDWLHQW¶VUHDFWLRQVWRWKHVHVVLRQDQG
whether he has any questions about the content or the practice assignment.
Remember to normalize any emotions and praise the patient for taking this
important step toward recovery.
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Sample Session 1 Progress Note
Contact: 50-minute psychotherapy session
Content: The patient completed the first session of CPT for PTSD. An overview of PTSD
symptoms and a cognitive explanation of the development and maintenance of PTSD was
presented. A related rationale for treatment was provided, including the use of cognitive
restructuring to alleviate stuck points that prevent the patient from more fully emotionally
processing the traumatic event(s). The patient provided a brief description of his most
traumatic event.
The patient was given a practice assignment to write a one-page Impact Statement describing
the impact of his traumatic experiences on his thoughts and beliefs about himself, others, and
the world and to begin identifying stuck points on the stuck point log.
Plan: Continued CPT for PTSD
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Intrusive
Reminders
Flashbacks
Nightmares
Images

Thoughts
Beliefs
Assumptions

Shame
Sad

Angry
Scared
Horrified

Emotions

)
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Escape/ Avoidance
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Goal
7RKHOS\RXFKDQJHWKHSULRUEHOLHIWR³<RXPD\not EHDEOHWRSURWHFW\RXUVHOILQDOOVLWXDWLRQV´:KHQ\RXDUHDEOHWRGRWKLV
you are able to accept that it happened and move on from there.

Results
If you cannot change your previous beliefs to accept what happened to you (i.e., it is possible that I cannot protect myself in all
VLWXDWLRQV \RXPD\ILQG\RXUVHOIVD\LQJ³,GHVHUYHGLWEHFDXVHRIP\DFWLRQVRULQDFWLRQV,DPUHVSRQVLEOHIRUZKDWKDSSHQHG´
If you are TXHVWLRQLQJ\RXUUROHLQWKHVLWXDWLRQ\RXPD\EHPDNLQJVHQVHRILWE\VD\LQJ³,PLVLQWHUSUHWHGZKDWKDSSHQHG«,
GLGQ WPDNHP\VHOIFOHDU«,DFWHGLQDSSURSULDWHO\«,PXVWEHFUD]\RU,PXVWKDYHGRQHVRPHWKLQJWRKDYHFDXVHGLW«´
If you are stuck here, it may take some time until you are able to get your feelings out about the trauma.

Harmed During Military Service
I was harmed during my military service, and I am to blame.
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Prior Belief
I am able to protect myself in dangerous situations.

"#$%&$'()!
*+,-'!

1. Stuck points may be conflicts between prior beliefs and beliefs after a traumatic experience.

Throughout the rest of therapy we will be talking about stuck points and helping you to identify what yours are. Basically, stuck points are
conflicting beliefs or strong negative beliefs that create unpleasant emotions and problematic or unhealthy behavior. Stuck points can be
formed in a couple of different ways:

!

F#+/,+3$7!
G6'03!
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2. Stuck points may also be formed if you have prior negative beliefs that seem to be confirmed or are
reinforced by the event.
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Stuck Point Log

!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!
!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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Session 2: The Meaning of the Event

!

!

Summary of Session 2: The Meaning of the Event
1. A dminister P C L-S (in waiting room if possible), collect, and store. Complete
Practice Assignment Review and set agenda. (5 minutes)
2. H ave patient read Impact Statement²begin to look for stuck points (5 minutes)
¾ If practice not written, have patient describe meaning of event orally and reassign.
3. Discuss meaning of Impact Statement with patient (10 minutes)
¾ Begin to identify stuck points
¾ Review major issues to be focused on in treatment
¾ Identify Assimilation (changing memories to fit beliefs)
- O ver-accommodation (going overboard on changing beliefs as a result of
memories)
- A ccommodation FKDQJLQJEHOLHIVDERXWWKHZRUOGDQGHYHQWV«WKLVLV
desirable)
4. Review concepts (5 minutes)
¾ "#$%!&'()*+(&,!-./+!)0+12&&-.3!*42+0',!*025*(2.*!05*-+.562,!&*718!)+-.*&!!
5. H elp identify and see connections among events, thoughts, and feelings (10 minutes)
¾ Six basic emotions: angry, disgusted, ashamed, sad, scared, happy
¾ Combined: jealous = mad + scared
¾ Varying intensity: irritated/angry/enraged
¾ Secondary emotions: guilt, shame.
¾ Patient examples of own feelings, including physical sensations
¾ Interpretation of events/self-talk affecting feelings (snubbed on street),
alternatives
¾ Go back to Impact Statement for personal application
6. *Introduce A-B-C Wor ksheets and fill one out together (5 minutes)
¾ Collect Stuck Point Log
7. *Assign practice and problem solve re: completion (5 minutes)
¾ A-B-C Worksheets to become aware of connection among events, thoughts,
feelings, and behavior
¾ At least one A-B-C Worksheet each day (as soon after an event as possible)
¾ At least one worksheet directly about the worst traumatic event
8. C heck-LQUHSDWLHQW¶VUHDFWLRQVWRVHVVLRQ(5 minutes)
*Note: If you decide to add the optional traumatic bereavement session (session 2a), instead
of introducing the A-B-C sheet (items 6 &7 in this outline), please discuss how the loss also
KDGDQLPSDFWRQWKHFOLHQW¶VWKLQNLQJDQGHPRWLRQVZLWKDIRFXVRQPHDQLQJVKHKDVPDGH
about safety, trust, power/control, esteem and intimacy. Introduce and assign the traumatic
bereavement impact statement instead of the A-B-C worksheet as the practice assignment for
the next session.
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Session 2: The Meaning of the Event
The goals of Session 2 are:
7REHJLQWRGHWHUPLQHWKHSDWLHQW¶VVWXFNSRLQWVDQGIRUPXODWHZK\WKHSDWLHQW
has not recovered naturally from the event (Impact Statement).
2. To review the cognitive-behavioral formulation of PTSD and depression.
3. To begin helping the patient to identify and see the connection among events,
WKRXJKWVDQGHPRWLRQV7KHSULPDU\YHKLFOHIRUXQGHUVWDQGLQJWKHSDWLHQW¶V
understanding of her own trauma and its effects is through the Impact
Statement. Review of the effects of the WUDXPDRQRQH¶VOLIHFDQDOVREHXVHGWR
enhance motivation for change.

Session 2 goals

Patient Reading of the Impact Statement
The therapist should begin the session by asking how the practice assignment
went and asking the patient to read it to the therapist. In listening to the Impact
Statement, the therapist should be attuned to stuck points that are interfering with
acceptance of the event (assimilation) and extreme, over-generalized beliefs
(over-accommodation). If the patient did not do her practice assignment, the
therapist should discuss the importance of completing practice assignments,
review the problem of avoidance in the maintenance of the symptoms, and then
ask the patient if she thought about the meaning of the event. W e never reinforce
avoidance. ,IDSDWLHQWGRHVQRWGRKHUSUDFWLFHDVVLJQPHQWRU³IRUJHWVWREULQJLW
LQ´ZHSURFHHGZLWKWKHDVVLJQPHQWRUDOO\GXULQJWKHVHVVLRQ7KHSDWLHQWVKRXOG
read this and all other assignments out loud. If the therapist were to read it, the
patient could tune out. It is another attempt at avoidance. The assignment to write
the Impact Statement should be reassigned if it was not completed out of session,
but the therapist should proceed with the next assignment as well.

Reviewing the
Impact
Statement

The purpose of the Impact Statement is to have the patient examine the effect that
the event has had on his life in several different areas. When reading the essays, it
will be important for the therapist to determine whether or not this goal has been
achieved. After listening to the Impact Statement, the therapist should praise the
patient and review with the patient the major issues that emerged that will be
focused on during treatment. The therapist should normalize the impact of the
event but also begin to instill the idea that there may be other ways to interpret the
event or begin to move beyond it.
Meaning of the Impact Statement
The therapist should use the framework of the Impact Statement to help the
patient begin to recognize which of her statements reflect assimilation and overaccommodation. Please note that it is not necessary to use these terms. For
H[DPSOHLQUHVSRQVHWRDSDWLHQW¶VVWDWHPHQWRQWKLnking of ways she could have
handled the traumatic situation differently, the therapist might say, ³,WVRXQGVOLNH
\RXZLVKWKDW\RXFRXOGKDYHKDGPRUHRSWLRQVDWWKHWLPH,W¶VKDUGWRDFFHSWWKH
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RXWFRPHLVQ¶WLW"´Engaging in hindsight bias, self-blame, and denial of various
sorts are all examples of assimilation or trying to alter the event to fit prior
beliefs. Examples of over-accommodation would be ³:HDUHLQJUDYHGDQJHUDOO
WKHWLPH´³,FDQ¶WWUXVWP\RZQMXGJPHQW´and ³,FDQQHYHUIHHOFORVHWR anyone
DJDLQ´The therapist can mildly point out those extreme statements, while
intended to make the patient feel safer and more in control, have a heavy price
and ultimately do not work.
The following is an example of an Impact Statement written by a 34-year-old man
who had been sexually abused as a child and is the victim of several adult
assaults. Although he is clearly blaming himself for the events (assimilation), he
is intimidated by other people and has over-generalized danger in the world. His
problems with self-esteem are also evident.
³7KHRYHUDOOIHHOLQJRIZKDWLWPHDQVWRKDYHEHHQDVVDXOWHGLVWKH
feeling that I must be bad or a bad person for something like this to
have occurred. I feel it will or could happen again at any ti me. I feel
only safe at home. The world scares me and I think it unsafe. I feel
all people are more powerful than I, and am scared by most people. I
YLHZP\VHOIDVXJO\DQGVWXSLG,FDQ¶WOHWSHRSOHJHWUHDOFORVHWR
me. I have a hard time communicating with people of authority, so
SODLQO\,KDYHQ¶WEHHQDEOHWRZRUN0\ILDQFpHDQG,UDUHO\KDYHVH[
and sometimes just a hug revolts me and scares me. I feel if I spend
too much time out in the world an event like my past will take place.
I feel hatred and anger towards myself for letting these things
KDSSHQ,IHHOJXLOW\WKDW,¶YHFDXVHGSUREOHPVZLWKP\IDPLO\
SDUHQWVGLYRUFHG ,IHHOGLUW\PRVWRIWKHWLPHDQGEHOLHYHWKDW¶V
KRZRWKHUVYLHZPH,GRQ¶WWUXVWRWKHUVZKHQWKH\PDNHSURPLVHV,
find it hard to acceSWWKDWWKHVHHYHQWVKDYHKDSSHQHGWRPH´
Along with helping to begin identifying stuck points, problematic thoughts,
beliefs, assumptions, and conflicts that will need to be attended to in therapy, the
initial Impact Statement can also be used to help LQFUHDVHWKHSDWLHQW¶VPRWLYDWLRQ
to change. In the process of examining all the ways that the traumatic event has
DIIHFWHGWKHSDWLHQW¶VEHOLHIVDERXWVHOIDQGRWKHUVLWPD\EHSRVVLEOHIRUWKH
therapist to help the patient see that the cost of avoiding is very high and that it is
worth it to risk remembering the trauma and feeling the painful emotions. After
the therapist and patient have discussed the Impact Statement, the therapist begins
to help the patient to identify and label thoughts and emotions; to learn to see the
connection among events, thoughts, and feelings; and to be introduced to the idea
that changing thoughts can change the level and type of emotion experienced. The
therapist first gives the patient the Identifying Emotions Handout as they discuss
types and intensity of emotions.

Example of
Impact
Statement

Give patient
Identifying
Emotions
Handout

³Today we are going to work on identifying what different feelings
are, and we will be looking at the connection between your thoughts
and feelings. Let's start with some basic emotions²angry, disgusted,
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ashamed, sad, scared, or happy. These basic emotions can be
combined to create other emotions like jealousy (mad + scared) or
can vary in intensity (for example, irritated, angry, or enraged). Can
you give me an exa mple of something that makes you mad? When do
you feel sad? How about happy? What frightens you? How do you
feel physically when you are feeling angry? How do you feel
physically when you are feeling scared? How are angry and scared
GLIIHUHQWIRU\RX":KDWGRHVVKDPHRUHPEDUUDVVPHQWIHHOOLNH"´
Connections Among Events, Thoughts, and Feelings
The therapist then describes how interpretations of events and self-statements can
affect feelings. The therapist can use as an example an acquaintance walking
down the street and not saying hello to the patient, or an alternative is if someone
VD\VKHZLOOFDOODQGWKHQGRHVQ¶W7KHSDWLHQWLVWKHQDVNHGZKDWVKHZRXOGIHHO
DQGQH[WZKDWVKHMXVWVDLGWRKHUVHOI HJ³,¶PKXUW6KHPXVW not like me´RU³I
ZRQGHULIVRPHRQHHOVHPLJKWKDYHGLIIHUHQWWKRXJKWVDERXWKHUEHKDYLRU"´ . If
the patient is unable to generate alternative statements, the therapist should
present several other possible self-statements (³6KHPXVWQRWKDYHKHUJODVVHV
RQ´³,ZRQGHULIVKHLVLOO"´³6KHGLGQ¶WVHHPH´or ³:KDWDUXGHSHUVRQ´).
Then the therapist can ask the patient what she would feel if she said any of the
other statements. It can then be pointed out how different self-statements elicit
different emotional reactions.

Interpretation
of events

³1RZOHW¶VJREDFNWRWKH,PSDFW6WDWHPHQW\RXZURWH:KDWNLQGV
of things did you write about when thinking about what it means to
you that _______ happened to you? What feelings did you have as
\RXZURWHLW"´
If the patient does not recognize his feelings or their connection to beliefs, help
WKHSDWLHQWWLHKLVWKRXJKWVWRKLVIHHOLQJVDQGEHKDYLRU³ How do these thoughts
influence your mood? How do they affect your behavior?´7KHWKHUDSLVWVKRXOG
make sure the patient sees the connection among his thoughts, feelings, and
EHKDYLRUV6RPHWLPHVDVLPSOH³ZK\´TXHVWLRQFDQKHOSHOLFLWWKHSDWLHQW¶V
thinking.

Connection of
thoughts,
feelings, and
behavior

T: Why were you angry?
P: Because I should have known better.
T: 6R\RXUWKRXJKWZDV³,VKRXOGKDYHNQRZQWKDWWKLVZDs going
WRKDSSHQ´"
P: Yes.
T: And your anger was directed toward yourself? (Always
remember to ask about the direction of anger.)
This exchange also allows the therapist to begin some gentle Socratic challenges
WRDVVHVVKRZIOH[LEOHWKHSDWLHQW¶VWKLQking is, and whether the patient has made
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VRPHVLPSOHEOLQGDVVXPSWLRQV ³,MXVWVKRXOGKDYHNQRZQ´) or whether she has
developed complex and convoluted thought patterns.
T: ,GRQ¶WXQGHUVWDQGKRZFRXOG\RXKDYHNQRZQWKDWWKLVZDV
going to happen?
P: I had a strange feeling that morning, like something was going to
happen.
T: Have you ever had those kinds of feelings when nothing
happened?
P: Yes, but it was very strong. I should have done something.
T: Did your feeling tell you what was going to happen or when it
was going to happen?
P: No.
T: Then what could you have done?
P: ,GRQ¶WNQRZ,MXVWVKRXOGKDYHGRQHVRPHWKLQJ
T: Were you certain about your feeling? You said that someti mes
you have had feelings and then nothing happened.
P: No,ZDVQ¶WSRVLWLYH
T: 6R\RXGLGQ¶WTXLWHWUXVWWKRVHIHHOLQJVDQGZRXOGQ¶WKDYHNQRZQ
what to do even if you were sure?
P: No, but I still feel guilty that I should have done something.
T: /HW¶VSUHWHQGIRUDVHFRQGWKDW\RXKDGDFOHDUYLVLRQRIH[ actly
what was going to happen and exactly when it was going to
happen, and knew exactly who to call to warn. What do you think
their reaction would have been?
P: 7KH\ZRXOGQ¶WKDYHEHOLHYHGPH7KH\ZRXOGKDYHWKRXJKW,ZDV
just some crank.
T: And then how would you feel?
P: :HOO,ZRXOGQ¶WIHHOJXLOW\RUDQJU\DWP\VHOI,ZRXOGEHDQJU\
at them and frustrated at not being able to do anything.
T: <HVLW¶VIUXVWUDWLQJQRWEHLQJDEOHWRGRDQ\WKLQJWRVWRSDQHYHQW
WKDWLVRXWRI\RXUFRQWUROLVQ¶WLt?
P: Yes, I hate it.
T: It is very difficult to accept that some events can be out of our
control. But it is not really your fault that it happened, is it?
P: No, I suppose not.
If the patient begins to argue with the therapist or dig in her heels over her beliefs,
the therapist should back off immediately and just say something like, ³:HOO,
can see that this is an important topic that we will need to work on later in
WKHUDS\´ or just ³:H¶OOJHWEDFNWRWKLVWRSLFODWHU´

Dealing with an
argumentative
patient

Although some patients will have very convoluted thinking that justifies their
problematic cognitions, often a therapist will find almost no answers in response
to Socratic questions. For example, in response to questioning the statement ³,OHW
LWKDSSHQ´ with ³+RZGLG\RXOHWLWKDSSHQ"´ the patient may just say, ³,GRQ¶W
NQRZ,GLGQ¶WSUHYHQWLW´The therapist then would ask, ³+RZFRXOG\RXKDYH
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SUHYHQWHGLW"´and the patient may respond, ³,GRQ¶WNQRZ,MXVWVKRXOGKDYH´In
these cases, the patient has just made a blind assumption. He drew a conclusion
that he should have prevented it, believed it without question, and never examined
it any further. The patient then responds as if the statement were true, just because
he said so. If the patient becomes uncomfortable because hHGRHVQ¶WKDYHDQVZHUV
to the questions, the therapist can gently reassure him that they will work on this
later in therapy.
Introduction to A-B-C Worksheets
Several A-B-C Worksheets are given to the patient (enough for one each day until
the next session). The therapist points out the different columns and how to fill
them in. More than one event can be written on each worksheet. The patient and
therapist should fill out one worksheet together during the session. As an
example, an event the patient has already brought into therapy or some event that
occurred within the past few days should be used. Example A-B-C Worksheets
WKDWKDYHVRPHUHOHYDQFHWRWKHSDWLHQW¶VSUHVHQWDWLRQVKRXOG also be given to him.
³7KHVHSUDFWLFHZRUNVKHHWVZLOOKHOS\RXWRVHHWKHFRQQHFWLRQ
between your thoughts and feelings following events. Anything that
happens to you or you think about can be the event to look at. You
may be more aware of your feelings than your thoughts at first. If
that is the case, go ahead and fill out Column C first. Then go back
and decide what the event was (Column A). Then try to recognize
what you were saying to yourself (Column B). Try to fill out these
worksheets as soon after the events as possible. If you wait until the
end of the day (or week) you are less likely to remember what you
ZHUHVD\LQJWR\RXUVHOI$OVRWKHHYHQWV\RXUHFRUGGRQ¶WKDYHWREH
negative events. You also have thoughts and feelings about pleasant
and neutral events. However, I want you to do at least one A-B-C
Worksheet about the traumatic event.´

Give patient
blank and
example
A-B-C
Worksheets

Introducing
A-B-C
Worksheets

At the bottom of the A-B-C Worksheets are two questions that introduce the
notion of alternative interpretations of events. The primary focus of the A-B-C
Worksheets should be on the patient identifying the link between thoughts and
feelings before moving on to challenging cognitions. Thus, the therapist should
use her judgment about introducing these questions in this session to the patient
based on the patLHQW¶VJUDVSRIWKHEDVLFFRJQLWLYH-behavioral process. If the
patient fills out the session spontaneously with an appraisal that the thought is not
realistic, this may be an indicator that he is already beginning to challenge his
own thoughts. If he insists that the extreme thought is realistic, then the therapist
DOVRKDVLPSRUWDQWLQIRUPDWLRQDERXWWKHSDWLHQW¶VULJLGLW\7KHWZRTXHVWLRQVDW
the bottom can also be used in addition to the rest of the form as an alternative to
the Challenging Beliefs Worksheet if that form proves to be too difficult for the
patient due to low intelligence or literacy issues (see Session 7).
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Collect Stuck Point Log
The therapist should collect the stuck point log and review it. If the patient has
included stuck points that are not challengeable (e.g. feelings, questions,
compound statements) the therapist should ask questions that will help to hone the
patient in on a workable stuck point (e.g. what is the thought behind this feeling,
is this true, or can you put this in an if/then statement?).

Note. If you opt to use Session 2a, review the first impact statement and finish
any material that has not been finished in the previous sessions. Then introduce
the idea that grief and PTSD are somewhat different and can complicate the
recovery from the traumatic event. Grieving the loss of other people may entail
different stuck points than those involved with the PTSD that the patient
experienced directly. The patient may have trouble with the concept that they still
have a relationship with the person who has died (i.e., they relate to them in
PDNLQJGHFLVLRQVDQGUHDFWLQJWROLIH¶VHYHQWVDQGWKH\KDYHWRDFFHSWWKDWWKH
person has died). Assign the second impact statement instead of the A-B-C
worksheets for the next session.
Practice Assignment for Session 2
³3OHDVHFRPSOHWHWKH$-B-C Worksheets to become aware of the
connection between events, your thoughts, feelings, and behavior.
Complete at least one worksheet each day. Remember to fill out the
form as soon after an event as possible. Complete at least one
worksheet about the worst traumatic event. Also, please use the
Identifying E motions Handout to help you determ ine what emotions
\RXDUHIHHOLQJ´
Practice Assignment for Session 2a* (if completing the optional
Traumatic Bereavement session)
"Instead of assigning A-B-C sheets, the assignment for Session 2a is as follows#!
!
³3lease write at least a page on what it means to you that
___________ was killed. As in the last assignment, focus on
meanings regarding safety, trust, power/control, esteem, and
intimacy. Also write about how the death has affected your memory
of _________, your relationship with ___________, and how you
SHUFHLYH\RXDUHDGMXVWLQJWRWKHORVV´
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Sample Session 2 Progress Note
Contact: 50-minute psychotherapy session
Content: This was the second session of CPT for PTSD. The patient did (not) complete the
practice related to writing an Impact Statement describing the impact of his traumatic
experiences on his thoughts and beliefs about himself, others, and the world. We discussed
the assignment in session, with an emphasis on identifying stuck points in his thinking that
interfere with recovery. The relationships amongst thoughts, feelings, and behaviors were
reviewed, and an example from his discussion about the impact of his trauma on his life was
used to illustrate the cognitive model. The patient agreed to complete A-B-C Worksheets
daily to monitor his thoughts, feelings, and behaviors until the next session.
Plan: Continued CPT for PTSD
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PCL-S: WEEKLY
Instructions:
"#!$%&'()*+!,-*!.%',!',+*''/01!*23*+(*&4*!5%0!-67*!*23*+(*&4*)!88888888888888888888888888888888#!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!!
!
!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!9*7*&,:!
;#!<*+*!('!6!1(',!%/!3+%=1*.'!6&)!4%.316(&,'!,-6,!3*%31*!'%.*,(.*'!-67*!(&!+*'3%&'*!,%!',+*''/01!1(/*!
*23*+(*&4*'#!!>1*6'*!+*6)!*64-!%&*!46+*/0115?!6&)!,-*&!(&)(46,*?!0'(&@!,-*!&0.=*+'!,%!,-*!+(@-,?!-%A!
.04-!5%0!-67*!=**&!=%,-*+*)!=5!,-6,!3+%=1*.!(&!,-*!36',!!""##$
Not
at all

A
little
bit

Moderately

Quite
a bit

Extremely

1. Repeated, disturbing memories, thoughts, or images, of the
stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

2. Repeated, disturbing dreams of the stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

3. Suddenly acting or feeling as if the stressful experience was
happening again (as if you were reliving it)?
4. Feeling very upset when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
5. Having physical reactions (e.g., heart pounding, trouble
breathing, sweating) when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
6. Avoiding thinking about or talking about the stressful
experience or avoiding having feelings related to it?
7. Avoiding activities or situations because they reminded you
of the stressful experience?
8. Trouble remembering important parts of the stressful
experience?

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

9. Loss of interest in activities that you used to enjoy?

1

2

3

4

5

10. Feeling distant or cut off from other people?

1

2

3

4

5

11. Feeling emotionally numb or being unable to have loving
feelings for those close to you?

1

2

3

4

5

12. Feeling as if your future will somehow be cut short?

1

2

3

4

5

13. Trouble falling or staying asleep?

1

2

3

4

5

14. Feeling irritable or having angry outbursts?

1

2

3

4

5

15. Having difficulty concentrating?

1

2

3

4

5

16. %HLQJ³VXSHU-DOHUW´RUZDWFKIXORURQJXDUG"

1

2

3

4

5

17. Feeling jumpy or easily startled?

1

2

3

4

5

PCL-S for D SM-IV (11/1/94) Weathers, Litz, Huska, & Keane National Center for PT S D ± Behavioral
Science Division.!
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Identifying Emotions Handout

!!!!!!!!!!
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Session 2a: Optional Traumatic Bereavement Session

!
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Summary of Session 2a: Optional Traumatic Bereavement Session
1. A dminister P C L-S (in waiting room if possible), collect, and store. Set agenda.
(5 minutes)
2. Patient reads the second impact statement on the meaning of the loved
RQH¶VGHDWK,IWKHSDWLHQWGLGQRWFRPSOHWHWhe first impact statement, that
one should be read and processed first. (5-10 minutes)
3. Identify and discuss any stuck points that have emerged from the
bereavement impact statement that are different from the first impact
statement. ( 5 minutes)
4. Provide education on normal bereavement by reviewing the M yths of Mourning
H andout which is given to patient in session (10 minutes)
¾ Look for stuck points that may not have emerged in impact statement
5. H elp identify and see connections among events, thoughts, and feelings (10 minutes)
¾ Six basic emotions: angry, disgusted, ashamed, sad, scared, happy
¾ Combined: jealous = mad + scared
¾ Varying intensity: irritated/angry/enraged
¾ Secondary emotions: guilt, shame.
¾ Patient examples of own feelings, including physical sensations
¾ Interpretation of events/self-talk affecting feelings (snubbed on street),
alternatives
¾ Go back to Impact Statement for personal application
6. Introduce A-B-C Wor ksheets and fill one out together (5 minutes)
7. Assign practice and problem solve re: completion (5 minutes)
¾ A-B-C Worksheets to become aware of connection among events, thoughts,
feelings, and behavior
¾ At least one A-B-C Worksheet each day (as soon after an event as possible)
¾ At least one worksheet directly about the worst traumatic event
8. C heck-LQUHSDWLHQW¶VUHDFWLRQVWRVHVVLRQ(5 minutes)
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Session 2a: Optional Traumatic Bereavement Session
The goals for this session are:
1. To begin to normalize the grief process and differentiate it from PTSD
symptoms.
2. To identify stuck points that may interfere with the normal course of
bereavement.
3. To begin to assist the patient in viewing his relationship with the person who
died as altered but not finished.

Session 2a goals

If this session is added, the topic should have been introduced at the end of
session 2 instead of the A-B-C worksheets. However, if the patient did not
complete the first impact statement and it was reassigned, that one should be read
first. After reviewing the practice assignment to write a second impact statement,
the therapist will begin an education portion on the topic of normal bereavement
and will look for stuck points that may interfere with normal grief reactions. To
facilitate this process, some information is provided below to assist the therapist
to think about traumatic versus normal bereavement issues and to provide some
education to the patient about the course of bereavement as varying and
multidimensional. It is important for the therapist to refrain from pathologizing
the grief process and to begin to differentiate grief from PTSD or depression.
PTSD can interfere with the normal course of bereavement. It is also possible that
unresolved grief can further complicate recovery from PTSD. Although
witnessing or being injured during an event in which a loved one/friend was killed
is more obviously associated with PTSD, therapists need to consider a PTSD
diagnosis among those who were not present at the traumatic death of a loved
one. In civilian life, the sudden, unexpected, and perhaps violent death of a
significant other is so shocking, horrifying, and schema-discrepant that family and
friends of the victim may have trouble taking in the fact that the person has been
killed. During war, service members may accept the possibility, on an abstract
level, that they or others may be killed, but losing friends, seeing children die, or
having deaths occur in unexpected places (when one thought he was safe) can
also be shocking and hard to accept. Acceptance may be particularly difficult for
parents who lose children because of the expectation that their children will
survive them. And like other trauma survivors who actively avoid accepting the
reality of the situation, traumatic-death surviving family and friends may engage
in self-blame as an attempt to undo the event (e.g., ³,IRQO\,KDGQ¶WGRQH;KH
ZRXOGQ¶WKDYHEHHQWKHUHDWWKHWLPH´). Unlike other trauma victims, traumaticdeath survivors may believe that to accept the trauma and begin to move on with
their lives means they have betrayed the other peUVRQWKDWWKHRWKHUSHUVRQLVQ¶W
being properly honored.
Flashbacks, intrusive thoughts, and other intrusive reminders can recur even if
someone was not present at the death of her significant other. People may flash
back on or have strong emotional or physiological reactions when reminded of
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being informed of the death. For example, some people have strong reactions
when the telephone or doorbell rings. They immediately flash back to being told.
Some people have strong reactions to temporal cues such as a specific time of day
(e.g., dusk, a certain month, or other anniversaries of the death). They may react
to climatic cues such as temperature, humidity, smells, or other seasonal
reminders. Holidays or other personal days of celebration (birthdays,
anniversaries) can be particularly difficult and can trigger trauma cues (as well as
positive memories).
It is not unusual for people to have images of or ruminate about (with
accompanying affect and physiological responses) what they imagine happened to
their loved one/friend. Some people feel compelled to put themselves into the
shoes of the person who died in an attempt to be closer with them. They try to
imagine what the other person experienced, what they must have been feeling or
thinking, and wonder if they suffered or were in pain for a long time before they
died. These images can serve as intrusive reminders of PTSD (Criterion B).
Often with PTSD induced by traumatic bereavement, we do not see effortful
avoidance with regard to the person who died. To the contrary, some people
intentionally ruminate and are afraid to let go of the images, even very distressing
images, because to let go is, in their minds, to lose their loved one. Effortful
avoidance is more likely to be of the trauma cues listed above. Numbing is
common.
When some people are killed during a traumatic event, those who survive,
whether they are friends, family, or strangers, may well have survivor guilt. When
SHRSOHH[SHULHQFHWUDXPDWLFHYHQWVWKH\RIWHQDVNWKHTXHVWLRQ³Why me?´
bHFDXVHRIWKHLUMXVWZRUOGEHOLHI$FRUROODU\RIWKLVEHOLHILVDVNLQJ³Why not
me?´ZKHQVXUURXQGLQJRWKHUVDUHNLOOHG3HRSOHZLWKVXUYLYRUJXLOWIHHOWKDWWKH\
do not have the right to go on when others cannot, or believe that they are less
deserving of happiness (or even of living) than the person or people who died.
They try to determine why they survived and cannot find an acceptable
explanation. Both types of thoughts reflect the just world belief.

Survivor guilt

An issue that may need to be addressed with military and veteran populations is
not just witnessing or hearing about the death of someone the patient cared about,
but also issues that arise from having killed others. Service members may find
themselves forced to engage in behavior that is against their personal moral code
or in conflict with the circumstances under which they believed that they would
be killing others. In our experience, situations in which civilians, and especially
children, are killed are particularly traumatic for veterans and service members
(e.g., children with backpack bombs, children put in front of transportation
FRQYR\V *ULHYLQJDQGDVVXPSWLRQVDERXWRQH¶VDFWLRQVGXULQJZDUFDQEHYHU\
complicated because of the nature of war itself. Veterans and military personnel
may blame themselves, the combatants, the government that put them in the
position they found themselves, or the behavior and perceived failures of

Service PHPEHU¶V
guilt re: killing or
violence
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command or fellow service members. The combination of anger and guilt can
complicate and prolong the grief response.
The goal of CPT for bereavement is to help patients determine and eliminate any
stuck points, problematic cognitions that are blocking their recovery, and to help
WKHPHYHQWXDOO\IRFXVRQWKHSHUVRQ¶VOLIHQRWMXVWWKHZD\LQZKLFKKHRUVKH
died.
FirsWWKHWKHUDSLVWFDQVWDUWZLWKEHUHDYHPHQWLVVXHV«
³3ULRUWRWKLVGHDWKZKDWKDVEHHQ\RXUH[SHULHQFHZLWKWKHGHDWKRI
ORYHGRQHV"´

Addressing
bereavement
with patient

,IWKHSDWLHQWKDVQHYHUH[SHULHQFHGWKHGHDWKRIDORYHGRQHWKHQDVN«
³:KDWZHUH\RXUH[SHFWDWLRQVDERXWGHDWKRIOoved ones? Had you
ever thought about it? Or was it a topic that you avoided thinking
DERXW"´
Once the therapist understands what the patient understood about death and the
JULHISURFHVVEHIRUHWKHWUDXPDWLFGHDWKWKHWKHUDSLVWFDQWKHQDVN«
³+RZLVWKLs situation different than what you had experienced
EHIRUH RULPDJLQHG "´
³:KDWKDYHRWKHUSHRSOHEHHQWHOOLQJ\RXDERXWJULHIDQG
PRXUQLQJ"´
³:KDWVXJJHVWLRQVKDYHSHRSOHEHHQPDNLQJ"´
Give the patient the Myths of Mourning Handout. Discuss each statement with the
patient to determine which, if any, statements the patient has been subscribing to.
Along with debunking some common myths, the therapist uses this session to
help the patient understand the normal process of bereavement, to see how the
traumatic bereavement relates to symptoms of PTSD, and to begin to identify
distorted cognitions, conflicts between prior beliefs and the traumatic event.

Give patient
Myths of
Mourning
Handout

Education on Normal Bereavement
%HUHDYHPHQWDIIHFWVGLIIHUHQWDVSHFWVRIRQH¶VOLIH3HRSOHKDYHHPRWLRQDO
spiritual, and physical reactions. They also have to adjust their roles with regard
to other people, the community more generally, and with regard to tasks and
behaviors. While some grief reactions may feel like and share some
characteristics with other psychological reactions such as depression, it is
important for the therapist not to pathologize grief. Bereavement is not the result
of personality traits but is the normal and time-limited reaction to loss. Mourning
is not the same as depression and does not respond to antidepressants.
In the past it was possible to tell that someone was grieving for a period because
of clothing indicative of mourning and institutionalized rules about mourning
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such as wearing black for a year, wearing certain jewelry or armbands, limiting
social engagements, and so forth. These practices provided more community
support because the person who was grieving was clearly identifiable and there
was an expectation that bereavement should take an extended period. On the other
hand, the rigid rules about length of mourning were not flexible enough to
accommodate different patterns of grief. Some people may not have needed a
year in order to begin to reestablish their lives (some may have needed longer). In
modern times, there is no way to identify whether someone is in mourning, so the
community quickly returns to usual routines and expects the bereaved person to
do so as well. While community support is often very active initially, people often
return to their own lives after a few months, leaving the bereaved adrift to adjust
to his changes in roles and tasks. After a few months, grieving people may start
receiving comments by others that they should move on with their lives and to put
the traumatic event and the loved one behind them (people with PTSD hear this
even without a traumatic death). People may need assistance in tolerating the
predominant community standards that do not reflect the reality of the mourning
timeline for them.
In the early stages of bereavement, people need information and support in coping
emotionally. Later, if the person who died is a family member, they need to focus
more on instrumental tasks. Some tasks, like dealing with insurance companies
and changing names on titles, are directly due to the death of the family member.
Other tasks represent a realignment of typical chores (e.g., now the patient needs
to pay bills or cook, when before the other partner took responsibility for those
tasks). Each instrumental adjustment, if successfully negotiated, will help the
bereaved person accept the reality of the situation and assist in a greater sense of
control. As the tasks and roles are realigned, then the person also moves to
reconnect with his community, to reestablish and adjust relationships with his
friends and relatives, and finally to rebuild his assumptive world. This latter task
includes adjusting his beliefs about himself and the world with regard to the loved
RQH¶VGHDWK$s elsewhere in CPT, the therapist is looking for accommodation
rather than assimilation or over-accommodation, balance in beliefs rather than
extreme statements.

Coping
mechanisms

In a military setting, the death of a fellow service member or members may also
be accompanied by tasks and changes. Roles and responsibilities may shift along
with the dynamics of the remaining members of the unit. Sometimes the
bereavement process for military personnel becomes more acute once they leave
the military. While in the military, other people in that environment may have
been able to provide support and understanding of the losses that a service
PHPEHUH[SHULHQFHG8SRQWKHYHWHUDQ¶VUHWXUQWRWKHFLYLOLDQZRUOGKRZHYHU
people in the environment may not be able to understand or appreciate the loss of
comrades or may even be unsympathetic because of different viewpoints on the
war. Although our society appears to be doing a better job separating the war
from the warrior in the recent OIF/OEF conflict, this is not universally true, and
there are many Vietnam veterans who carry the scars of verbal abuse upon
returning to the United States after their tours of duty. They may not have been

Veterans &
bereavement
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given the opportunity to grieve the loss of their friends and fellow service
members or may be stuck in a cycle of grieving that has not remitted.
The following are excerpts from a bereavement Impact Statement. The statement
was four handwritten pages. It illustrates the effects the murder of a
granddaughter had on a patient.
³,WKLQNDWILUVW,QHHGed to be strong for my son. As long as I could
do that, I did not have to face the finality of death. This is still so
hard for me to say. To think of ______ in the past tense still causes
me to have a panicky feeling. I cannot describe how much I love her
or how much I miss her.

Example of a
bereavement
impact
statement
(assimilation
through nonacceptance
and
avoidance)

³,WKRXJKW,ZRXOGDOZD\VEHWKHVDPHPH%XWQRZ,UHDOL]H,ZLOO
never be the same. At first I kept trying to be the same self²tried so
hard that I would get these panic attacks, so I just tried not to think
about it.
³,IHHO like this big cloud has settled over me and someti mes it
suffocates me. I would like to just pull the covers over my head and
QRWWDNHWKHPRIIIRUDORQJWLPH%XW,NQRZ,FDQ¶WHVSHFLDOO\IRU
my son. He says he would like to go into a closet and not come out.
³,WDONHGWRGD\ZLWKP\SDVWRUDERXWP\IHHOLQJVKRZ,IHHOVR
frozen inside, that I cannot pray and do not feel spiritual at all. It
makes me feel so empty. I miss the fellowship I had with my God. I
do want to have that again.
³6RPHSHRSOHVD\ I need to try to forgive²,FDQ¶WDQG,GRQ¶WZDQW
to²DWOHDVWQRWQRZ«,UHDOO\GRQ¶WZDQWWREHDQJU\²this is not
PH%XWULJKWQRZ,¶PVRDQJU\´
While the example above illustrates assimilation through nonacceptance and
avoidance, the next excerpt is from a different patient whose friend was killed,
and illustrates both assimilation and over-accommodation.
³,DOZD\VEHOLHYHGWKDW,FRXOGSURWHFWBBBBBBIURPDQ\WKLQJRU
anyone. I feel like a failure. I failed him. I should have been
watching his back, then no one would have been able to shoot him in
his back. I could have administered CPR and helped to breathe in
him the breath of life. He would have calmed down and fought
KDUGHULI,KDGEHHQWKHUH:KRNQHZ"%XW,IDLOHGKLPDQG,GRQ¶W
have any other chance to make it up to him.

Example of a
bereavement
impact statement
(assimilation and
overaccommodation)

³7KLVZRUOGLVDFUXHOZRUOGZKHUHQRRQHVHHPVWRFDUHDERXW
DQ\RQHRXWVLGHRIWKHLURZQIDPLO\«,WUXVWQRRQHRXWVLGHRIWKH
family and I really am no longer close to my family. I no longer use
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WKHZRUG³IULHQG´EHFDXVHLt no longer serves a purpose in my life. I
feel abandoned by certain people in my family. They are already
UHDG\IRUPHWRPRYHRQ,VQ¶WWKDWFUD]\"´
It may be helpful for a patient to realize that his relationship with the deceased has
changed rather than ended. The patient can still have a relationship with the
deceased even though the relationship is not reciprocal. As part of the Impact
Statement on the death of the significant other, the patient is asked ³+RZKDVWKH
event affected your relationshLSZLWKWKHGHFHDVHG"´

Change, not
end of
relationship

One of the problems that can occur early in the grieving process, and stall out in
some cases, is the tendency to over-idealize the person who has died. It is difficult
for the bereaved person to move on, reestablish connections with others, and alter
her relationship with the deceased if the person who died is not the person who
lived before. Loved ones may experience more survivor guilt or hindsight bias if
they believe that the person who died was perfect or that it is bad or wrong to
remember any flaws or foibles. The therapist needs to tread lightly on this topic,
perhaps pursuing it later in therapy, although it can be broached gently at this
time. The therapist, in hearing an over-idealized description of the deceased can
say:

Overidealization of
the deceased

³+HVRXQGVOLNHDQDQJHO,¶GOLNHWRKDYHDEHWWHUSLFWXUHRIWKH
whole man that you knew. Tell me a little about his eccentricities or
KDELWV´
The goal here is to help the patient to grieve for the person who really lived with
an integrated and balanced view.
In some cases, over-idealization may be a particular problem because the
idealized image of the deceased is embraced by a whole community. In the
aftermath of the 2001 World Trade Center attack, firefighters, police, and other
rescue workers who died have been rightly hailed as heroes. Heroes are people
who risk themselves to help others in spite of their fear or flaws, not because they
were fearless and flawless. It may be particularly difficult for family members if
their memories of the person clash with the public image. If a couple was having
marital problems, or the partner was having an extramarital affair, was abusive, or
was alcoholic, the surviving partner would not know how to reconcile this
information with the accolades and images of the partner as a saint. Even to
remember small flaws would seem like a betrayal of the person who died. And
yet, the surviving partner and family members have these memories as well and
struggle to deal with them. Some people attempt to suppress or ignore
inconsistent information. If they are successful in avoiding, there is a greater
likelihood of more prolonged bereavement than for those who can put the
SHUVRQ¶VOLIHLQWRDQDFFXUDWHSHUVSHFWLYH
Pertinent to situations like the attack on September 11, 2001, and war, e.g.,
veterans from Vietnam, is the issue in which the body of the deceased is never
found. It may be more difficult in these cases for the surviving family and friends
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to accept that the person is actually dead. When there is no concrete proof that the
person died, assimilation and denial are more likely. The survivors may have
continuing fantasies that there has been some mistake, that the loved one has been
wandering around with amnesia or was injured and unable to contact them. They
may have extended periods during which acceptance of the reality of the situation
is postponed.
Finally, when a group of people experience the same event and then support each
other in the aftermath, they can help each other progress through the various
stages of grief. However, there are two risks. One is that the members of the
group will be recovering at different rates, leading to misunderstandings or some
people being held back from their natural rate. A worse outcome is that the group
becomes stuck together and stops recovering altogether. They develop an usagainst-them mentality in which they come to believe that no one can understand
what they have experienced and that they can never recover. If someone who
seeks therapy is enrolled in a long-term support group (either formally or
informally) in which this has occurred, it will be somewhat more difficult for the
therapist to intervene with over-generalized beliefs because they are held by a
group of people, lending credence to them. The therapist will need to remind the
patients during cognitive therapy that other people saying things does not
constitute evidence for a belief.
Possible
stuck points
during
traumatic
bereavement

The following is a list of possible stuck points that the therapist may encounter
while working on bereavement issues. This list is, of course, not exhaustive, but
merely suggestive.
1. ³,KDYHQRULJKWWRIHHOKDSSLQHVVZKHQBBBBKDVGLHGDQGFDQQR
ORQJHUEHKDSS\´ (Survivor guilt).
2. ³,FRXOGKDYHSUHYHQWHGWKLVLIRQO\BBBBB´ (Distorted sense of
power).
3. ³,IRQO\,had ___________, this would not (might not) have
KDSSHQHG´ (Distorted sense of responsibility- hindsight bias).
4. ³7KLVFDQ WEHKDSSHQLQJ+HVKHZLOOVKRZXSDWVRPHWLPH´
(Denial in many of its forms).
5. ³7KLVFDQ WEHKDSSHQLQJWRPH´ (Personal non-acceptance).
6. ³2WKHUVPD\HYHQWXDOO\SXOORXWRIWKLVJULHIEXWQRWPH0\
UHODWLRQVKLSVDUHRIDGLIIHUHQWTXDOLW\´ (Uniqueness).
7. ³,FDQQHYHUEHKDSS\ZLWKVRPHRQHHOVHHYHUDJDLQ´ (Distorted
consequences).
³0\OLIHLVRYHU´

Give patient
blank and
example A-B-C
Worksheets

!
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Once the impact statement has been processed and the education on grief
and bereavement has been introduced, please return to the second half of
session two material to introduce identification of thoughts and emotions
and the A-B-C worksheet assignment for the 4th session (labeled session
3).
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Sample Session 2a Progress Note
Contact: 50-minute psychotherapy session
Content: This was the third session of CPT for PTSD. The patient did (not) complete the
impact statement about his/her traumatic loss. The client read the second impact statement
and we discussed the assignment in session. Myths of mourning and psychoeducation about
normal bereavement were discussed in this session. The relationships among thoughts,
feelings, and behaviors were reviewed, and an example from his discussion about the impact
of his trauma on his life was used to illustrate the cognitive model. The patient agreed to
complete A-B-C Worksheets daily to monitor his thoughts, feelings, and behaviors until the
next session.
Plan: Continued CPT for PTSD!
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PCL-S: WEEKLY
Instructions:
AB'<("-#3+8'$7+'/(-$'-$8+--)>&'+C9+8#+"D+'E(>'7%=+'+C9+8#+"D+3'11111111111111111111111111111111B'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
''
'
''''''
'''''''''''F+=+"$G'
HB'I+8+'#-'%'&#-$'()'98(J&+/-'%"3'D(/9&%#"$-'$7%$'9+(9&+'-(/+$#/+-'7%=+'#"'8+-9("-+'$('-$8+--)>&'&#)+'
+C9+8#+"D+-B''*&+%-+'8+%3'+%D7'("+'D%8+)>&&EK'%"3'$7+"'#"3#D%$+K'>-#"4'$7+'">/J+8-'$('$7+'8#47$K'7(L'
/>D7'E(>'7%=+'J++"'J($7+8+3'JE'$7%$'98(J&+/'#"'$7+'9%-$'!""#B$
Not
at all

A
little
bit

Moderately

Quite
a bit

Extremely

1. Repeated, disturbing memories, thoughts, or images, of the
stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

2. Repeated, disturbing dreams of the stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

3. Suddenly acting or feeling as if the stressful experience was
happening again (as if you were reliving it)?
4. Feeling very upset when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
5. Having physical reactions (e.g., heart pounding, trouble
breathing, sweating) when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
6. Avoiding thinking about or talking about the stressful
experience or avoiding having feelings related to it?
7. Avoiding activities or situations because they reminded you
of the stressful experience?
8. Trouble remembering important parts of the stressful
experience?

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

9. Loss of interest in activities that you used to enjoy?

1

2

3

4

5

10. Feeling distant or cut off from other people?

1

2

3

4

5

11. Feeling emotionally numb or being unable to have loving
feelings for those close to you?

1

2

3

4

5

12. Feeling as if your future will somehow be cut short?

1

2

3

4

5

13. Trouble falling or staying asleep?

1

2

3

4

5

14. Feeling irritable or having angry outbursts?

1

2

3

4

5

15. Having difficulty concentrating?

1

2

3

4

5

16. %HLQJ³VXSHU-DOHUW´RUZDWFKIXORURQJXDUG"

1

2

3

4

5

17. Feeling jumpy or easily startled?

1

2

3

4

5

PCL-S for D SM-IV (11/1/94) Weathers, Litz, Huska, & Keane National Center for PT S D ± Behavioral
Science Division.''
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M yths of Mourning H andout
!
¾ Grief and mourning decline in a steadily decreasing fashion over time.

!
¾ "##!#$%%&%!'($)'*!*+&!%,)&!*-'&!$.!)$/(01023!
!
¾ 4&(&,5&6!1061516/,#%!0&&6!$0#-!&7'(&%%!*+&1(!.&&#102%!10!$(6&(!*$!(&%$#5&!*+&1(!
)$/(01023!
!
¾ 8$!9&!+&,#*+-!,.*&(!*+&!6&,*+!$.!,!#$5&6!$0&:!*+&!)$/(0&(!)/%*!'/*!*+,*!'&(%$0!$/*!$.!
)1063!
!
¾ ;(1&.!<1##!,..&=*!*+&!)$/(0&(!'%-=+$#$21=,##-!9/*!<1##!0$*!10*&(.&(&!10!$*+&(!<,-%3!
!
¾ >0*&0%1*-!,06!#&02*+!$.!)$/(0102!,(&!,!*&%*1)$0-!*$!#$5&!.$(!*+&!6&=&,%&63!
!
¾ ?+&0!$0&!)$/(0%!,!6&,*+:!$0&!)$/(0%!$0#-!*+&!#$%%!$.!*+,*!'&(%$0!,06!0$*+102!&#%&3!
!
¾ @$%102!%$)&$0&!*$!,!%/66&0:!/0&7'&=*&6!6&,*+!1%!*+&!%,)&!,%!#$%102!%$)&$0&!*$!,0!
,0*1=1',*&6!6&,*+3!
!
¾ A$/(0102!1%!$5&(!10!,!-&,(3!
!
¾ 81)&!+&,#%!,##!<$/06%3!
!
!
!"#$%&'("()(%*+%,-./#0%&"(-1$(.1%#2%3#$4567-1(/%8#9".6.:%;<==>?0%,()(-"7'%@"())0%
3'-$4-6:.0%AB0%4+%CD±CE+
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Session 3: Identification of Thoughts and Feelings

!

!

Summary of Session 3: Identification of Thoughts and Feelings
1. A dminister P C L-S (in waiting room if possible), collect, and store. Complete
Session 3 Practice Assignment Review and set agenda. (5 minutes)
*Note: If using optional session 2a (traumatic bereavement session), review the
bereavement impact statement in session 3 before moving to the introduction of the
A B C wor ksheet. T his session would then be picked up as session 4 instead of session 3
and the protocol proceeds the same after this point. If using the traumatic bereavement
optional session, the protocol is lengthened to 13 sessions; session 2a does not replace
any sessions.
2. Review A-B-C Wor ksheets, further differentiating between thoughts and feelings
(15 minutes)
¾ Label thoughts vs. emotions
¾ Recognize changing thoughts can change intensity of type of feelings
- Begin challenging self-blame and guilt
¾ Point out mismatches:
- Dominant emotion(s)? - Emotions follow thoughts?
- Dominant thought(s)?
- Thoughts and emotional intensity match?
¾ Look for stuck points and use Socratic questioning to help patient identify
alternative hypotheses
3. Discuss the A-B-C Wor ksheet related to trauma (10 minutes)
¾ Review orally if patient did not complete
¾ Challenge the stuck point of self-blame using Socratic questioning
4. Introduce the T rauma A ccount (10 minutes)
¾ How to write the Trauma Account
¾ Cognitive therapy for any concerns about the Trauma Account
5. Assign
¾
¾
¾
¾

practice and problem solve re: completion (5 minutes)
Full Trauma Account with sensory details
Daily reading of the full Trauma Account
"#$%&!'()*%+,$(-!(.!/0102!3(4567++,6
Problem-solving re: practice completion is very important. Refer to rationale if
necessary.

!
6. C heck-LQUHSDWLHQW¶VUHDFWLRQVWRVHVVLRQ(5 minutes)
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Session 3: Identification of Thoughts and Feelings
The goals of Session 3 are:
1. To assist the patient in labeling thoughts and emotions in response to events.
2. To introduce the idea that changing thoughts can change the intensity or type of
emotions that are experienced.
7REHJLQFKDOOHQJLQJWKHSDWLHQW¶VVHOI-blame and guilt with regard to the
traumatic event through Socratic questions.
4. To assign the patient to write a detailed account of the traumatic incident.

Session 3
goals

(N O T E : If the therapist is using the CPT protocol without the trauma accounts,
then the assignment will be to do the A-B-C Worksheets again until the next
session.)
Review of A-B-C Worksheets
Homework Noncompliance²If the patient did not write the initial Impact
Statement for the last session, this session should begin with having the patient
read the Impact Statement and noticing any changes or additions since the last
session. If the patient fails to bring in the Impact Statement again or the A-B-C
:RUNVKHHWVWKHWKHUDSLVWVKRXOGKDYHDVHULRXVGLVFXVVLRQDERXWWKHSDWLHQW¶V
motivation for treatment at this time. If the patient continues to be noncompliant
with the assignments, therapy should not proceed without a commitment from the
patient. The therapist should consider whether some other form of treatment is
needed first (e.g., Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT), skills, substance abuse
treatment, panic disorder treatment) before PTSD treatment can commence. It is
preferable to ask the patient to return to treatment when he can devote himself to
the work than to have him fail to recover due to noncompliance. If the latter is the
case, it will be more difficult to implement the protocol at a later time (³7KDW
WKHUDS\GLGQ¶WZRUN,¶PDIDLOXUH´). Remind the patient that avoidance behavior
is a symptom, not an effective method of coping. If the patient recommits to
treatment, have him bring in both the Impact Statement and A-B-C- Worksheets,
but hold off on the trauma account assignment to determine if he is going to
follow through. The therapist should begin by going over the A-B-C Worksheets
completed for practice. In looking over the worksheets that the patient has
completed since the previous session, the therapist should look for several
patterns first. Is there a particular dominant emotion that repeatedly occurs (e.g.,
anger at self)? Is there a particular thought that recurs across situations that might
indicate a greater schema distortion (³,FDQ¶WGRDQ\WKLQJULJKW´²
incompetence)? Do the emotions follow logically from the thoughts that are
expressed? Is there a match between the thoughts and the degree of the emotions
(small event, disproportionately large feelings)?
After looking over the entries generally, the therapist assists the patient in sorting
through the individual items that were problematic for the patient. Frequently
mismatches occur between thoughts and either type or degree of emotion because
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the thought that was listed was not actually the last thought in a chain of thoughts
and emotions. The therapist can point out the discrepancy mildly and ask what
thought goes with the level or type of emotion that was expressed. There may, in
fact, have been a series of thoughts and incremental emotions that lead to the final
stronger emotion. Tracking through the sequence can be helpful for patients to see
how increasingly extreme statements result in depression, terror, or other
desperate emotions.
Frequently, patients label thoughts as feelings. For example, one patient brought
in an A-B-C Worksheet that said ³*HW\HOOHGDWEHIRUH,HYHQKDYHP\FRIIHH´ at
³$´³,WU\VRKDUGEXWQHYHUJHWUHZDUGHG´ DW³%´DQG³,IHHOOLNH,¶PILJKWLQJ
DQXQVXFFHVVIXOEDWWOH´ DW³&´7KHWKHUDSLVWDJDLQODEHOHGWKHEDVLFHPRWLRQVIRU
the patient and asked her which of the feelings fit the statement best. She said,
³VDGDQGDQJU\´7KHWKHUDSLVWSRLQWHGRXWWKDWZKDWVKHKDGOLVWHGDW³&´ZDV
DFWXDOO\DQRWKHUWKRXJKWWKDWFRXOGEHOLVWHGDW³%´7KHSDWLHQWZDVDEOHWR
understand the distinction between thoughts and feelings. The therapist also
pointed out that just using the words ³,IHHO´ in front of a thought does not
make that thought a feeling. Patients are encouraged to use the words ³,WKLQN
WKDW´ or ³,EHOLHYH«´ for thoughts and to reserve ³,IHHO«´ for emotions.
(N O T E : 7KLVPLVXVHRIWKHZRUG³IHHO´LVVRFRPPRQWKat the therapist may also
catch himself. It is quite acceptable, and in fact better, for the therapist to correct
himself during the session if it occurs, thus normalizing how our spoken language
can be misapplied.)

Thoughts vs.
feelings

It is important for the therapist to praise the efforts of the patient and help with
corrections in a low-key manner, particularly if the patient has lots of issues with
negative self-evaluation (e.g., ³2.OHW¶VPRYHWKLVWKRXJKWRYHUWRWKH³%´
column. Now what feeling goes with that thoughW"-XVWRQHZRUG´).
Review of A-B-C Worksheet Related to Trauma
When going over the worksheet about the traumatic event, the therapist again has
an opportunity to begin cognitive challenges with Socratic questions. Consider
the following bereavement issue:
P: ,QWKH³$´FROXPQ,ZURWH³,GLGQ¶WWKLQNDERXW-DFNDOOGD\
ZKHQ,ZDVDWZRUN´0\WKRXJKWVZHUH³+RZFRXOG,EHWUD\
KLPOLNHWKLV",DPZRUWKOHVV´,QWKH³&´FROXPQ,ZURWH
³VKDPHDQJU\DQG,FDQFHOOHGP\SODQVIRUWKHHYHQLQJ´
T: Who were you angry at?
P: Myself.
T: ,¶PQRWVXUH,XQGHUVWDQG+RZLVWKDWDEHWUD\DORI-DFN"
P: ,GRQ¶WNQRZ- it just is.
T: (Therapist waits silently)
P: Well, it jusWGRHVQ¶WVHHPIDLUIRUPHWRJRRQZLWKP\OLIHZKHQ
KHFDQ¶WJRRQZLWKKLV
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T: %XWKRZLVWKDWDEHWUD\DO"7KHZRUG³EHWUD\DO´PDNHVLWVRXQG
like you are saying that you were being disloyal or treacherous.
Is that what you mean?
P: Well, not treacherous, but yes, disloyal.
T: %HIRUHKHGLHGGLG\RXHYHUKDYHDZRUNGD\ZKHQ\RXGLGQ¶W
think about him all day?
P: Sure. Lots of times.
T: Were you being disloyal then? Were you betraying hi m by being
busy at work and concentrating on what you were being paid to
do?
P: Well, no, but that was different. He was alive then. I assumed that
I would see him again at the end of the day.
T: <RXVDLGWKDWLWZDVQ¶WIDLUIRU\RXWRJRRQZKHQKHFRXOGQ¶W,I
\RXJRRQZLWK\RXUZRUNDQGOLIHDQGGRQ¶WWKLQNDbout hi m all
the time, how will you have been disloyal? Why is it different
now?
P: (Tearfully) ,¶PDIUDLGWKDWLI,DPQRWWKLQNLQJDERXWKLPWKDWLW
means that I am forgetting him.
T: (After a long pause to allow the patient to cry) When he was alive
DQG\RXGLGQ¶WWKLQNDERXWKLPDOOGD\GLG\RXIRUJHWKLP"
Could you have thought about him if you wanted to?
P: Of course.
T: And even though you know you are not going to see him at the
end of the day, you could decide to think about him? You can
remember him if you want to?
P: ,VXSSRVHVR,¶PMXVWDIUDLGWROHWJR,W¶VDOPRVWOLNHLI,GRQ¶W
think about him all the time, he really is gone.
T: So, you are saying that it is still very difficult to accept that he
has died.
P: Yes.
(Another pause)
T: Since he died, have you learned anything new about Jack? Did
DQ\RQHWHOO\RXDQ\VWRULHVWKDW\RXKDYHQ¶WKHDUGEHIRUH"
P: Yes, lots of his relatives told me stories about when Jack was a
child, and people at work have told me about things he did for
people there that he never told me.
T: So, in some ways, even though he is gone, you are still learning
about hi m and who he was.
P: 7KDW¶VWUXH
T: And have your feelings for Jack continued?
P: Yes, in some ways, they have increased. I heard so many nice
things that people said he had said and done. He was very
XQVHOILVKDQGQHYHUHYHQPHQWLRQHGWKHVHWKLQJVWRPH,¶PYHU\
proud of him.
T: So, rather than forgetting hi m, your relationship with him has
continued and your positive feelings have increased. That
GRHVQ¶WVRXQGOLNH\RXDUHEHWUD\LQJKLP$OVREHLQJDQ
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unselfish person, Jack would not expect you to stop living your
life because he had died, would he?
P: 1RKHZRXOGQ¶W,WMXVWGLGQ¶WIHHOULJKWWRPH,MXVWGRQ¶WNQRZ
how I am supposed to think or be.
T: 7KHUHLVQ¶WDULJKWZD\RUZURQJZD\WRJULHYH,QVSLWHRIVRPH
stereotypes, people deal with the death of a loved one all sorts of
different ways with all sorts of different feelings over different
SHULRGVRIWLPH<RXZRQ¶WEH very fair to yourself if you hold up
some standard and decide that you are doing this wrong
somehow.
Introduction to the Trauma Account
The out-of-session practice assignment for the next week is to write a detailed
account of the chosen index trauma. The patient is asked to write down exactly
what happened with as many details as possible. He should be encouraged to
include sensory detail (sights, sounds, smells, etc.) and his thoughts and feelings
during the event. To encourage a more in-depth account, set the expectation that
the average handwritten trauma account is about eight pages long. If the patient is
unable to complete the assignment, he should be encouraged to write as much of
it as he can. He may need to write on several occasions to complete the
assignment. If he is unable to complete the assignment in one sitting or becomes
emotional and needs to stop for a few minutes, he should draw a line at the point
he stopped. The therapist may be able to determine some of the stuck points by
examining the points at which he quit writing. The patient should be instructed to
read the account to himself every day until the next session. (Once the account is
written, reading the account should only take a few minutes a day.) Encourage the
patient to pick a time when he has privacy and can cry and feel other emotions
without being interrupted or embarrassed. Be direct about discouraging
completing practice assignments at work, during lunch, or in a public place. For
those with substance abuse issues, directly indicate that they should not write the
account while using substances. Identify this as avoidance behavior. Also, the
account should be handwritten and not typed. As mentioned previously, there is
evidence that writing the account is more evocative. Typing the account lends
more objectivity and tends to focus on grammar rather than the emotional
engagement that is desired.

Writing the
Trauma
Account

The therapist should add, ³'RQ¶WEHVXUSULVHGLI\RXIHHl your reactions al most as
strongly as you did at the time of the incident. However, you need to remind
yourself that this is a memory and that you are not actually in danger as you
recall that event. Your feelings have been stored in your memory intact. If you
have not dealt with this event, your feelings and the details of the event are quite
vivid when you finally confront the memory in its entirety. People tend to
remember traumatic events in much greater detail than everyday events. Over
time, if you continue to allow yourself to feel your emotions about the event, your
IHHOLQJVZLOOEHFRPHOHVVLQWHQVHDQGOHVVRYHUZKHOPLQJ´
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There are two purposes for the writing assignments. First, writing about the event
in great detail assists in calling up the complete memory of the event, including
the natural emotions that have been encoded with the memory. Retrieving the
natural emotions allows them to be fully expressed and dissipated. The memory
can then be stored without such intense emotions encoded with it. (We have
found that the primary natural emotions dissipate quickly and do not need
extended exposure work, unlike theories that suggest the repeated prolonged
exposures are necessary for habituation.) The second purpose is for the therapist
and patient together to begin to search for stuck points.

Purposes of
writing the full
Trauma
Account

Practice Assignment
³3OHDVHEHJLQWKLVDVVLJQPHQWDVVRRQDVSRVVLEOH:ULWHDIXOO
account of the traumatic event and include as many sensory details
(sights, sounds, smells, etc.) as possible. Also, include as many of
your thoughts and feelings that you recall having during the event.
Pick a ti me and place to write so you have privacy and enough time.
Do not stop yourself from feeling your emotions. If you need to stop
writing at some point, please draw a line on the paper where you
stop. Begin writing again when you can, and continue to write the
account even if it takes several occasions.

Assign
Session 3
practice
assignment

³5HDGWKHZKROHDFFRXQWWR\RXUVHOIHYHU\GDy until the next session.
Allow yourself to feel your feelings. Bring your account to the next
session.
³$OVRFRQWLQXHWRZRUNZLWKWKH$-B-&:RUNVKHHWVHYHU\GD\´
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Sample Session 3 Progress Note
Contact: 50-minute psychotherapy session
Content: This was the third session of CPT for PTSD. He did (not) complete A-B-C
Worksheets daily, identifying his thoughts, feelings, and behaviors. These worksheets were
used to further illustrate the relationships among thoughts, feelings, and behaviors to daily
events. Some initial challenging of dysfunctional thoughts was introduced. The session
concluded with the assignment to write about the most traumatic event the patient has
experienced and to include as many sensory and emotional details as possible. Daily
monitoring of thoughts, feelings, and behaviors continues.
Plan: Continued CPT
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PCL-S: WEEKLY
Instructions:
AB'<("-#3+8'$7+'/(-$'-$8+--)>&'+C9+8#+"D+'E(>'7%=+'+C9+8#+"D+3'11111111111111111111111111111111B'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
''
'
''''''
'''''''''''F+=+"$G'
HB'I+8+'#-'%'&#-$'()'98(J&+/-'%"3'D(/9&%#"$-'$7%$'9+(9&+'-(/+$#/+-'7%=+'#"'8+-9("-+'$('-$8+--)>&'&#)+'
+C9+8#+"D+-B''*&+%-+'8+%3'+%D7'("+'D%8+)>&&EK'%"3'$7+"'#"3#D%$+K'>-#"4'$7+'">/J+8-'$('$7+'8#47$K'7(L'
/>D7'E(>'7%=+'J++"'J($7+8+3'JE'$7%$'98(J&+/'#"'$7+'9%-$'!""#B$
Not
at all

A
little
bit

Moderately

Quite
a bit

Extremely

1. Repeated, disturbing memories, thoughts, or images, of the
stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

2. Repeated, disturbing dreams of the stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

3. Suddenly acting or feeling as if the stressful experience was
happening again (as if you were reliving it)?
4. Feeling very upset when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
5. Having physical reactions (e.g., heart pounding, trouble
breathing, sweating) when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
6. Avoiding thinking about or talking about the stressful
experience or avoiding having feelings related to it?
7. Avoiding activities or situations because they reminded you
of the stressful experience?
8. Trouble remembering important parts of the stressful
experience?

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

9. Loss of interest in activities that you used to enjoy?

1

2

3

4

5

10. Feeling distant or cut off from other people?

1

2

3

4

5

11. Feeling emotionally numb or being unable to have loving
feelings for those close to you?

1

2

3

4

5

12. Feeling as if your future will somehow be cut short?

1

2

3

4

5

13. Trouble falling or staying asleep?

1

2

3

4

5

14. Feeling irritable or having angry outbursts?

1

2

3

4

5

15. Having difficulty concentrating?

1

2

3

4

5

16. %HLQJ³VXSHU-DOHUW´RUZDWFKIXORURQJXDUG"

1

2

3

4

5

17. Feeling jumpy or easily startled?

1

2

3

4

5

PCL-S for D SM-IV (11/1/94) Weathers, Litz, Huska, & Keane National Center for PT S D ± Behavioral
Science Division.''
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Session 4: Remembering the Traumatic Event

!

!

Summary of Session 4: Remembering the Traumatic Event
1. A dminister P C L-S (in waiting room if possible), collect, and store. Complete
Session 4 Practice Assignment Review and set agenda. (5 minutes)
2. H ave patient read full T rauma A ccount aloud with affective expression (10 minutes)
¾ Goals of Written Trauma Account:
- Affective Expression²Holding back feelings? Why? (soda bottle analogy)
- Identify Stuck Points²Over-accommodation?
- Challenge Self-Blame²Assimilation?
¾ Remain quiet during reading (except to stop and ask to restart if no emotions are
expressed)
¾ Ask about feelings during writing and reading
¾ Ask about areas where it seemed something was avoided
¾ If Trauma Account was not written, discuss reasons and then have patient recount
the trauma during the session and reassign the writing
3. Identify stuck points (10 minutes)
¾ 8VHSDWLHQW¶VH[SUHVVLRQRIDIIHFWRUODFNWKHUHRIWRLGHQWLI\VWXFNSRLQWV
¾ Ask to read again if initially read without affective expression or if clarification is
needed
¾ Listen for stuck points in the content
¾ Note the places the patient had to stop writing and ask about emotions, look for
stuck points
&KDOOHQJHSDWLHQW¶VVWXFNSRLQWVUHODWHGWRVHOI-blame and other assimilation using
Socratic questioning (10 minutes)
¾ e.g., What else might you have done? And what might have happened then?
¾ Discuss hindsight bias
5. E xplain difference between responsibility and blame (5 minutes)
6. Assign
¾
¾
¾
¾

practice and problem solve re: completion (5 minutes)
Rewriting of the full Trauma Account
Daily reading of the full Trauma Account
Daily completion of the A-B-C Worksheets
Problem-solving re: practice completion (this is extremely important if practice
not completed this session)

7. C heck-LQUHSDWLHQW¶VUHDFWLRQVWRVHVVLRQ(5 minutes)
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Session 4: Remembering the Traumatic Event
The goals of Session 4 are:
1. To have the patient read his account, with affective expression.
7RLGHQWLI\WKHSDWLHQW¶VVWXFNSRLQWVIRUWKHHYHQW
3. To begin challenging self-blame and other assimilation with Socratic
questions.
4. To reassign the account with more details and anything that was left out.

Session 4
goals

Patient Reading of Full Trauma Account With Affective Expression
The therapist should begin the session by having the patient read the trauma
account. If the patient did not do the assignment, the therapist should first ask her
why she did not complete it. Discuss the problem of avoidance and how it
prevents recovery. Then ask the patient to describe the event as if she had written
it. Be sure to help the patient to identify her thoughts and feelings as she recounts
the event, but do not have the patient write it during session. If the patient has
brought the trauma account, having the patient, rather than the therapist, read the
account assists in engagement with the memory and reduces the likelihood of
dissociation or other emotional disengagement from the account. If the patient
expresses emotions, the therapist should remain still and not interfere with the
expression of affect. Comforting words or even handing the patient a tissue can
actually interfere with expression of affect because the patient is brought back to
the present. Patients are usually trying so hard not to experience their emotions
that just about anything the therapist does can disrupt the process. Therapists who
are new to trauma therapy are often concerned that patients will experience an
overwhelming amount of affect. Patients are also frequently concerned about the
extent of emotions they have been avoiding. However, we have not found that to
be the case in the vast majority of cases and are usually very pleased with even a
small expression of affect. In those rare cases in which the therapist is concerned
about the extent of emotion that the patient is expressing, the therapist can begin
to do those very things mentioned above²talking to the patient, saying the
SDWLHQW¶VQDPHKDQGLQJKHUDWLVVXHDVNLQJTXHVWLRQV²to contain the affect.
It is important that the therapist allows and encourages the patient to express his
emotions about the event and help him to identify both his thoughts and feelings.
The patient should be encouraged to discuss his feelings and thoughts while doing
the assignment, as well as during the incident. ³:KDWZDVWKHPRVWIULJKWHQLQJ
SDUWIRU\RX"´³,VWKHUHVRPHDVSHFWRIWKHLQFLGHQWWKDW\RXVK\DZD\IURP
UHFDOOLQJ"´This exercise may help the patient and therapist to identify his stuck
points. The therapist should notice the points at which the patient stopped writing
and ask if these were particularly difficult points of his memory, and why. ³:KDW
ZHUH\RXIHHOLQJDWWKHWLPHWKDW\RXTXLWZULWLQJ"´Often these points are
particularly anxiety-provoking because they were the most life-threatening to the
patient or the moment at which he perceived a loss of control over the situation.
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Depending on the length and complexity of the event, the average trauma account
is about eight handwritten pages. However, some particularly short events may
not require as many. Others are so long and complex that several writing sessions
may be needed to complete the account. Some patients will write extensively
about irrelevant details and then gloss over the most crucial and traumatic
elements. The therapist needs to listen carefully, not just to what the patient reads
but also to what he leaves out. If the therapist realizes or suspects that an
important aspect of the account has been avoided, the patient should be asked for
more detail about that portion of the experience after he has finished reading the
whole account.
If the patient reads or recounts the event without any emotion, the therapist
should stop the patient early in the account and ask him if he is holding back his
feelings, and why. The therapist may need to discuss the issue of loss of control
DQGWKHSDWLHQW¶VIHDURIEHLQJRYHUZKHOPHGE\KLVHPRWLRQV ³,ZLOOJRFUD]\
IRUHYHU´). The analogy we typically use is one of a bottle of soda that has been
shaken. When the cap comes off, there is a rush, but it is temporary and
eventually the soda flattens. If the patient were to quickly put the cap back on, the
VRGDZRXOGUHWDLQLWVIL]]7KHVRGDXQGHUSUHVVXUHKDGHQHUJ\WRLWEXWFDQ¶W
keep producing that energy when the cap is left off. Natural emotions can be
viewed the same way. The patient feels the strength of the emotions but keeps the
lid on them, thinking that they will continue indefinitely. At this point, the
therapist can ask the patient to recall times when he has experienced feelings such
as sadness or anger and what happened after he allowed himself to feel his
emotions. It can also be helpful for the therapist to remind him that the actual
event is over and that he is no longer in imminent danger. The strong feelings are
of a memory. After addressing this issue, the therapist should resume with the
account and ask the patient what he was feeling at the time. Again, when a patient
begins to experience emotions, it is important that the therapist sits quietly and
does not disrupt the emotions, minimize them, or interfere in any way.

Length and
content of
Trauma
Account

Soda bottle
analogy of
emotions

Let the
patient feel
full emotions

Sometimes, the patient is not avoiding affect but is experiencing the emotions just
as they were experienced at the time. If the patient dissociated, she may dissociate
again as she recalls her memories of the event. If patients were nauseated, they
may feel the same way as they recall the event in detail the first time. Typically
the emotions change after the first account and the patient begins to experience
more current emotions, not just those that were encoded at the time of the event.
Identification of Stuck Points
Finally, the therapist should ask the patient about stuck points that may not be in
her trauma account (i.e., what she thought she should have done). Often, patients
have regrets afterward because they believe they should have prevented an event,
GLGQRWILJKWKDUGHQRXJKRUGLGRUGLGQ¶WGRVRPHWKLQJWKDWDIIHFWHGRWKHUV
Sometimes stuck points emerge because other people respond to hearing about
the event by second-JXHVVLQJWKHYHWHUDQ¶VEHKDYLRU7KHWKHUDSLVWPD\KDYHWR
discuss 20/20 hindsight (hindsight bias) and how easy it is to say how you should
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have behaved after something occurs. This can be a particularly difficult stuck
SRLQWLIWKHRWKHUSHUVRQ¶VFRPPHQWPLUURUVZKDWWKHSDWLHQWSUHYLRXVO\EHOLHYHG
about how she would act in such a situation. No one knows how she will respond
in a particular situation. Sometimes patients jump to the faulty conclusion that if
they had acted differently in some way, the event would have turned out
GLIIHUHQWO\2IFRXUVHSHRSOH¶VIDQWDVLHVXVXDOO\UHVXOWLQDJRRGRXWFRPH7KH\
GRQ¶WFRQVLGHUPRUHQHJDWLYHRXWFRPHV,QWKLVYHLQ6RFUDWLFTXHVWLRQLQJDERXW
the range of possible outcomes with alternative courses of action is very helpful.
Stuck Points Specifically Related to Self-Blame and Other
Assimilation Using Socratic Questioning
Self-blame is often encountered early in therapy as the patient recalls the event.
This form of assimilation occurs because the patient is looking for ways in which
he could have prevented or stopped the particular outcome that occurred. Even
following disasters thaWDUHFOHDUO\RXWVLGHRIDSDWLHQW¶VFRQWUROVHOI-blame and
guilt are common. People imagine ways they could have changed personal
outcomes; they have regrets about not saving others; they feel guilty about things
they did or did not do, and about feelings they did or did not feel during or after
WKHHYHQW7KLV³LIRQO\´W\SHWKLQNLQJVHUYHVDVDVVLPLODWLRQLQWKDWLWLVDQ
attempt to undo the event in retrospect. It usually never occurs to the patient that
WKH³LIRQO\´PLJKWQRWKDYHZRUNHG6RPHSHRSOH get caught up in assumptions
about how one should react or how long it should take to recover, and then feel
guilty that they are not doing it right. Some people even feel guilty because they
are coping well when others around them are not.
It is important for the therapist to help the patient contextualize the traumatic
event. For example, if a veteran blames himself for killing someone in Vietnam
DQGKDVIODVKEDFNVRIVHHLQJWKDWSHUVRQ¶VIDFHKHPD\QRWEHIXOO\DSSUHFLDWLQJ
the context of the situation. Going through the account will help the patient see
that he was in a war, that the other person was shooting at him, and that he had no
other good option at the time (or perhaps a worse option). Part of the context
would also include the age of the person (and developmental level) at the time of
the event and his beliefs about war and the military at the time. He may also have
been sleep-deprived or hungry, or terrorized and dissociative at the time. It is
important for the patient to understand that actions he thinks of later, but not at
WKHWLPHRIWKHHYHQWZHUHQRWRSWLRQV7KHWKHUDSLVW¶VMRELVWRJXLGHWKHSDWLHQW
through the use of Socratic questions, to realize that events can occur in spite of
RQH¶VEHVWHIIRUWV7KHEHVW-made plans do not always result in positive outcomes.
The following is an example of Socratic questioning early in therapy about the
context of killing.
T: Earlier you mentioned that you were feeling angry about the
reports from Abu Ghraib. Can you tell me what makes you
angry?
P: ,FDQ¶WEHOLHYHWKDWWKH\ZRXOGGRWKDWWRWKRVHSULVRQHUV
T: What specifically upsets you about Abu Ghraib?
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P: +DYHQ¶W\RXKHDUGWKHUHSRUWV",FDQ¶WEHOLHYHWKDWWKH\ZRXOG
KXPLOLDWHDQGKXUWWKHPOLNHWKDW2QFHDJDLQWKH86PLOLWDU\¶V
use of force is unacceptable.
T: Do you think your use of force as a member of the U.S. military
was unacceptable?
P: Yes. I murdered innocent civilians. I am no different than those
PLOLWDU\SHRSOHDW$EX*KUDLE,QIDFW,¶PZRUVHEHFDXVH,
murdered them.
T: 0XUGHU7KDW¶VDVWURQJZRUG
P: Yah?
T: )URPZKDW\RX¶YHWROGPHLWVHHPVOLNH\RXNLOOHGVRPHSHRSOH
ZKRPD\RUPD\QRWKDYHEHHQ³LQQRFHQW´<RXUVKRRWLQJ
occurred in a very specific place and time, and under certain
circumstances.
P: Yes, they died at my hands.
T: Yes, they died, and it seems because of your shooting. Does that
make you a murderer?
P: Innocent people died and I pulled the trigger. I murdered them.
7KDW¶VZRUVHWKDQZKDWKDSSHQHGDW$EX*KUDLE
T: (Quietly) Really, you think it is worse?
P: <HV,QRQHFDVHSHRSOHGLHGDQGLQDQRWKHUWKH\GLGQ¶W%RWK
are bad, and both were caused by soldiers, but I killed people
DQGWKH\GLGQ¶W
T: 7KHRXWFRPHVDUHGLIIHUHQW,¶PFXULRXVLIKRZLWKDSSHQHG
matters?
P: Huh?
T: Does it matter what thHVROGLHUV¶LQWHQWLRQVZHUHLQWKRVH
situations?
P: 1R,GRQ¶WJHWZKDW\RX¶UHVD\LQJ7KHERWWRPOLQHLVNLOOLQJ
versus no killing.
T: 5HDOL]LQJWKDWWKHUHZDVPLQLPDOIOH[LELOLW\LQWKHSDWLHQW¶V
thinking at this point) I agree that there is no changing the fact
that people died, and that your shooting had something to do
with that. However, I think we might disagree on the use of the
WHUP³PXUGHU´,WLVFOHDUWKDWWKHLUGHDWKVKDYHEHHQDYHU\
difficult thing for you to accept, and that you are trying to make
sense of that. The sense that you appear to have m ade of their
GHDWKVLVWKDW\RXDUHD³PXUGHUHU´,WKLQNWKLVLVDJRRG
example of one of those stuck points that has prevented you from
UHFRYHULQJIURPWKLVWUDXPDWLFHYHQW:H¶OOGHILQLWHO\EH
spending more time together on understanding your role in their
GHDWKV,¶PQRWVXUH³PXUGHU´LVWKHULJKWZRUGWRGHVFULEHZKDW
happened.
,QDGGLWLRQWRWHVWLQJWKHSDWLHQW¶VFRJQLWLYHIOH[LELOLW\WKHWKHUDSLVWDOVRZDQWHG
to plant the seeds of a different interpretation of the event. She was careful not to
push too far, and she retreated when it was clear that he was not amenable to an
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alternative interpretation. He was already defensive and somewhat angry, and she
did not want to exacerbate his defensiveness or possibly contribute to dropout
from the therapy.
,IWKHSDWLHQW¶VLQGH[HYHQWZDVFKLOGSK\VLFDORUVH[XDODEXVHKHPD\EH
particularly confused by the concept of punishment. He may assume that the
event occurred as some form of punishment, an idea that may have been
reinforced by the abuser. Later traumas are then also assumed to be some form of
punishment. Because the patients cannot figure out what they did wrong or what
they could have done that deserved such severe punishment, they may have
concluded that it must have been because they were bad people to begin with. The
ultimate goal for the therapist is to help the patient to see that abuse has nothing
to do with him as a person, but is only about the abuser and his or her choices.

Child physical
or sexual
abuse

Because rape is a very personal event, patients who have experienced it may also
believe that it means something about them as people. Again, the therapist will
need to guide the patient to see that she was the occasion for the assault (she was
convenient or had higher risk factors such as small size or alcohol use) but not the
cause of the event. The perpetrator is entirely responsible and to blame for the
event, and no risk factor can force someone to commit an assault. In fact, some
risk factors would result in protective behavior in good people (e.g., intoxication,
small size). Blame and fault are words that should only be used when intent was
present (i.e., when the patient says she is to blame for the event, the therapist can
ask if the patient intended for this to happen. When she says no, the therapist can
explain that blame and fault only apply to intentional acts.)

Rape

P: It is my fault that the sergeant raped me. I should have been able
to stop it.
T: How could you have stopped it?
P: I was trained in close combat.
T: When did you recognize that you were in danger?
P: We were talking and then he closed the door, walked over and
pushed me down.
T: And is this the type of situation you had been trained to handle?
P: No. They were training us for situations with strangers, with the
enemy. I never expected to be assaulted by my sergeant.
T: So you were surprised by him. Were you confused as to what was
going on?
P: Yes, very.
T: 6RWKHUHZDVDSHULRGRIWLPHWKDW\RXGLGQ¶WNQRZZKDWZDV
going on and what to do?
P: <HV,MXVWIUR]HIRUDPLQXWH,VDLG³QR´VHYHUDOWLPHVEXWKH
GLGQ¶WVWRS,UHPHPEHUSXVKLQJDWKLPEXW,UHPHPEHUWKLQNLQJ
³,I,ILJKWKLPKHFRXOGNLOOPH´
T: Was he bigger than you? Stronger than you?
P: Yes. And wheQKHZDVRQWRSRIPH,FRXOGQ¶WPRYH,FRXOGQ¶W
breathe.
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T: So how could you have stopped it?
P: ,JXHVV,FRXOGQ¶WKDYH%XW,MXVWNHHSWKLQNLQJ,VKRXOGKDYH
T: %XWWKDWWKRXJKWGRHVQ¶WJHW\RXDQ\ZKHUHGRHVLW"+HKDG
surprise on his side, youUWUDLQLQJGLGQ¶WLQFOXGHILJKWLQJRII
someone you knew, who was your superior, was bigger, stronger,
and had the power to ruin your career. You know, I wonder if
\RXDUHFRQIXVLQJ³,VKRXOGKDYH´ZLWK³,ZLVK,FRXOGKDYH´
P: I do wish I could have stopped it.
T: ,ZLVKLWKDGQ¶WKDSSHQHGHLWKHU<RXGLGQ¶WGHVHUYHWRKDYHLW
happen. And from everything you have told me, I am not hearing
DQ\ZD\\RXFRXOGKDYHVWRSSHGLW+RZGRHVLWIHHOWRVD\³,
ZLVK,FRXOGKDYHVWRSSHGLW´LQVWHDGRI³,VKRXOGKDYH stopped
LW´"
P: <RXNQRZLWGRHVIHHOGLIIHUHQW:KHQ,VD\³,VKRXOGKDYH´,IHHO
JXLOW\:KHQ,VD\³,ZLVK´,MXVWIHHODOLWWOHVDG
Difference Between Responsibility and Blame
In this stage of CPT focused on addressing assimilation, it is important for the
therapist to educate the patient about the distinction between blame and
UHVSRQVLELOLW\5HVSRQVLELOLW\UHODWHVWRRQH¶VDFWLRQVLQDVLWXDWLRQWKDW
contributes to a certain outcome. A combination of responsibility and
intentionality is what determines blame. If there is no intention to do harm, then
blame is not appropriate. People are capable of making distinctions in levels of
blame and responsibility. An example of that is the distinction that people can
make among an accident (no responsibility, no intentionality), negligent
manslaughter (responsibility, but no intentionality), and murder (responsibility
and intention to kill).!

Responsibility
vs. blame

The following is Socratic questioning about intentionality and responsibility as it
relates to the prior example of killing in a combat situation.
T: I think it is worthwhile for us to discuss the differences between
EODPHDQGUHVSRQVLELOLW\/HW¶VVWDUWZLWKUHVSRQVLELOLW\)URP
your account, it sounds like you were responsible for the
shooting. It sounds like there were other people who may have
been responsible, too, given that you were not the only person
who shot at that time. The bottom line is that responsibility is
about your behavior causing a certain outcome. Blame has to do
with your intentionality. It has to do with your motivations at the
time. In this case, did you go into the situation motivated and
intending to kill?
P: No, but the outcome was that they were murdered.
T: Some dieG)URPZKDW\RX¶YHVKDUHGLI\RXSXW\RXUVHOIEDFN
into the situation at the time, it was not your intention at all for
WKHPWRGLH<RXUDQGRWKHUV¶LQWHQWLRQVZHUHWRJHWWKHSHRSOH
out of the area. To secure and protect the area. Your intention at
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P:
T:
P:
T:
P:
T:

P:
T:
P:
T:
P:
T:
P:
T:
P:
T:
P:
T:

P:
T:
P:
T:

P:
T:

tKHWLPHGLGQRWVHHPWREHWRNLOOSHRSOH,QIDFWZDVQ¶W\RXU
intention quite the opposite?
Yes. (Begins to cry)
(Pause until his crying subsides somewhat) Your intention was
not to kill civilians at all. Thus, the word blame is not
appropriate. Your intention was not at all to have to shoot them.
But why do I feel like I a m to blame?
7KDW¶VDJRRGTXHVWLRQ:KDW¶V\RXUEHVWJXHVVDERXWZK\WKDW
is?
(Still crying) If someone dies, someone should take
responsibility.
Do you think it is possible to take responsibility without being to
blame? What would be a better word for a situation that you had
DSDUWLQEXW\RXGLGQ¶WLQWHQGIRULWWRKDSSHQ",IVRPHRQHVKRW
VRPHRQHEXWGLGQ¶WLQWHQGWRGRWKDWZKDWZRXOGZHFDOOWKDW"
An accident, I guess.
7KDW¶VULJKW,QIDFWZKDWZRXOGZHFDOOVKRRWLQJVRPHRQHZKHQ
you were trying to protect something or someone?
Self-defense.
Yes²YHU\JRRG:HUHQ¶W\RXUHVSRQVLEOHIRUVHFXULQJWKHDUHD"
Yah.
So, if you were responsible for guarding and securing that area,
DQGWKH\GLGQ¶WKHHG\RXUZDUQLQJVZRXOGQ¶WWKDWKDYHSXWWKH
area at risk?
<HVEXWWKH\ZHUHFLYLOLDQV«QRWLQVXUJHQWV
How do you know that?
(Pause) ,GRQ¶W
:HDFWXDOO\GRQ¶WNQRZZKDWWKHLULQWHQWLRQZDVGRZ e? They
GLGQ¶WKHHGWKHVHYHUDOZDUQLQJVULJKW"
Yes. (Pause)
:HGRQ¶WNQRZDQGZRQ¶WNQRZERWWRPOLQH+RZHYHUZKDWZH
do know is what you knew at the time. What you knew at the time
is that they had not heeded the warnings, that you were
responsible for securing the area, and that you took action when
you needed to take action to protect the area. Thinking about
those facts of what happened and what you knew at the time, how
do you feel?
+PP«,JXHVV,¶GIHHOOHVVJXLOW\
<RX¶GIHHOOHVVJX ilty, or you feel less guilty?
When I think through it, I do feel less guilty.
There may be points when you start feeling guiltier again. It will
be important for you to hold onto the facts of what happened,
versus going to your automatic interpretatLRQWKDW\RX¶YHKDGIRU
a while now. Is there any part of it that makes you proud?
Proud?
Yes. It seems like you did exactly what you were supposed to do
LQDVWUHVVIXOVLWXDWLRQ'LGQ¶W\RXVKRZFRXUDJHXQGHUILUH"
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P: ,W¶VKDUGIRUPHWRFRQVLGHUPy killing to be courageous.
T: 6XUH<RXKDYHQ¶WEHHQWKLQNLQJDERXWLWLQWKLVZD\EHIRUH,WLV
something to consider.
7KHWKHUDSLVW¶V6RFUDWLFTXHVWLRQLQJZDVGHVLJQHGWRKHOSWKHSDWLHQWFRQVLGHU
the entire context in which he was operating when he killed civilians, or
possibly insurgents. She also began to plant seeds that he not only did nothing
wrong, but did what he was supposed to do to protect the area. Whenever
possible, point out acts of heroism or courage as powerful interventions with
patients.
A Comment on Perpetration
Aside from acts of war and killing in that context, it is possible that a patient will
describe an event in which she did commit what might be considered murder (in
war, the intentional killing of an unarmed and nonthreatening person) or a sexual
DVVDXOW7KHWKHUDSLVWILUVWQHHGVWRDVNTXHVWLRQVWRGHWHUPLQHLIDSDWLHQW¶VVHOIblame is a form of assimilation described earlier. If it was indeed intended and
unprovoked harm against an innocent person, the therapist should ascertain if this
is behavior that has continued since the person left the military or if it only
occurred in the context of war. If the former, then the therapy needs to shift focus
to assess whether someone is currently in danger (and possible Tarasoff
warnings), and more generally to cease the behavior. In this case, it may be
necessary to stop the CPT protocol to focus on the more basic safety of others. If
it is the latter case, that the behavior occurred during the combat and not since,
the therapist may need to help the patient to contextualize and differentiate who
she was then from who she is now. Too often people fall prey to the fundamental
attribution error and do not fully appreciate the contextual factors that determine
behavior. They make characterological attributions that may not be accurate
based on a review of their behavior.

Perpetration

Safety of
others

Ultimately, the therapist must make a clear statement that the patient was not to
blame for things he had no control over and did not cause, but does have
responsibility for intended acts. The therapist and patient can discuss what values
the patient has now and strive for self-forgiveness in those situations for which he
has responsibility. He may also want to engage in some type of remediation to
society if it is not possible to do something for the victim.
Vicarious Traumatization
As a side note, therapists reading or hearing graphic accounts may experience
vicarious traumatization and may need to process their own reactions to hearing
these accounts (McCann & Pearlman, 91990a). If a therapist becomes

Therapist
reactions to
trauma
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XQFRPIRUWDEOHOLVWHQLQJWRDSDWLHQW¶VDFFRXQWRIWKHHYHQWLWLVSRVVible that the
therapist may send subtle signals (and in cases we have heard about, not so subtle
VLJQDOV WRWKHSDWLHQWWKDWWKHWKHUDSLVWFDQ¶WKDQGOHWKHHYHQWHLWKHU)RUH[DPSOH
immediately handing the patient a tissue tells the patient to pull herself together
(and dry up). Shutting the patient down is a fatal error on the part of the therapist.
In order for the patient to be able to accept and integrate the event and tolerate her
emotions, the therapist must also be able to do so. Therapists are particularly at
risk if they are doing a great deal of trauma work. In these circumstances, the
therapist should make sure to get supervision and support in order to continue the
work effectively and not suffer unduly. The therapist should also check her own
assumptions and thoughts to make sure they are not becoming unbalanced. The
principles behind CPT apply to therapists as well as patients.

Supervision

Practice Assignment
For the practice assignment, the therapist asks the patient to write the whole
account again at least one more time. If the patient has been unable to complete
the assignment the first time, he should be encouraged to write more than last
time. Often, the first version reads like a police report with nothing but the facts.
The patient should be encouraged to add more sensory details and more of his
thoughts and feelings during the incident. The therapist should add that this time,
the patient is also requested to write his current thoughts and feelings, what he is
thinking and feeling as he is writing the account, in parentheses (e.g., ³,¶PIHHOLQJ
YHU\DQJU\´). Also, the trauma may encompass much more than the narrow
circumstance of the event. Police or military procedures, medical treatment,
funerals, or rejection from loved ones may compound the trauma and should be
considered part of the event, for all practical purposes. Memories of these events
and concomitant stuck points should be included in the writing assignments and
discussions. If the patient is experiencing different thoughts and feelings from
those in the first account, then he can write his current thoughts or feelings in the
PDUJLQVRULQSDUHQWKHVHVHJ³At that moment I was absolutely terrified (now I
am feelLQJDQJU\ ´

Second
Trauma
Account

The patient should be reminded to read over the new account every day until the
next session.
³:ULWHWKHZKROHLQFLGHQWDJDLQDVVRRQDVSRVVLEOH,I\RXZHUH
unable to complete the assignment the first ti me, please write more
than last time. Add more sensory details, as well as your thoughts
and feelings during the incident. Also, this time write your current
WKRXJKWVDQGIHHOLQJVLQSDUHQWKHVHV HJ³,¶PIHHOLQJYHU\DQJU\´ 
Remember to read over the new account every day before the next
session.

Assign
Session 4
practice
assignment

³$OVRFRQWLQXHWRZRUNZLWKWKH$-B-&:RUNVKHHWVHYHU\GD\´
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Sample Session 4 Progress Note
Contact: 50-minute psychotherapy session
Content: This was the fourth session of CPT for PTSD. The patient completed his practice
assignments related to writing a detailed account of his most traumatic event and daily
monitoring of thoughts, feelings, and behaviors. The patient was distressed in this session
when discussing his thoughts and feelings about the traumatic event but was able to tolerate
these emotions. The goal of this intervention is to increase his access to and expression of
these feelings and to allow the natural resolution of them. The therapist used cognitive
WKHUDS\VWUDWHJLHVWRFKDOOHQJHWKHSDWLHQW¶VG\VIXQFWLRQDOLQWHUSUHWDWLRQVDERXWWKHHYHQW7KH
session concluded with practice to write again about the most traumatic event the patient has
experienced and to further elaborate on the sensory and emotional details. He agreed to
include his thoughts and feelings while writing the account and to read the account daily.
Plan: Continued CPT
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Not
at all

A
little
bit

Moderately

Quite
a bit

Extremely

1. Repeated, disturbing memories, thoughts, or images, of the
stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

2. Repeated, disturbing dreams of the stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

3. Suddenly acting or feeling as if the stressful experience was
happening again (as if you were reliving it)?
4. Feeling very upset when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
5. Having physical reactions (e.g., heart pounding, trouble
breathing, sweating) when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
6. Avoiding thinking about or talking about the stressful
experience or avoiding having feelings related to it?
7. Avoiding activities or situations because they reminded you
of the stressful experience?
8. Trouble remembering important parts of the stressful
experience?

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

9. Loss of interest in activities that you used to enjoy?

1

2

3

4

5

10. Feeling distant or cut off from other people?

1

2

3

4

5

11. Feeling emotionally numb or being unable to have loving
feelings for those close to you?

1

2

3

4

5

12. Feeling as if your future will somehow be cut short?

1

2

3

4

5

13. Trouble falling or staying asleep?

1

2

3

4

5

14. Feeling irritable or having angry outbursts?

1

2

3

4

5

15. Having difficulty concentrating?

1

2

3

4

5

16. %HLQJ³VXSHU-DOHUW´RUZDWFKIXORURQJXDUG"

1

2

3

4

5

17. Feeling jumpy or easily startled?

1

2

3

4

5

PCL-S for D SM-IV (11/1/94) Weathers, Litz, Huska, & Keane National Center for PT S D ± Behavioral
Science Division.'
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Session 5: Second Trauma Account
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Summary of Session 5: Second Trauma Account
1. A dminister P C L-S (in waiting room if possible), collect, and store. Complete
Session 5 Practice Assignment Review and set agenda. (5 minutes)
2. Read second T rauma A ccount aloud; help to identify differences between the first
and second accounts (15 minutes)
¾ Goals: New Additions (or Deletions)?
- Progress of affective expression and self-blame/guilt?
- Continue cognitive therapy on stuck points
- Introduce Challenging Questions
¾ Discuss: Feelings of when it happened and now
- Differences and similarities: at time of event, now
- Feelings after writing it the second time vs. the first time²less
intense?
3. E ngage patient in challenging assumptions and conclusions that the patient had made
after processing affect, with particular focus on self-blame (10 minutes)
¾ Use some of the challenging questions to help introduce the next worksheet, The
Challenging Questions Worksheet, to continue cognitive therapy on stuck points
regarding the worst traumatic event.
¾ Help patient reduce use of word blame, which implies intentionality
4. Introduce C hallenging Q uestions Wor ksheet to help patient challenge stuck points
(10 minutes)
¾ Go through blank question worksheet
¾ Go through example worksheets
¾ &KRRVHDVWXFNSRLQWRIWKHSDWLHQW¶VWREHJLQDGGUHVVLQJZLWKWKHVHTXHVWLRQV D
focus on assimilation is helpful at this point in the therapy)
5. Assign practice and problem solve re: completion (5 minutes)
¾ One stuck point a day, using the Challenging Questions Worksheet
¾ Continue to work on trauma account(s) if not finished, and read over daily
6. C heck-LQUHSDWLHQW¶VUHDFWLRQVWRVHVVLRQ(5 minutes)
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Session 5: Identification of Stuck Points
The goals of Session 5 are:

Session 5
goals

1. To have the patient read and discuss the newest version of the Trauma
Account.
2. To discuss the new additions (or deletions).
3. To check the progress of affective expression and self-blame/guilt and other
forms of assimilation.
4. To continue cognitive therapy on stuck points for the event.
5. To introduce the Challenging Questions Worksheets so that the patient will
begin to use Socratic questions himself.
6. To assign Challenging Questions Worksheets and an account for another
traumatic event if needed.
Patient Reading of the Second Trauma Account With a Focus on the
Differences Between the First and Second Accounts

Reading of
the second
Trauma
Account

The therapist should begin the session by going over the new version of the
account. The patient is helped to analyze her feelings then and now. The patient
should discuss the differences and similarities between how she felt at the time of
the event and how she felt as she wrote about it. The patient should be asked how
she felt after writing and reading about the event a second time as compared to
the first time. It is likely that the intensity of emotions will be less the second time
if she allowed herself to feel her emotions the first time. The therapist should
point out the difference as an example of how the feelings will become less
intense over time (or temporarily increased if she managed to avoid her feelings
during the first writing assignment).
Challenging Assumptions and Conclusions With a Focus on
Self-Blame
The therapist should continue to use Socratic questions, particularly the questions
listed on the Challenging Questions Worksheet in order to continue to help the
patient to examine assimilation, self-blame, and other forms of hindsight bias. By
including questions that the patient will be introduced to, he will begin to become
acquainted with the concepts. Hopefully, by the time the patient has completed
two accounts and has put the event back into context, much of the self-blame will
have diminished. As with Sessions 3 and 4, it is important for the therapist to
keep in mind that often the self-blame and assimilation occur because the patient
is not remembering how he was thinking, feeling, or coping during the event. The
patient may assume that he had or should have had skills or knowledge that he did
not have and then judge himself harshly for not behaving differently. Typically,
when the therapist can put the patient back in the full context of the situation, the
patient can then see that the event (or his component of the event) was not
preventable and hence, he is not to blame.
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7KHWKHUDSLVWFDQKHOSWKHSDWLHQWUHGXFHKHUXVHRIWKHZRUGV³EODPH´RU³IDXOW´
by catching it whenever the patient uses the words. Once the therapist and patient
have established that the patient did not intend the outcome and could not prevent
the event from occurring, then it is important to change the language that is used
WRGHVFULEHWKHHYHQW$VGLVFXVVHGLQ6HVVLRQ³EODPH´LPSOLHVLQWHQWLRQDOLty. If
the patient agrees that she did not intend the outcome, then the words blame or
fault are not appropriate or accurate.
Introduction to the Challenging Questions Worksheet
The list of challenging questions is introduced during this session. The list can be
used to question and confront maladaptive self-statements and stuck points. In
order to help patients comprehend the assignment, we have created a handout of a
sample that walks the patient through the assignment step by step with a stuck
point. The therapist should reiterate that stuck points are conflicts between old
beliefs and the reality of the event, or negative beliefs that were seemingly
confirmed by the event. ,QHLWKHUFDVHWKHEHOLHIVGRQ¶WZRUNEHFDXVHWKH\OHDGWR
self-blame, guilt, anger at self and others, etc. The therapist can choose a
statement the patient has made during the session and use the questions to begin
confronting the validity of the belief. At this stage of therapy, it is particularly
valuable to focus attention on stuck points indicating assimilation and self-blame.
Until the patient can accept that she was not to blame or accept the reality of the
outcomes, it will be difficult to work on other issues. If there is time in the
session, it is helpful for the patient and therapist to complete one sheet together. It
should be pointed out that not all questions will be relevant to every thought.

Give patient
Challenging
Questions
Worksheet

To increase out-of-session assignment compliance, it is also helpful to determine
several stuck points that the patient can address with the Challenging Questions
Worksheets.
Practice Assignment
³3OHDVHFKRRVHRQHVWXFNSRLQWHDch day and answer the questions
on the Challenging Questions Worksheet with regard to each of
these stuck points. There are extra copies of the Challenging
Questions Worksheets provided, so you can work on multiple stuck
points.

Assign
Session 5
practice
assignment

³,I\RXKDYHQRWILQLVKHd your accounts of the traumatic event(s),
please continue to work on them. Read them over before the next
session and bring all of your worksheets and trauma accounts to the
QH[WVHVVLRQ´
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Sample Session 5 Progress Note
Contact: 50-minute psychotherapy session
Content: This was the fifth session of CPT for PTSD. The patient completed his practice
assignment related to rewriting his traumatic event, including further elaboration and
inclusion of his current thoughts and feelings. He was able to experience the associated
emotions, and his distress related to them was decreased compared to the last session.
Cognitions about self-blame/guilt were specifically targeted for cognitive restructuring. In
DGGLWLRQ³FKDOOHQJLQJTXHVWLRQV´ZHUHLQWURGXFHGWRWKHSDWLHQWWRDLGKLVRZQFKDOOHQJHRI
dysfunction and erroneous beliefs. The notion of stuck points (i.e., conflicts between existing
beliefs and traumatic events, or beliefs that were confirmed as a result of the traumatic
events) was reviewed, and the patient agreed to identify one stuck point each day to
challenge with the aid of the Challenging Questions Worksheet.
Plan: Continued CPT
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PCL-S: WEEKLY
Instructions:
AB'<("-#3+8'$7+'/(-$'-$8+--)>&'+C9+8#+"D+'E(>'7%=+'+C9+8#+"D+3'11111111111111111111111111111111B'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
''
'
''''''
'''''''''''F+=+"$G'
HB'I+8+'#-'%'&#-$'()'98(J&+/-'%"3'D(/9&%#"$-'$7%$'9+(9&+'-(/+$#/+-'7%=+'#"'8+-9("-+'$('-$8+--)>&'&#)+'
+C9+8#+"D+-B''*&+%-+'8+%3'+%D7'("+'D%8+)>&&EK'%"3'$7+"'#"3#D%$+K'>-#"4'$7+'">/J+8-'$('$7+'8#47$K'7(L'
/>D7'E(>'7%=+'J++"'J($7+8+3'JE'$7%$'98(J&+/'#"'$7+'9%-$'!""#B$
Not
at all

A
little
bit

Moderately

Quite
a bit

Extremely

1. Repeated, disturbing memories, thoughts, or images, of the
stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

2. Repeated, disturbing dreams of the stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

3. Suddenly acting or feeling as if the stressful experience was
happening again (as if you were reliving it)?
4. Feeling very upset when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
5. Having physical reactions (e.g., heart pounding, trouble
breathing, sweating) when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
6. Avoiding thinking about or talking about the stressful
experience or avoiding having feelings related to it?
7. Avoiding activities or situations because they reminded you
of the stressful experience?
8. Trouble remembering important parts of the stressful
experience?

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

9. Loss of interest in activities that you used to enjoy?

1

2

3

4

5

10. Feeling distant or cut off from other people?

1

2

3

4

5

11. Feeling emotionally numb or being unable to have loving
feelings for those close to you?

1

2

3

4

5

12. Feeling as if your future will somehow be cut short?

1

2

3

4

5

13. Trouble falling or staying asleep?

1

2

3

4

5

14. Feeling irritable or having angry outbursts?

1

2

3

4

5

15. Having difficulty concentrating?

1

2

3

4

5

16. %HLQJ³VXSHU-DOHUW´RUZDWFKIXORURQJXDUG"

1

2

3

4

5

17. Feeling jumpy or easily startled?

1

2

3

4

5

PCL-S for D SM-IV (11/1/94) Weathers, Litz, Huska, & Keane National Center for PT S D ± Behavioral
Science Division.''
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!"#$$%&'(&')*+%,-(.&,)/.01,"%%-)
Below is a list of questions to be used in helping you challenge your maladaptive or problematic
beliefs/stuck points. Not all questions will be appropriate for the belief/stuck point you choose to
challenge. Answer as many questions as you can for the belief/stuck point you have chosen to
challenge below.
Belief/Stuck Point:
________________________________________________________________________
1.

What is the evidence for and against this idea?
F O R:
A G A I NST :

2.

Is your belief/stuck point a habit or based on facts?

3.

Are your interpretations of the situation too far removed from reality to be accurate?

4.

Are you thinking in all-or-none terms?

5. Are you using words or phrases that are extreme or exaggerated (i.e., always, forever, never,
QHHGVKRXOGPXVWFDQ¶WDQGHYHU\WLPH "
6. Are you taking the situation out of context and only focusing on one aspect of the event?

7. Is the source of information reliable?

8.

Are you confusing a low probability with a high probability?

9. Are your judgments based on feelings rather than facts?

"#$!!%&'!()*!+),*-'.!)/!0&&'1'23/4!+3,4)&-5!
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C hallenging Q uestions Wor ksheet
Below is a list of questions to be used in helping you challenge your maladaptive or problematic
beliefs/stuck points. Not all questions will be appropriate for the belief/stuck point you choose to
challenge. Answer as many questions as you can for the belief/stuck point you have chosen to
challenge below.
Belief/Stuck Point: !"#$%"%&$"'(()*$+%"&',,$+-"
1. What is the evidence for and against this idea?
F O R: !".%//*"01"'+*"2'%(&$*"%&$"'(()*$+%"&',,$+-"
""""""A G A I NST : ,ZDVQ¶WWKHRQHZKRZDVDVVLJQHGWKHGXW\"
2.",WZDVQ¶WP\ZDWFK"
3. 3%&$4."2$4$"%&$4$"%//²%&$1"*)*"+/%&)+5-"
2. Is your belief/stuck point a habit or based on facts?
:HDUHZKDWZHVSHDNDQGVLQFH,¶YHVSRNHQLWIRU\HDUV,WDNHLWDVDIDFW,W¶VKDUGWR
(&'+5$"61"0$#)$7"'7%$4"!"&'8$".,/9$+")%"./"#/+5-"!%"9)+*"/7"6/#*.")+%/"1/:4"./:#-"3+"%&$"/,,/.)%$"
.)*$;"%&$"7'(%")."!".%//*"%&$4$-"<:%"/%&$4."*)*"%//-""
3. Are your interpretations of the situation too far removed from reality to be accurate?
,GRQ¶WWKLQN,¶PGLVWRUWLQJZKDWKDSSHQHG,W¶VMXVWKDUGWRJHWSDVWLW,W¶VOLNHDPDMRU"
GLVDSSRLQWPHQWLQP\VHOI,¶YHDOZD\VSLFNHGXSWKHVODFNDQG"%&)."%)6$"!"#$%")%".#)*$-"
4. Are you thinking in all-or-none terms?
The fact that this happened and I could have prevented it is either black or white. I erred and a
person paid the ulti mate price. It was either stop him or let him go. I knew it as no excuse and
letting go is very hard.
5. Are you using words or phrases that are extreme or exaggerated (i.e., always, forever, never,
QHHGVKRXOGPXVWFDQ¶WDQGHYHU\WLPH "
<HV,FDQ¶WEHOLHYH,OHWWKLVWUDJHG\KDSSHQ'LVDSSRLQWPHQWKXUWPHQWD#"'+5.%;"
,$46'+$+%;"*$'%&;"#/.%"7/4$8$4-"
6. Are you taking the situation out of context and only focusing on one aspect of the event?
,JXHVV,¶PORRNLQJDWWKHEDG²WRWDOO\,¶PWDNLQJIXOOUHVSRQVLELOLW\IRULWZLWKRXWDQ\
thought given to the circumstance of others being there.
7. Is the source of information reliable?
Witnessed it for myself.
8. Are you confusing a low probability with a high probability?
It is a high probability because it happened. Even though I still need to let it go.
9. Are your judgments based on feelings rather than facts?
%XWWKHIDFWVDUHWKDW,FRXOGQ¶WFKDQJHWKHDFFLGHQW
10. Are you focused on irrelevant factors?
The beliefs are based on facts.
7+(5$3,67¶60$18$/± Cognitive Processing Therapy: Veteran/Military Version
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!"#$$%&'(&')*+%,-(.&,)/.01,"%%Below is a list of questions to be used in helping you challenge your maladaptive or problematic
beliefs/stuck points. Not all questions will be appropriate for the belief/stuck point you choose to
challenge. Answer as many questions as you can for the belief/stuck point you have chosen to
challenge below.
Belief/stuck point: !"#$%&"$'#()&*+&,,$'#,-",."!"/0,#"1&",2+&3&)4
1. What is the evidence for and against this idea?
F O R: 2WKHUSHRSOH¶VRSLQLRQV
A G A I NST : !"5&&6"1&##&+"37&'"!"#$%&"#7&/4"!#"8(9&,"/&"#(/&"#."/$%&"1&##&+")&2(,(.',4!
2. Is your belief/stuck point a habit or based on facts?
:$1(#²6(,#&'"#."*+&,,;.#7&+,"$')"(#",&&/,"6(%&"#7&"37.6&"3.+6)"(,".'"<+.=$24
3. Are your interpretations of the situation too far removed from reality to be accurate?
!"'&&)"#7&"/&)(2$#(.',"#."5&&6"1&##&+4"
4. Are you thinking in all-or-none terms?
,WHOOP\VHOILI,GRQ¶WWDNHLWWRGD\WKHQ,¶OOORVHLW
5. Are you using words or phrases that are extreme or exaggerated (i.e., always, forever, never,
need, should, must, cDQ¶WDQGHYHU\WLPH "
,XVHZRUGVOLNH³VFUHZHGXS´
6. Are you taking the situation out of context and only focusing on one aspect of the event?
N/A
7. Is the source of information reliable?
Not²LW¶VP\EHOLHI3URIHVVLRQDOVIHHO,QHHGLW2WKHU SHRSOHWHOOPHLW¶VQRWZRUWKD
shit.
8. Are you confusing a low probability with a high probability?
<HV,FRXOGJHWWRDSRLQWZKHUH,GLGQ¶WQHHGLW
9. Are your judgments based on feelings rather than facts?
Feeling is what others think.
10. Are you focused on irrelevant factors?
Lots²it really helps me. The person putting the medication down probably needs medication,
too.
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!"#$$%&'(&')*+%,-(.&,)/.01,"%%!

Below is a list of questions to be used in helping you challenge your maladaptive or problematic
beliefs/stuck points. Not all questions will be appropriate for the belief/stuck point you choose to
challenge. Answer as many questions as you can for the belief/stuck point you have chosen to
challenge below.
Belief/Stuck Point"!!!"#$"%&'()*VLEOHIRUP\PRP¶VGHDWK!
!

#$!!!What is the evidence for and against this idea?!
2345)+,&%&"-'".,#/"!"0&1-&2&"-'"3-%34$'/#*/-#1"&2-5&*3&6"
"
67689:;5)+,&%&"-'"*)"3)*3%&/&"&2-5&*3&"/)"/,-'"0&1-&76)
!
%$! Is your belief/stuck point a habit or based on facts?
!/",#'"0&3)$&"#",#0-/6!
!

)

!

&$!!!Are your interpretations of the situation too far removed from reality to be accurate?!
,EODPHP\VHOIDQGGRQ¶WJLYHP\PRPWKHUHVSRQVLELOLW\IRUWKHDFWLRQVVKHWRRN"
!
!

'$!!!Are you thinking in all-or-none terms?"
87"3)4%'&"-/".#'"#11")%"*)*&9"!"7&1/"%&'()*'-01&:";4-1/<"/)"/,&"3)%&6"=4/"*).:"!"#$""
SURFHVVLQJWKHHYHQWVDQGLW¶VQRWDOOP\IDXOW"
!

5. Are you using words or phrases that are extreme or exaggerated? (i.e., always, forever, never,
QHHGVKRXOGPXVWFDQ¶WDQGHYHry time)
,DPUHVSRQVLEOH,W¶VDOOP\IDXOW,VKRXOGKDYHKDQGOHGWKDWQLJKWGLIIHUHQWO\!
!

($!!!Are you taking the situation out of context?"
><"$)$"5-&5"7%)$",&%"#3/-)*'6"
!
!

)$!!!Is the source of information reliable?!
!"'/-11"7&&1"#'"/,)4;,"!",#5"')$&"(#%/")7"-/6""
!
!

*$!!!Are you confusing a low probability with a high probability?
><"$)$".#'"*)/"#*"&$)/-)*#11<"'/#01&".)$#*"#*5"#/"/,-'"()-*/:"*&-/,&%"#$"!6"
!
9. Are your judgments based on feelings rather than facts?
?&&1-*;'6"
!
!

10. Are you focused on irrelevant factors?
@&':"!"#$"7)34'&5"$)%&")*"$&"/,#*",&%"%)1&6
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Session 6: Challenging Questions

!

!

Summary of Session 6: Challenging Questions
1. A dminister P C L-S (in waiting room if possible), collect, and store. Complete
Session 6 Practice Assignment Review and set agenda. (5 minutes)
2. Review
¾
¾
¾
¾

C hallenging Q uestions Wor ksheet (10 minutes)
Assist patient in answering questions they had difficulty answering
Assist patient to analyze and confront stuck points (hindsight bias)
Begin shifting focus to over-accommodation, as the self-blame resolves
Re-read Trauma Account (this applies only if account needed to be reassigned and
it is clinically important to read it in session)

3. Continue cognitive therapy for stuck points (10 minutes)
4. Introduce Patterns of Problematic T hinking Wor ksheet (15 minutes)
¾ Go over blank handout
¾ Go over example
¾ Questions to consider or address:
- Does the patient have tendency toward particular patterns of problematic
thinking?
- Describe how these patterns become automatic, creating negative feelings
(use example) or causing people to engage in self-defeating behavior (use
example)
- What other events in your life has this kind of thinking affected?
- Over-accommodation?
¾ Help patient generate more possible examples of problematic thinking patterns,
trauma and non-trauma-related, using the Patterns of Problematic Thinking
Worksheet
¾ Shift to patient taking over Socratic questioning of self; be supportive/consultative
5. Assign practice and problem solve re: completion (5 minutes)
¾ Identify stuck points and find examples for each Patterns of Problematic Thinking
Worksheet. Notice and write down new examples experienced each day. Look for
patterns. Look for ways your reactions to events have been affected by your past
bad experiences and the habitual patterns that have developed after them.
¾ Continue reading Trauma Accounts if you still have strong emotions about them.
¾ If patient had difficulty with Challenging Questions
¾ Worksheets, assign another one as well as the Patterns of Problematic Thinking.
6. C heck-LQUHSDWLHQW¶VUHDFWLRQVWRVHVVLRQ(5 minutes)
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Session 6: Challenging Questions
The goals of Session 6 are:
1. To review the Challenging Questions Worksheets.
2. To assist the patient in answering questions he had difficulties answering.
3. To continue cognitive therapy for stuck points the patient is trying to challenge.
4. To introduce and assign the Patterns of Problematic Thinking Worksheet.

Session 6
goals

Unless the patient has a strong need for the therapist to hear a new account, the
writing and reading of other trauma accounts can be done outside the session.
However, the therapist will want to check on progress and ask the patient to
report on stuck points that need to be resolved.
,IWKHSDWLHQW¶VVFRUHVRQWKH376'VFDOHEHLQJXVHGKDYHQRWGURSSHGE\WKLV
point in treatment, this may indicate that the core conflict about the event has still
not been resolved. The therapist should continue to spend the bulk of the session
working on the index trauma with the Challenging Questions Worksheets and
Socratic questioning. At this point, the therapist should go over the PTSD scale
used to assess outcomes to see which symptoms are still most problematic. If the
patient is still avoiding thinking about or feeling emotions about a portion of the
event, having him write a more detailed account of that portion or confirming that
he is reading the account outside of session on a regular basis is indicated. If the
patient reports continued nightmares or flashbacks, the therapist should check on
the content. The content might give clues as to the part of the event in which the
patient is still stuck. On the other hand, if there has been a significant drop in
PTSD scores, then the therapist may turn attention to over-accommodated beliefs
in the present and future.

Review of
PTSD
symptom
outcomes

Review of the Challenging Questions Worksheet
7KHVHVVLRQEHJLQVZLWKWKHSUDFWLFHDVVLJQPHQWVDQGUHYLHZLQJWKHSDWLHQW¶V
answers to the Challenging Questions Worksheet. The therapist assists the patient
to analyze and confront her stuck points. For the most part, patients do an
excellent job answering the questions. The most common problem we encounter
is that patients will try to use another thought as evidence supporting their
problematic belief. For example, in challenging the stuck point ³,VKRXOGKave
EHKDYHGGLIIHUHQWO\GXULQJWKHHYHQW´a patient says the evidence for the
statement is ³,VKRXOGKDYHSUHYHQWHGWKHHYHQW´The second statement is not
evidence for the first. The therapist can help define evidence as actions that would
³KROGXSLQFRXUW´LQRWKHUZRUGVREVHUYDEOHDFWLRQVWKDWUHDVRQDEOHSHRSOH
could agree on. In this case, the only evidence that might support the statement
would have to be some proof of negligence or intentional harmful behavior.

Using
Challenging
Questions to
confront stuck
points

Occasionally, a patient will lose sight of the fact that he is trying to answer one
question and will wander around using the Challenging Questions to challenge
completely different thoughts instead of one thought. Other times a patient may
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pick a stuck point that is too vague and be unable to answer the questions. These
problems can be avoided if example worksheets are given to the patient and if the
therapist and patient pick out several well-specified stuck points to work on. At
this stage of therapy, the most likely stuck points revolve around self-blame and
hindsight bias as to how the event could have been handled differently. In the
case of traumas including deaths of others around the patient, survivor guilt is
also likely. The therapist should make sure that underlying attributions,
expectations, and other conflicting cognitions have been identified. The relevance
of some of the questions that the patient was unable to recognize should be
pointed out.

Focusing on
one stuck
point

$WWKLVSRLQWLQWKHUDS\WKHUHVKRXOGDOVREHDVKLIWLQWKHWKHUDSLVW¶VEHKDYLRU. Up
until now, the therapist has been asking the Socratic questions to guide the patient
to question her assumptions. With the introduction of the Challenging Questions,
patients begin to ask and answer those questions for themselves. The therapist
begins to take on a more consultative and supportive role. The interchange can be
more interactive and the therapist may be able to suggest other possible answers
to the questions. The therapist will only need to return to Socratic questions when
the patient is stuck.
The first five or six sessions of therapy focus on encouraging natural affect to run
its course and to modify maladaptive cognitions about the event through the
WKHUDSLVW¶V6RFUDWLFTXHVWLRQLQJ2QFHDVVLPLODWLRQ HYLGHQFHGE\VHOI-blame, ifonly statements, and denial or functional amnesia) has been resolved, attention
turns to over-DFFRPPRGDWLRQ%HFDXVHRIWKHSDWLHQW¶VLQWHUSUHWDWLRQDERXWWKH
causes of the event, he then draws conclusions about himself and the world in
order to feel safer and in more control, as if he could prevent other negative
events from happening. For example, people who have been assaulted by
someone they know are likely to experience disruptions in trust. They may also
develop over-generalized problems with trust if their loved ones let them down in
the aftermath of the event. If a patient decides he had poor judgment that allowed
WKHHYHQWWRKDSSHQKHZRQ¶WWUXVWKLVMXGJPHQWLQRWKHUVLWXDWLRQV,IVRPHRQH
concludes that authorities were responsible for the event, he will have distrust and
disregard for authorities. Such over-generalized, over-accommodated beliefs are
an attempt to feel safer but result in disrupted relationships, fearful behavior, poor
self-esteem, or suspicion of others

Addressing
overaccommodation

Introduction to Patterns of Problematic Thinking
After discussing the questions, Patterns of Problematic Thinking are introduced.
This worksheet is different from the Challenging Questions Worksheet in that it is
focused on patterns of thinking and not a specific belief. Rather than focusing on
a single thought or belief, the patient is asked to notice whether he has tendencies
toward particular counterproductive thinking patterns. The therapist should
describe how these patterns become automatic, creating negative feelings and
causing people to engage in self-defeating behavior (e.g., avoiding relationships
because of the conclusion that no one can be trusted). The therapist should use
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examples from prior sessions or attempt to have the patient give an example from
a recent event.
Introduction Practice Assignment
For the practice assignment, the patient should consider her stuck points and find
examples for each relevant thinking pattern. As she experiences events in the
following days, she should notice and record any patterns she identifies. She
should be asked to look for specific ways in which her reactions to the event may
have been affected by these habitual patterns. Some of these thinking patterns
may have predated the event, or they could have developed in response to it. In
order for patients to understand these problematic thinking patterns better, we
give them a worksheet with examples along with blank worksheets for them to
complete. If the patient had difficulty with the Challenging Questions Worksheet,
assign another one in addition to the Patterns of Problematic Thinking Worksheet.
³&RQVLGHUWKHVWXFNSRLQWV\RXKDYHLGHQWLI ied thus far and find
examples for each of the problematic thinking patterns listed on the
worksheet in your day to day life (or over the course of the next
week). Look for specific ways in which your reactions to the
traumatic event may have been affected by these habitual patterns.
Continue reading your accounts if you still have strong emotions
DERXWWKHP´

Assign
Session 6
practice
assignment

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Sample Session 6 Progress Note
Contact: 50-minute psychotherapy session
Content: This was the sixth session of CPT for PTSD. The patient completed his practice
assignment related to challenging stuck points daily with aid of the Challenging Questions
Worksheet. Stuck points related to self-blame and hindsight bias were particularly targeted.
Patterns of problematic thinking contributing to stuck points continue to be targeted for
restructuring. The patient has developed a greater ability to challenge his dysfunctional and
erroneous beliefs associated with his stuck points. Patterns of problematic thinking (e.g.,
minimization/exaggeration, all-or-none thinking) were introduced, and examples from the
SDWLHQW¶VWKLQNLQJDERXWKLVWUDXPDWLFHYHQWDQGOLIHLQJHQHUDOZHUHXVHGWRLOOXVWUDWHWKHVH
patterns. He agreed to identify examples of each problematic thinking pattern before the next
session.
Plan: Continued CPT
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'
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'

PCL-S: WEEKLY
Instructions:
AB'<("-#3+8'$7+'/(-$'-$8+--)>&'+C9+8#+"D+'E(>'7%=+'+C9+8#+"D+3'11111111111111111111111111111111B'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
''
'
''''''
'''''''''''F+=+"$G'
HB'I+8+'#-'%'&#-$'()'98(J&+/-'%"3'D(/9&%#"$-'$7%$'9+(9&+'-(/+$#/+-'7%=+'#"'8+-9("-+'$('-$8+--)>&'&#)+'
+C9+8#+"D+-B''*&+%-+'8+%3'+%D7'("+'D%8+)>&&EK'%"3'$7+"'#"3#D%$+K'>-#"4'$7+'">/J+8-'$('$7+'8#47$K'7(L'
/>D7'E(>'7%=+'J++"'J($7+8+3'JE'$7%$'98(J&+/'#"'$7+'9%-$'!""#B$
Not
at all

A
little
bit

Moderately

Quite
a bit

Extremely

1. Repeated, disturbing memories, thoughts, or images, of the
stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

2. Repeated, disturbing dreams of the stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

3. Suddenly acting or feeling as if the stressful experience was
happening again (as if you were reliving it)?
4. Feeling very upset when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
5. Having physical reactions (e.g., heart pounding, trouble
breathing, sweating) when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
6. Avoiding thinking about or talking about the stressful
experience or avoiding having feelings related to it?
7. Avoiding activities or situations because they reminded you
of the stressful experience?
8. Trouble remembering important parts of the stressful
experience?

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

9. Loss of interest in activities that you used to enjoy?

1

2

3

4

5

10. Feeling distant or cut off from other people?

1

2

3

4

5

11. Feeling emotionally numb or being unable to have loving
feelings for those close to you?

1

2

3

4

5

12. Feeling as if your future will somehow be cut short?

1

2

3

4

5

13. Trouble falling or staying asleep?

1

2

3

4

5

14. Feeling irritable or having angry outbursts?

1

2

3

4

5

15. Having difficulty concentrating?

1

2

3

4

5

16. %HLQJ³VXSHU-DOHUW´RUZDWFKIXORURQJXDUG"

1

2

3

4

5

17. Feeling jumpy or easily startled?

1

2

3

4

5

PCL-S for D SM-IV (11/1/94) Weathers, Litz, Huska, & Keane National Center for PT S D ± Behavioral
Science Division.'
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!"##$%&'()*(!%)+,$-"#./(01.&2.&3(4)%2'1$$#!
Listed below are several types of patterns of problematic thinking that people use in different life
situations. These patterns often become automatic, habitual thoughts that cause us to engage in
self-defeating behavior. Considering your own stuck points, find examples for each of these
patterns. Write in the stuck point under the appropriate pattern and describe how it fits that pattern.
Think about how that pattern affects you.
1. Jumping to conclusions when the evidence is lacking or even contradictory.

2. E xaggerating or minimizing a situation (blowing things way out of proportion or shrinking
their importance inappropriately).

3. Disregarding important aspects of a situation.

4. O versimplifying things as good/bad or right/wrong.

5. O ver-generalizing from a single incident (a negative event is seen as a never-ending pattern).

6. M ind reading (you assume people are thinking negatively of you when there is no definite
evidence for this).

7. E motional reasoning (you have a feeling and assume there must be a reason).
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!"##$%&'()*(!%)+,$-"#./(01.&2.&3(4)%2'1$$#
Listed below are several types of patterns of problematic thinking that people use in different life
situations. These patterns often become automatic, habitual thoughts that cause us to engage in
self-defeating behavior. Considering your own stuck points, find examples for each of these
patterns. Write in the stuck point under the appropriate pattern and describe how it fits that pattern.
Think about how that pattern affects you.
1. Jumping to conclusions when the evidence is lacking or even contradictory.

(Sexual assault victim/combat veteran) If a man is alone with a child, then the man will hurt the
child.

2. E xaggerating or minimizing a situation (blowing things way out of proportion or shrinking
their importance inappropriately).
,VDZDGHDGERG\DQGULRWVEXW,GLGQ¶WJHWKXUWDQGRWKHUVVDZZRUVHVR!"#$%&'()*+#(*#(,%#
-)(.&()*+#/&-#/$*+01#2#/&-#/%&31#

3. Disregarding important aspects of a situation.
2#3%%4#5*$0%(()+0#(,%#5&'(#(,&(#(,%#4%$4%($&(*$#,&6#&#3+)5%7#/,)',#)-#)!4*$(&+(#)+5*$!&()*+#&8*.(#
,*/#!.',#'*+($*9#2#,&61#

4. O versimplifying things as good/bad or right/wrong.
It was wrong for me to run from the dead body or hide while in Cuba.

5. O ver-generalizing from a single incident (a negative event is seen as a never-ending pattern).
2#/&-#$&4%6#8"#!"#0$&+65&(,%$7#-*#/,%+#2#-%%#*96#!%+#(,&(#9**3#9)3%#,)!7#2#(,)+3#(,%"#!.-(#8%#
9)3%#,)!1

6. M ind reading (you assume people are thinking negatively of you when there is no definite
evidence for this).
0\GDG\HOOVQRZVR,DVVXPHKHPXVWEHDQJU\%XWLW¶VQRWWUXHDORWRIWKHWLPHV7#&-#,%#"%99-#
VRPHWLPHVEHFDXVHKHLVGHDILQRQHHDUDQGJRLQJGHDILQDQRWKHU+H\HOOVEHFDXVHKHGRHVQ¶W
3+*/#,%#)-#"%99)+01#!
7. E motional reasoning (you have a feeling and assume there must be a reason).
2#'$)%6#&+6#5%9(#0.)9("#/,%+#6&6#"%99%6#&(#!%#/,%+#2#0*(#,.$(7#-*#2#!.-(#,&:%#6*+%#-*!%(,)+0#
/$*+01###
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Patterns of Problematic T hinking Wor ksheet
Listed below are several types of patterns of problematic thinking that people use in different life
situations. These patterns often become automatic, habitual thoughts that cause us to engage in
self-defeating behavior. Considering your own stuck points, find examples for each of these
patterns. Write in the stuck point under the appropriate pattern and describe how it fits that pattern.
Think about how that pattern affects you.
1. Jumping to conclusions when the evidence is lacking or even contradictory.
&RPEDWYHWHUDQ ,GLGDEDGMRE,GLGQ¶WVDYHP\IULHQGDQGRWKHUSHRSOHDOVRJRWNLOOHGLQWKH
battle. But, I did the best I could, and there was QRZD\,FRXOGKDYHVDYHGHYHU\RQHWKDW¶VQRW
UHDOLVWLF,FRQWULEXWHGWRWKHILJKWDQGLQGRLQJVR,PD\KDYHVDYHGVRPHRIP\IULHQGV¶OLYHV,
VDYHGP\VHOIWRR,JXHVVWKDW¶VQRWHYLGHQFHIRUGRLQJD³EDG´MRE,JXHVVWKDW¶VHYLGHQFHIRU
doing my job, doing a good job.
2. E xaggerating or minimizing a situation (blowing things way out of proportion or shrinking
their importance inappropriately).
!"#$%&"'("$)*"'+)'",-"!"+)&".('"/%%.")$0%%1"'+%")2/#$+"3(#0&".('"+)4%"+)11%.%&").&".("(.%"
3(#0&"+)4%"&,%&5"!"3(#0&"$)*".(3"'+)'"!"+)4%"2,.,2,6%&"'+%"$%4%7,'*").&"#.17%&,8')/,0,'*"(-"3)75"
3. Disregarding important aspects of a situation.
!"+)4%")03)*$"-%0'"9#,0'*"/%8)#$%"!":,00%&"1%(10%5"!"+)4%"-%0'"/)&")/(#'"2*$%0-").&"+)4%"1#'"
2*$%0-"&(3."-(7"*%)7$5"!'"&,GQ¶WRFFXUWRPHWRWKLQNDERXWWKHUHDOLW\RIWKHVLWXDWLRQLWZDV
3)75"!"+)&"'(":,005";+)'",$"'+%".)'#7%"(-"3)75"!"2)*".('")97%%"3,'+"'+%"3)7".(3<"(7"/%0,%4%",."3)7<"
/#'"'+%"-)8'",$"'+)'",'"3)$"3)7").&"'("$#74,4%"!"+)&"'("$+(('5"!'"3)$"2*"&#'*"'("$+(('"/)8:").&"
&%-%.&"(#7"7%9,2%.'5"!."-%%0,.9"9#,0'*").&")$$#2,.9"!"3)$"/)&<"!"3)$"&,$7%9)7&,.9").",21(7').'"
-)8'(7"(-"'+%"$,'#)',(.²!"3)$"&,$7%9)7&,.9"'+%"-)8'"'+)'",'"3)$")"3)75!!
4. O versimplifying things as good/bad or right/wrong.
Not everyone is good or bad. I may have done some things in my life that were not that good, but
that does not make me a bad person.
5. O ver-generalizing from a single incident (a negative event is seen as a never-ending pattern).
;+)'")2/#$+"3)$"=#$'"(.%"%4%.'",."'+%"%.',7%"3)7<").&"(.%"%4%.'",."2*"0,-%5">#$'"/%8)#$%"'+)'"
ZDVDQDZIXOHYHQWGRHVQ¶WPHDQWKDW,FDQ¶WKDQGOHWKLQJV,WGRHVQ¶WPHDQ,GRHYHU\WKLQJ
37(.95
6. M ind reading (you assume people are thinking negatively of you when there is no definite
evidence for this).
!"+)4%")03)*$")$$#2%&"%4%7*(.%"'+(#9+'"!"+)&"0%'"'+%2"&(3.5"!")$$#2%&"'+%*"'+(#9+'"'+)'"!"+)&"
/0(3.",'").&")00(3%&"'+%")2/#$+"'("+)11%.5"?#'".(3"!"7%)0,6%"!"(.0*",2)9,.%&"'+)'²,GLGQ¶W
7%)00*":.(3"3+)'"'+%*"3%7%"'+,.:,.95"@,.8%"'+%."!"+)4%"37,''%."'("$(2%"(-"'+%"9#*$").&".(.%"(-"
'+%2"%4%7"'+(#9+'",'"3)$"2*"-)#0'5"?(*<"!"9#%$$"!"3)$"2,.&"7%)&,.95!
7. E motional reasoning (you have a feeling and assume there must be a reason).
@,.8%"!"+)4%")03)*$"-%0'"9#,0'*"!")$$#2%&"!"3)$"9#,0'*5"?#'"-%%0,.9"$(2%'+,.9",$"4%7*"&,--%7%.'"
IURPZKDWLVUHDOO\WUXH,IHOWJXLOW\EHFDXVHSHRSOHJRWKXUWEXWWKDWGRHVQ¶WPHDQLWZDVP\
-)#0'"'+%*"9('"+#7'5
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Session 7: Patterns of Problematic Thinking
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Summary of Session 7: Patterns of Problematic Thinking
1. A dminister P C L-S (in waiting room if possible), collect, and store. Complete
Session 7 Practice Assignment Review and set agenda. (5 minutes)
2. Review Patterns of Problematic T hinking Wor ksheet to address trauma-related
stuck points (10 minutes)
¾ Questions to consider or address:
- Does patient have strong tendencies toward particular patterns?
- Discuss how these patterns may have affected his reactions to the trauma
- Replace with other, more adaptive, cognitions
3. Introduce C hallenging Beliefs Wor ksheet with a trauma example (15 minutes)
¾ Point out that much of this is repeated from previous worksheets
- Rate strength of belief (0%±100%)
- Rate strength of emotion (0%±100%)
- Use Challenging Questions Worksheet
- Use Patterns of Problematic Thinking Worksheet
- Generate new, balanced, evidence-based statement
4. Introduce first of five problem areas: Safety issues related to self and others
(10 minutes)
¾ Five themes: safety, trust, power/control, esteem, intimacy
¾ Prior/after: How did trauma affect beliefs about _____ for self? For others?
¾ If stuck point Æ worksheet
¾ Need to recognize how beliefs influence behavior/avoidance
¾ Help the patient begin to introduce more moderate self-statements
¾ Practice Challenging Beliefs Worksheet by introducing one on a safety-related
stuck point (which may be completed for practice)
5. Assign practice and problem solve re: completion (5 minutes)
¾ Daily identification of stuck points²one relating to safety and confront them
using the Challenging Beliefs Worksheet. Look for specific ways that your
reactions to the traumatic event may have been affected by these habitual patterns.
Try to use this for a recent distressing event, too.
¾ Have the patient continue reading Trauma Accounts if he still has strong emotions
about them.
6. C heck-LQUHSDWLHQW¶VUHDFWLRQVWRVHVVLRQ(5 minutes)
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Session 7: Patterns of Problematic Thinking
The goals of Session 7 are:
1. To review the Patterns of Problematic Thinking Worksheet.
2. To help the patient determine if she has particularly strong tendencies toward
any counterproductive patterns.
3. To introduce the Challenging Beliefs Worksheet that will be used throughout
the remainder of therapy.
4. To introduce the Safety Module Handout.

Session 7
goals

(N O T E : If the therapist is using CPT without trauma accounts, this session will
be divided and the Safety Module will be introduced at the next session. This
session will introduce the Challenging Beliefs Worksheet, and the patient will
work from his stuck point log.)
Review of Patterns of Problematic Thinking to Address TraumaRelated Stuck Points
The session should begin with review of the practice assignment on Patterns of
Problematic Thinking. The therapist helps the patient to confront the automatic
self-statements and replace them with other more adaptive cognitions. The
therapist should discuss with the patient how these patterns may have affected his
reactions to the traumatic event(s). There are a number of problematic thinking
patterns that are seen frequently with this population. For example, a patient who
habitually jumps to the conclusion that negative outcomes are his fault may
increase the likelihood of self-blame after the event. Mind reading is very
common. The patient assumes that other people think and feel the same way she
does and reacts as if this were the case, resulting in alienation from others.
Emotional reasoning about safety and guilt are frequently observed. Because a
patient feels fear, she then assumes that she is in danger. If a person feels shame
or guilt, he may assume that means this is proof he must have done something
wrong.
Over-generalizing from a single incident and extreme black-and-white thinking
are also very common. Even if he does not believe it completely to begin with,
convincing a patient to modify his language use can have an immediate effect on
the severity of secondary (manufactured) emotions. Once the therapist can get a
foot in the door with the fact that perhaps some people (even one person) can be
trusted in some way, then the therapist can continue to remind the patient that
³DOO´LVQRWDFFXUDWe. Once the patient starts to say, ³6RPHSHRSOHFDQQRWEH
WUXVWHG´ the accompanying emotions are less intense than to say ³DOO´ (See
examples next two pages.)
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Introduction to the Challenging Beliefs Worksheet with a Trauma
Example
At this point the therapist should introduce the Challenging Beliefs Worksheet
(adapted from Beck & Emery10, 1985, p. 205). The introduction of this worksheet
is very important so the patient is not overwhelmed by the seeming complexity of
it. The worksheet brings together all the skills taught in the worksheets used thus
far in the therapy and introduces the notion of alternative thoughts and feelings.
The Challenging Beliefs Worksheet will be used throughout the rest of the
sessions. The A-B-C Worksheet is incorporated into the two columns on the left.
However, at this point the patient is asked to rate the extent to which she believes
her statements (0%±100%) and how strong her emotions are (0%±100%). In order
to challenge the belief, the patient begins by examining the challenging questions
and answering the most pertinent ones. Next, she looks over the Patterns of
Problematic Thinking Worksheet to see if she has been engaging in one of the
counterproductive thinking patterns. Then, for the first time, the patient is asked
to generate another statement that is more balanced and evidence-based"
It is important at this point to emphasize that the goal of therapy is not necessarily
to return people to their prior beliefs. If someone had extreme beliefs before the
event, the goal would be to develop more balanced, adaptive beliefs. For example,
if someone used to believe that she could trust everyone, it would not be very
realistic and might be high risk to return to that belief. Or if someone believed
WKDWLWLVDOZD\VLPSRUWDQWWRVKXWGRZQRQH¶VHPRWLRQVZHZRXOGQRWZDQWWR
return him to that belief. People with a long history of trauma, particularly
beginning in childhood, are prone to extreme beliefs that can become very
entrenched.

Give patient
Challenging
Beliefs
Worksheet

Developing
balanced
beliefs

The practice assignment will be to analyze stuck points or other trauma reactions
and to confront and change problematic cognitions with the Challenging Beliefs
Worksheet. As an example, a stuck point that was identified from the initial
Impact Statement assignment or from preceding sessions should be used. The
therapist and patient should fill out one worksheet together in session. The
therapist should help the patient choose at least one stuck point to work on every
day over the next week, but should also encourage him to use the worksheets as
events occur during the week for practice.
Introduction to Safety Issues Related to Self and Others
The therapist should then introduce the first of five specific topics that will be
discussed over the next five sessions.

Introducing
safety

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#$
!Beck, A. T., & Emery, G. (1985). Anxiety disorders and phobias: A cognitive perspective. New
York: Basic Books, Inc.
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³)RUWKHQH[WILYHVHVVLRQVZHZLOOEHJLQFRQVLGHULQJVSHFLILFWKHPHV
which may be areas of beliefs in your life that were affected by the
traumatic event. At each session I will be asking you to consider
what your beliefs were prior to the event and to consider how the
[index event] has affected them. If we decide together that any of
these themes represent stuck points for you, I will be asking you to
complete worksheets on them in order for you to begin changing
what you are saying to yourself. The five general themes are safety,
trust, power and control, esteem, and intimacy. Each of these themes
can be considered from two directions, how you view yourself and
how you view others.
³7KHILUVWWRSLFZHZLOOGLVFXVVLVVDIHW\,ISULRUWRWKH [event] you
thought you were quite safe (that others were not dangerous) and
that you could protect yourself, these beliefs are likely to have been
disrupted by the event. On the other hand, if you had prior
experiences that left you thinking others were dangerous or likely to
harm you, or believing that you were unable to protect yourself, then
the event would serve to confirm or strengthen those beliefs. When
you were growing up did you have any experiences that left you
believing you were unsafe or at risk? Were you sheltered? Did you
EHOLHYH\RXZHUHLQYXOQHUDEOHWRWUDXPDWLFHYHQWV"´
After the patient describes her prior beliefs, the therapist should help her to
determine whether her prior beliefs were disrupted or reinforced by the traumatic
event. The therapist and patient should determine whether she continues to have
negative beliefs about the relative safety of others or her ability to protect herself
from harm. They should discuss how negative beliefs can elicit anxiety reactions
(e.g., ³6RPHWKLQJEDGZLOOKDSSHQWRPHLI,JRRXWDORQHLQP\FDU´). The patient
will need to recognize how these beliefs and emotions affect her behavior
(avoidance). Over-generalized fears lead some patients to avoid entire groups of
people who were associated with a particular conflict. A Vietnam veteran
reported that he was always uncomfortable around Asian people, while an Iraq
veteran said he was always on guard when near someone who looks Middle
(DVWHUQ,QERWKFDVHVWKHSDWLHQWVGHFODUHGWKDWEHFDXVH\RXFRXOGQ¶WWHOOIULHQG
from foe during the war, they had learned to be leery of most people they
encountered who reminded them in any way of their experiences. In the
beginning of therapy, they saw no difference between low-probability and highprobability events and believed that they were at equal risk in Iraq and their
hometown. Any possibility of harm was too much to tolerate. The therapist
challenged them by asking how many times they had been shot at since being
home. When the veteran announced that he was safe because he secured his
perimeter every night and patrolled much of the evening, the therapist asked how
often the neighbors and people on the next block were attacked in their own
homes and mildly wondered if the patient had any evidence that he was in danger
other than his own fear (emotional reasoning).
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The therapist may need to help the patient to differentiate prudent safety practices
from fear-based avoidance either at the end of this session or during the next
session. The patient can reduce the probability of being a victim through
increased safety practices (e.g., locking doors, but not repeatedly checking them)
without feeling fearful and panicky or engaging in excessive avoidance behavior.
However, some events are so unpredictable and unavoidable that there is no way
to decrease risk (e.g., the World Trade Center attack). Generalized fear is not
going to prevent traumatic events and will only serve to prevent recovery. Along
these lines, some patients have focused so much attention on some factor
associated with the trauma that they focus all their safety planning on that factor
to the exclusion of other higher-risk sources of danger. For example, one patient
was attacked in her own home. For years afterward she spent a great deal of time
and money on alarm systems and safety measures in her home. On the other hand,
she was going out to bars and getting drunk with friends on a regular basis. She
ZDVHYHQWKHYLFWLPRID³GDWH-UDSHGUXJ´VOLSSHGLQWRRQHRIKHUGULQNV6WLOOVKH
focused only on the likelihood of being attacked in her home while ignoring
higher risks elsewhere.

Removing
generalized
fear

The therapist should help the patient recognize his self-statements and begin to
introduce alternative, more moderate, less fear-producing self-statements (e.g.,
replace ³,¶PVXUHLW¶VJRLQJWRKDSSHQDJDLQ´ with ³,W¶VXQOLNHO\WRKDSSHQ
DJDLQ´). Sometimes patients believe that if the event happens once, it will happen
again. The therapist may need to give the patient some probability statistics and
remind him that this event was not a daily, weekly, or even yearly event for him.
It is, in fact, a low-probability event. Although the therapist cannot promise that it
ZLOOQRWRFFXUDJDLQVKHFDQKHOSWKHSDWLHQWWRVHHWKDWKHGRHVQ¶WKDYHWREHKDYH
as if it were a high-frequency event. The therapist can also point out that the
patient is jumping to conclusions without supporting evidence.
Practice Assignment
The patient should be given the Safety Module to remind her of these issues. The
modules on safety and other issues are based on the work of McCann &
Pearlman11 (1990a). If self-safety or other-safety issues are evident in the
SDWLHQW¶VVWDWHPHQWVRUEHKDYLRUVKHVKRXOGFRPSOHWHDWOHDVWRQHZRUNVKHHWRQ
safety before the next session. Otherwise, the patient should be encouraged to
complete worksheets on other identified stuck points and recent trauma-related
events that have been distressing.
³8VHWKH&KDOOHQJLQJ%HOLHIV:RUNVKHHWVWRDQDO\]HDQGFRQIURQWDW
least one of your stuck points each day. Please read over the module
on safety and think about how your prior beliefs were affected by the
[event]. If you have safety issues related to yourself or others,

Give patient
Safety
Module

Assign
Session 7
practice
assignment

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
""
!McCann, I. L., & Pearlman, L. A. (1990b). Psychological trauma and the adult survivor:
Theory, therapy and transformation. Philadelphia: Brunner/Mazel.
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complete at least one worksheet to confront those beliefs. Use the
remaining sheets for other stuck points or for distressing events that
KDYHRFFXUUHGUHFHQWO\´
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!

Sample Session 7 Progress Note
Contact: 50-minute psychotherapy session
Content: This was the seventh session of CPT for PTSD. The patient completed his practice
assignment related to identifying patterns of problematic thinking. The Challenging Beliefs
Worksheet was introduced as a method of self-guided cognitive restructuring. An example
stuck point was used to illustrate the use of the worksheet. He is increasingly able to
challenge his own maladaptive thinking. The five themes targeted in the remainder of the
treatment were introduced, with a focus on safety for exploration in the next session. The
patient agreed to complete a Challenging Beliefs Worksheet each day about stuck points
before the next session and to read the materials related to safety stuck points.
Plan: Continued CPT
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'''

PCL-S: WEEKLY
Instructions:
AB'<("-#3+8'$7+'/(-$'-$8+--)>&'+C9+8#+"D+'E(>'7%=+'+C9+8#+"D+3'11111111111111111111111111111111B'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
''
'
''''''
'''''''''''F+=+"$G'
HB'I+8+'#-'%'&#-$'()'98(J&+/-'%"3'D(/9&%#"$-'$7%$'9+(9&+'-(/+$#/+-'7%=+'#"'8+-9("-+'$('-$8+--)>&'&#)+'
+C9+8#+"D+-B''*&+%-+'8+%3'+%D7'("+'D%8+)>&&EK'%"3'$7+"'#"3#D%$+K'>-#"4'$7+'">/J+8-'$('$7+'8#47$K'7(L'
/>D7'E(>'7%=+'J++"'J($7+8+3'JE'$7%$'98(J&+/'#"'$7+'9%-$'!""#B$
Not
at all

A
little
bit

Moderately

Quite
a bit

Extremely

1. Repeated, disturbing memories, thoughts, or images, of the
stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

2. Repeated, disturbing dreams of the stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

3. Suddenly acting or feeling as if the stressful experience was
happening again (as if you were reliving it)?
4. Feeling very upset when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
5. Having physical reactions (e.g., heart pounding, trouble
breathing, sweating) when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
6. Avoiding thinking about or talking about the stressful
experience or avoiding having feelings related to it?
7. Avoiding activities or situations because they reminded you
of the stressful experience?
8. Trouble remembering important parts of the stressful
experience?

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

9. Loss of interest in activities that you used to enjoy?

1

2

3

4

5

10. Feeling distant or cut off from other people?

1

2

3

4

5

11. Feeling emotionally numb or being unable to have loving
feelings for those close to you?

1

2

3

4

5

12. Feeling as if your future will somehow be cut short?

1

2

3

4

5

13. Trouble falling or staying asleep?

1

2

3

4

5

14. Feeling irritable or having angry outbursts?

1

2

3

4

5

15. Having difficulty concentrating?

1

2

3

4

5

16. %HLQJ³VXSHU-DOHUW´RUZDWFKIXORURQJXDUG"

1

2

3

4

5

17. Feeling jumpy or easily startled?

1

2

3

4

5

PCL-S for D SM-IV (11/1/94) Weathers, Litz, Huska, & Keane National Center for PT S D ± Behavioral
Science Division.
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A. Situation

Specify sad, angry, etc.,
and rate how strongly you
feel each emotion from 0100%

C. Emotion(s)

Write thought(s)/stuck
point(s) related to Column
A. Rate belief in each
thought/stuck point below
from 0-100%
(How much do you believe
this thought?)

B. Thought(s)/Stuck
Point(s)

Irrelevant factors?

Based on feelings or facts?

Low versus high probability?

Source unreliable?

Out of context?

Extreme or exaggerated?

All or none?

Interpretations not accurate?

Habit or fact?

Evidence Against?

Evidence For?

Consider if the thought is balanced
and factual or extreme.

Use Challenging Questions to
examine your automatic thoughts from
Column B.

D. Challenging Thoughts

Emotional reasoning:

Mind reading:

Over-generalizing:

Oversimplifying:

Disregarding important aspects:

Exaggerating or minimizing:

Jumping to conclusions:

Use the Patterns of Problematic
Thinking Worksheet to decide if this is
one of your problematic patterns of
thinking.

E. Problematic Patterns

Challenging Beliefs Worksheet

7+(5$3,67¶60$18$/± Cognitive Processing Therapy: Veteran/Military Version

Describe the event,
thought or belief leading
to the unpleasant
emotion(s).

!
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Now what do you feel? 0-100%

H. Emotion(s)

Re-rate how much you now believe
the thought(s)/stuck point(s) in
Column B from 0-100%

G. Re-rate Old Thought(s)

Rate belief in alternative thought(s)
from 0-100%

What else can I say instead of
Column B? How else can I interpret
the event instead of Column B?

F. Alternative Thought(s)

A. Situation

Afraid ± 100%
Helpless ± 75%
Anxious ± 75%

Specify sad, angry, etc.,
and rate how strongly you
feel each emotion from 0100%

C. Emotion(s)

I could be killed. ± 50%

Air travel is dangerous. ±
75%

Write thought(s)/stuck
point(s) related to Column
A. Rate belief in each
thought/stuck point below
from 0-100%
(How much do you believe
this thought?)

B. Thought(s)/Stuck
Point(s)

Irrelevant factors?

Based on feelings or facts? I am letting
myself believe this because I feel
scared and not because it is realistic.

Low versus high probability?

Source unreliable?

Out of context?

Extreme or exaggerated?

All or none?

Interpretations not accurate?

Habit or fact?

Evidence Against? Airport security has
been increased.

Evidence For? People have been
killed.

Consider if the thought is balanced
and factual or extreme.

Use Challenging Questions to
examine your automatic thoughts from
Column B.

D. Challenging Thoughts

Emotional reasoning: ,IHHOYHU\VPDOO«
that I will be hurt or killed flying ± 95%

Mind reading:

Over-generalizing:

Oversimplifying:

Disregarding important aspects:

Exaggerating or minimizing:

Jumping to conclusions:

Use the Patterns of Problematic
Thinking Worksheet to decide if this is
one of your problematic patterns of
thinking.

E. Problematic Patterns

Challenging Beliefs Worksheet
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I have to ride on a
plane.

Describe the event,
thought or belief leading
to the unpleasant
emotion(s).

!

Afraid ± 40%
Helpless ± 5%
Anxious ± 10%
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Now what do you feel? 0-100%

H. Emotion(s)

15%, 10%

Re-rate how much you now believe
the thought(s)/stuck point(s) in
Column B from 0-100%

G. Re-rate Old Thought(s)

Even if the plane blew up, I could not
do anything about it. ± 80%

The chances are very small that I will
be killed or hurt while flying. ± 95%

Rate belief in alternative thought(s)
from 0-100%

What else can I say instead of
Column B? How else can I interpret
the event instead of Column B?

F. Alternative Thought(s)

A. Situation

Guilt ± 100%
Helpless ± 100%
Anxious ± 75%

Specify sad, angry, etc.,
and rate how strongly you
feel each emotion from 0100%

C. Emotion(s)

I should have prevented it ±
it is my fault that people
were killed. ± 100%

I should have seen it
coming. ± 100%

Write thought(s)/stuck
point(s) related to Column
A. Rate belief in each
thought/stuck point below
from 0-100%
(How much do you believe
this thought?)

B. Thought(s)/Stuck
Point(s)

Irrelevant factors?

Based on feelings or facts?

Low versus high probability?

Source unreliable?

Out of context?

Extreme or exaggerated?

All or none? No one else would have
led their company into an ambush.

Interpretations not accurate?

Habit or fact?

Evidence Against? There was no way
to know that there was going to be an
ambush²WKDW¶VWKHQDWXUHRIDQ
ambush. To think I should have known
it was coming is to ignore the fact that
it was an ambush.

Emotional reasoning: Because I feel
guilty, I AM guilty.

Mind reading:

Over-generalizing:

Oversimplifying:

Disregarding important aspects: I
KDYHQ¶WEHHQSD\LQJDWWHQWLRQWRWKHIDFW
that it was an ambush. There was no
way I could have known.

Exaggerating or minimizing:

Guilt ± 40%
Helpless ± 80%
Anxious ± 40%
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Now what do you feel? 0-100%

H. Emotion(s)

15%, 10%

Re-rate how much you now believe
the thought(s)/stuck point(s) in
Column B from 0-100%

G. Re-rate Old Thought(s)

,W¶VQRWP\IDXOWWKDWSHRSOHZHUH
killed in the ambush. ± 75%

I did the best I could given the
circumstances. ± 90%

There was no way to see it coming at
the time. ± 85%

Jumping to conclusions:

Evidence For? People were killed.

What else can I say instead of
Column B? How else can I interpret
the event instead of Column B?

F. Alternative Thought(s)

Rate belief in alternative thought(s)
from 0-100%

Use the Patterns of Problematic
Thinking Worksheet to decide if this is
one of your problematic patterns of
thinking.

E. Problematic Patterns

Consider if the thought is balanced
and factual or extreme.

Use Challenging Questions to
examine your automatic thoughts from
Column B.

D. Challenging Thoughts

Challenging Beliefs Worksheet
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I led my company into
an ambush, and many
of my men were killed.

Describe the event,
thought or belief leading
to the unpleasant
emotion(s).

!

A. Situation

Angry ± 50%
Fear ± 95%

Specify sad, angry, etc.,
and rate how strongly you
feel each emotion from 0100%

C. Emotion(s)

,I,OHWP\VHOIJR,¶OOEH
destructive. ± 85%

Angry people are scary. I
GRQ¶WZDQWWREHWKDWZD\±
90%

Anger is not right, so it is
wrong. ± 50%

Write thought(s)/stuck
point(s) related to Column
A. Rate belief in each
thought/stuck point below
from 0-100%
(How much do you believe
this thought?)

B. Thought(s)/Stuck
Point(s)

Irrelevant factors?

Based on feelings or facts?

Low versus high probability?

Source unreliable?

Out of context?

Extreme or exaggerated? My phrases
and words to describe anger are
exaggerated.

All or none?

Interpretations not accurate?

Habit or fact?

Evidence Against? Even Jesus got
angry. I have never been really
destructive when I was angry.

Emotional reasoning: Because anger
feels bad, it is bad/wrong, so I must be,
too.

Mind reading:

Over-generalizing:

Oversimplifying:

Disregarding important aspects:

Exaggerating or minimizing: Anger is
rage instead of what it is²unpleasant.

Angry ± 50%
Fear ± 70%
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Now what do you feel? 0-100%

H. Emotion(s)

20%, 75%, 50%

Re-rate how much you now believe
the thought(s)/stuck point(s) in
Column B from 0-100%

G. Re-rate Old Thought(s)

Anger is an emotion like sadness. I
let myself feel that and it is not
overwhelming. ± 60%

Anger can be expressed without
aggression. ± 60%

Anger is appropriate in some
situations. ± 100%

Jumping to conclusions:

Evidence For? Feeling my anger
FKRNHVPHEHFDXVH,GRQ¶WOHWLWRXW

What else can I say instead of
Column B? How else can I interpret
the event instead of Column B?

F. Alternative Thought(s)

Rate belief in alternative thought(s)
from 0-100%

Use the Patterns of Problematic
Thinking Worksheet to decide if this is
one of your problematic patterns of
thinking.

E. Problematic Patterns

Consider if the thought is balanced
and factual or extreme.

Use Challenging Questions to
examine your automatic thoughts from
Column B.

D. Challenging Thoughts

Challenging Beliefs Worksheet
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If I express anger, I¶OOEH
out of control.

Describe the event,
thought or belief leading
to the unpleasant
emotion(s).

!

A. Situation

Fear ± 50%
Sadness ± 80%
Anger ± 50%

Specify sad, angry, etc.,
and rate how strongly you
feel each emotion from 0100%

C. Emotion(s)

,FDQ¶WJHWLQYROYHGZLWK
anyone because since this
assault I am too afraid to let
anyone close enough see
how restricted my life has
become. ± 75%

Write thought(s)/stuck
point(s) related to Column
A. Rate belief in each
thought/stuck point below
from 0-100%
(How much do you believe
this thought?)

B. Thought(s)/Stuck
Point(s)

Irrelevant factors?

Based on feelings or facts?

Low versus high probability?

Source unreliable? Coming from past
negative experience and from an
unhealthy person.

Out of context?

Extreme or exaggerated?

All or none? Most healthy people
would not run from a relationship.

Interpretations not accurate?

Habit or fact?

Evidence Against?

Evidence For? One person I told about
the assault while we were dating was
very supportive at the time, but
became more and more distant after
that and finally stopped calling
altogether.

Consider if the thought is balanced
and factual or extreme.

Use Challenging Questions to
examine your automatic thoughts from
Column B.

D. Challenging Thoughts

Emotional reasoning:

Mind reading:

Over-generalizing:

Oversimplifying: If I tell someone who
FDQ¶WGHDOZLWKLWLWLVQRWQHFHVVDULO\
bad because I could find something
important about the relationship.

Disregarding important aspects: That
person was not healthy or secure.

Exaggerating or minimizing: Because 1
GDWHPD\KDYHKDGSUREOHPVGRHVQ¶W
mean others will.

Jumping to conclusions:

Use the Patterns of Problematic
Thinking Worksheet to decide if this is
one of your problematic patterns of
thinking.

E. Problematic Patterns

Challenging Beliefs Worksheet
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A friend wants to set me
up for a date with
someone she knows.

Describe the event,
thought or belief leading
to the unpleasant
emotion(s).

!

H. Emotion(s)
Fear ± 25%
Sadness ± 40%
Anger ± 10%
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Now what do you feel? 0-100%

50%

Re-rate how much you now believe
the thought(s)/stuck point(s) in
Column B from 0-100%

G. Re-rate Old Thought(s)

A date cRXOGWHOOPHWKH\GRQ¶WZDQW
anything to do with me because I am
dealing with having been assaulted. ±
60%

Rate belief in alternative thought(s)
from 0-100%

What else can I say instead of
Column B? How else can I interpret
the event instead of Column B?

F. Alternative Thought(s)

A. Situation

Angry (at her) ± 100%

Specify sad, angry, etc.,
and rate how strongly you
feel each emotion from 0100%

C. Emotion(s)

She never stood up for me
or listened to my side of the
story. ± 90%

Rate belief in each
thought/stuck point below
from 0-100%
(How much do you believe
this thought?)

Write thought(s)/stuck
point(s) related to Column
A.

B. Thought(s)/Stuck
Point(s)

Irrelevant factors? No.

Based on feelings or facts? I guess
both.

Low versus high probability?

Source unreliable?

Out of context? 6KHGLGQ¶WNQRZZKDW
to do without someone supporting us
financially.

Extreme or exaggerated?

All or none? Well, not never but a lot.

Interpretations not accurate?

Habit or fact? Pretty close to fact, but it
ZDVQRW´QHYHU´

Evidence Against? 6KHGLGQ¶WOHWKLP
beat me twice. But that was because
the evidence was overwhelming it
ZDVQ¶WPH

Evidence For? There were so many
occasions when he would come home
drunk and beat me for just lying in my
bed. My step-brothers got away with a
lot and I took the blame.

Consider if the thought is balanced
and factual or extreme.

Use Challenging Questions to
examine your automatic thoughts from
Column B.

D. Challenging Thoughts
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My mom letting her
boyfriend beat me for
VRPHWKLQJ,GLGQ¶Wdo
when I was younger.

Describe the event,
thought or belief leading
to the unpleasant
emotion(s).

!

Emotional reasoning: I know I felt
ignored.

Mind reading: Maybe she did hear me
EXWGLGQ¶WNQRZZKDWWRVD\.

Over-generalizing: 0D\EHVKHGLGQ¶W
know what to do (food and a house vs.
sticking up for me).

Oversimplifying: Maybe, but I have a
point!

Disregarding important aspects: My
mom was so focused on herself and
JHWWLQJPRQH\IRUXVWKDWVKHFRXOGQ¶WRU
ZRXOGQ¶WVHHVKHZDVQRWWDNLQJFDUHRI
me.

Exaggerating or minimizing: Maybe a
OLWWOHEXW,¶YHEHHQWROGWRVXFNLWXSP\
ZKROHOLIHDQGVKHUHDOO\GLGQ¶WVWLFNXS
for me most of the time.

Jumping to conclusions:

Use the Patterns of Problematic
Thinking Worksheet to decide if this is
one of your problematic patterns of
thinking.

E. Problematic Patterns

Challenging Beliefs Worksheet

H. Emotion(s)
Sad (for me) ± 60%
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Now what do you feel? 0-100%

90%

Re-rate how much you now believe
the thought(s)/stuck point(s) in
Column B from 0-100%

G. Re-rate Old
Thought(s)/Stuck Point(s)

It sucks that we had to be in that
VLWXDWLRQDQGVKHFRXOGQ¶WSD\PRUH
attention to me. ± 100%

Rate belief in alternative thought(s)
from 0-100%

What else can I say instead of
Column B? How else can I interpret
the event instead of Column B?

F. Alternative Thought(s)

A. Situation

Angry ± 100%

Specify sad, angry, etc.,
and rate how strongly you
feel each emotion from 0100%

C. Emotion(s)

He got them killed ± 100%

Rate belief in each
thought/stuck point below
from 0-100%
(How much do you believe
this thought?)

Write thought(s)/stuck
point(s) related to Column
A.

B. Thought(s)/Stuck
Point(s)

Irrelevant factors?

Based on feelings or facts? Outrage at
not understanding why he made that
call.

Low versus high probability? We made
the run 4 times before. So 20% chance
of dying?

Source unreliable?

Emotional reasoning: I was angry and
blamed him.

Mind reading:

Over-generalizing:

Oversimplifying: We had made the run
before there even though it was really
dangerous.

Extreme or exaggerated? I guess. The
RUGHUGLGQ¶WVHHPWRPDNHVHQVH
though- why did we have to go then?
And, there was a pretty good chance
we all could have made it.
Out of context? ,JXHVV,GRQ¶WNQRZLI
he had pressure (orders) to send us
there right then.

Disregarding important aspects: ,GRQ¶W
know why he made that call.

Exaggerating or minimizing: Yes.

Jumping to conclusions: ,JXHVV,GRQ¶W
know what he thinking when he ordered
us there.

Use the Patterns of Problematic
Thinking Worksheet to decide if this is
one of your problematic patterns of
thinking.

E. Problematic Patterns

All or none?
Yes.

Interpretations not accurate?
Insurgents killed them.

Habit or fact? +HGLGQ¶WDFWXDOO\NLOO
them.

Evidence Against? None.

Evidence For? They are dead!

Consider if the thought is balanced
and factual or extreme.

Use Challenging Questions to
examine your automatic thoughts from
Column B.

D. Challenging Thoughts
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My Lt. sent us down a
road that he knew was
filled with insurgents.
Four friends were killed
because of him

Describe the event,
thought or belief leading
to the unpleasant
emotion(s).

!

Challenging Beliefs Worksheet

H. Emotion(s)
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Relieved, not as angry ± 60%

Now what do you feel? 0-100%

40%

Re-rate how much you now believe
the thought(s)/stuck point(s) in
Column B from 0-100%

G. Re-rate Old
Thought(s)/Stuck Point(s)

I hate that my friends died and
DOWKRXJKLWGLGQ¶WVHHPcritical to
PDNHWKDWUXQ,GRQ¶WNQRZZKDWWKH
Lt was thinking or responding to.
It was really risky but we had made it
safely 4 times previously. ± 90%

Rate belief in alternative thought(s)
from 0-100%

What else can I say instead of
Column B? How else can I interpret
the event instead of Column B?

F. Alternative Thought(s)

A. Situation

Happy ± 75%

Specify sad, angry, etc.,
and rate how strongly you
feel each emotion from 0100%

C. Emotion(s)

She liked my work! ± 80%

Rate belief in each
thought/stuck point below
from 0-100%
(How much do you believe
this thought?)

Write thought(s)/stuck
point(s) related to Column
A.

B. Thought(s)/Stuck
Point(s)

Irrelevant factors? None.

Based on feelings or facts? Facts.

Low versus high probability?

Source unreliable? It was her.

Out of context? No.

Extreme or exaggerated? ,GRQ¶WWKLQN
so.

All or none? Maybe she liked more
than she disliked, but on the whole I
think she liked it.

Interpretations not accurate?

Emotional reasoning: I sort of think I
GLGQ¶WGRDVJRRGRIDMREDV,KDG
ZLVKHGVR,GRQ¶WIHHOJUHDWDERXWP\
job. I can see that I think that based on
my feelings rather than what she
actually said.

Mind reading: She actually said she
liked my work.

Over-generalizing:

Oversimplifying:

Disregarding important aspects: She
was smiling when she said it, so no.

Exaggerating or minimizing: ,GRQ¶WWKLQN
so.

Evidence Against? None.
Habit or fact? Fact.

Jumping to conclusions:
No.

Use the Patterns of Problematic
Thinking Worksheet to decide if this is
one of your problematic patterns of
thinking.

E. Problematic Patterns

Evidence For? She said she liked it
and she has criticized my work in the
SDVWVRVKH¶VQRWMXVWDOZD\VEHLQJ
nice.

Consider if the thought is balanced
and factual or extreme.

Use Challenging Questions to
examine your automatic thoughts from
Column B.

D. Challenging Thoughts

Challenging Beliefs Worksheet
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My boss said that I did a
good job.

Describe the event,
thought or belief leading
to the unpleasant
emotion(s).

!

Happy ± 90%
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Now what do you feel? 0-100%

H. Emotion(s)

Happy ± 90%

Re-rate how much you now believe
the thought(s)/stuck point(s) in
Column B from 0-100%

G. Re-rate Old
Thought(s)/Stuck Point(s)

She liked my work ± 90%

Rate belief in alternative thought(s)
from 0-100%

What else can I say instead of
Column B? How else can I interpret
the event instead of Column B?

F. Alternative Thought(s)

!
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Session 8: Safety Issues

!

!

Summary of Session 8: Safety Issues
1. A dminister P C L-S (in waiting room if possible), collect, and store. Complete
Session 8 Practice Assignment Review and set agenda. (5 minutes)
2. Review
¾
¾
¾

the C hallenging Beliefs Wor ksheet to address safety stuck points (10 minutes)
Help the patient to complete practice, if necessary
Discuss success or problems in changing cognitions
Help the patient confront problematic cognitions that he was unable to modify by
himself

3. H elp patient confront problematic cognitions and generate alternative beliefs using
the C hallenging Beliefs Wor ksheet (15 minutes)
¾ 5HYLHZ6DIHW\0RGXOHIRFXVRQSDWLHQW¶VVHOI- or other- safety issues
¾ Probability: Low vs. high = reality vs. fear
¾ &DOFXODWH¶V
4. Introduce second of five problem areas: T rust issues related to self and others
(10 minutes)
¾ Self-WUXVW EHOLHIRQHFDQWUXVWRUUHO\RQRQH¶VRZQSHUFHSWLRQVDQGMXGJPHQW
¾ After trauma, many begin to second-guess own judgment about
- Being there in the first place: ³'LG,GRVRPHWKLQJWRµDVNIRULW¶"´
- Own behavior during event: ³:K\GLGQ¶W,BBBBZKHQLWZDVKDSSHQLQJ"´
- Ability to judge character: ³,VKRXOGKDYHNQRZQBBBBBDERXWKLP´
¾ Trust in others is also frequently disrupted after a trauma
- Betrayal if perpetrator was trusted
- Betrayal if otKHUVGRQ¶WJLYHEHOLHIRUVXSSRUW
- 5HMHFWLRQLIRWKHUVFDQ¶WWROHUDWHZKDWKDSSHQHGDQGZLWKGUDZ
¾ Compare trust in self/others before/after
¾ Go over module
5. Assign practice and problem solve re: completion (5 minutes)
¾ Patient to challenge stuck points with the Challenging Beliefs Worksheet, with
one relating to trust and confront them using the Challenging Beliefs Worksheet
daily.
¾ Have the patient continue reading Trauma Accounts if he still has strong emotions
about them.
6. C heck-LQUHSDWLHQW¶VUHDFtions to session (5 minutes)
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Session 8: Safety Issues
The goals of Session 8 are:
1. To go over the Challenging Beliefs Worksheets with the patient and assist the
veteran as needed to complete the worksheets.
2. To review the Safety Module and focus on self- or other-safety issues for
which the patient should complete worksheets.
3. To introduce the Trust Module and the concepts of self- and other- trust.

Session 8
goals

Review of the Challenging Beliefs Worksheet to Address Safety
Stuck Points
The therapist should begin the session by going over the worksheets and
GLVFXVVLQJWKHSDWLHQW¶VVXFFHVVRUSUREOHPVLQFKDQJLQJFRJQLWLRQV DQd
subsequent emotions). The therapist and patient should use the Challenging
Questions to help the patient confront problematic cognitions that he was unable
to modify himself. As an example, one patient was in an elevator that fell 20
floors and then stopped just as it reached the bottom. Aside from having
nightmares and flashbacks, he found himself unable to get back into an elevator
again. His thought was ³(OHYDWRUVDUHXQVDIH´ and ³7KHQH[WWLPH,DPJRLQJWR
GLH´ On the worksheet, the patient stated that the evidence was correct that
elevators were unsafe and that he knew he would die the next time because he
survived this time. He did not see that he was exaggerating or drawing
conclusions when evidence is lacking, nor did he report engaging in emotional
reasoning. At the end of the worksheet, his ratings did not change.

Review
Challenging
Beliefs
Worksheets

Confronting Problematic Cognitions and Generating Alternative
Beliefs Using the Challenging Beliefs Worksheet
Unfortunately, the above example is sometimes typical of the forms filled out for
the first time by patients. The patients are sometimes so entrenched in their beliefs
that they can't look at them any other way. For this patient (and for many with
safety issues) the therapist began to focus on the probability of being in an
elevator crash again. The therapist needs to remind the patient that, although most
people experience a serious traumatic event during their life, in day-to-day living,
traumatic events are very low probability. Yet, he continues to behave as if the
probability were extremely high. For example, in the case above, the therapist
asked the patient how often he rode in elevators before. The patient informed the
therapist that his apartment and work place both had elevators, and he estimated
that he had ridden in elevators six to eight times a day for the past 20 years. The
therapist asked him if he had been in an elevator crash before and when the
patient said ³QR´, he was asked if he knew anyone who had ever been in a crash
(also ³QR´).

Probability
estimates

At that point the therapist pulled out a calculator and said:
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³7KDW¶VDERXWWLPHVRYHUWKHODVW\HDUV)RU\RXWKDW
means that if everything stayed the same and these events occurred
at the same rate, and you began using elevators again, you might
have a 1 in 58,000 chance of being in a crash and a 57,999 out of
58,000 chance of not being in an elevator crash over the next 20
years. Does it make sense to you that you walk around being
terrified all of the time and avoid places where you might need to use
an elevator? Do you want those few terrifying moments to own the
UHVWRI\RXUOLIHDQGWRGLFWDWHZKDW\RXFDQDQGFDQQRWGR"´
The therapist also pointed out that the patient probably had a greater chance of
EHLQJLQDFDUDFFLGHQW\HWKHGLGQ¶WDYRLGGULYLQJDQGZDVQRWLQSHUSHWXDOIHDU
of an accident. The patient agreed with the statements and began to rethink his
beliefs. The patient and therapist completed the worksheet a second time. Under
WKHFROXPQ³&KDOOHQJLQJ4XHVWLRQV´WKH\QRWHG³&RQIXVLQJDORZSUREDELOLW\IRU
DKLJKSUREDELOLW\HYHQW´8QGHUWKH³3DWWHUQVRI3UREOHPDWLF7KLQNLQJ´FROXPQ
they circled ³-XPSLQJWRFRQFOXVLRQVHLWKHURUWKLQNLQJDQGHPRWLRQDO
UHDVRQLQJ´He then re-rated his fear as 40%. The next week he reported that he
had gone on an elevator for a few floors and was not as frightened. The idea that
the next time would result in death was also challenged successfully. Once a
patient has a worksheet that successfully challenges a stuck point, the patient
should be encouraged to re-read the worksheet regularly so that the reasoning
becomes comfortable.
Another patient, an Iraq veteran, who struggled with his first Challenging Beliefs
Worksheet, believed that, even though he had been back in the United States for
6 months, he was at the same level of danger that he had been in Baghdad. He
insisted that because there might be some people in the United States who could
plan another attack, he was in just as much danger. He could not see the
difference between the ideas ³VRPHWKLQJFRXOGKDSSHQ´ and ³VRPHWKLQJZLOO
KDSSHQ´ His high level of fear led him to emotional reasoning and to the
assumption that he was in danger. The therapist asked him how many times he
was shot DWLQ,UDTDQGKHVDLG³PDQ\´ Then the therapist asked him how many
times he had been shot at before going over there or since returning (³QRQH´).
When the therapist asked him how he concluded he was in equal danger, his
response was ³EXWLWFRXOGKDSSHQ´ The therapist agreed with that statement but
not the assumption that it will happen and had him notice how he felt when he
said it could happen versus that it will happen. The patient was able to
acknowledge that the two statements felt somewhat different and that could was
different from will in terms of probability (100% for the latter and something less
for the former). The therapist assigned him to work on this with more Challenging
Beliefs Worksheets.
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Introduction to Trust Issues Related to Self and Others
During the remainder of the session the therapist should introduce and discuss the
theme of trust (self-trust and trust of others):

Introducing
Trust

³6HOI-trust is concerned with the belief that one can trust or rely
XSRQRQH¶VRZQSHUFHSWLRQVRUMXGJPHQts. After traumatic events,
many people begin to second-guess themselves and to question their
own judgment about being in the situation that led to the event, their
behaviors during the event, or about their ability to judge character
if, in the case of an assault, the perpetrator was an acquaintance.
Trust in others is also frequently disrupted following traumatic
events. Aside from the obvious sense of betrayal that occurs when a
trauma is caused intentionally by someone the patient thought he or
she could trust, sometimes patients feel betrayed by the people they
turned to for help or support during or after the event. For exa mple,
if a patient thought that someone let him down during battle, he
might decide right then and there not to trust anybody. Sometimes
patients carry that belief for decades without actually knowing
whether the other person or group in fact betrayed them or whether
there might be an alternative explanation for their behavior.
³6RPHWLPHVSHRSOHFDQQRWFRSHZLWKWKHSDWLHQWV¶HPRWLRns and they
withdraw or try to minimize the event or the impact. Such a
withdrawal may be viewed as a rejection by patients, and they come
to believe that the other person cannot be trusted to be supportive.
Sometimes when more than one member of a family is affected by a
traumatic event, such as the traumatic death of a loved one, family
members are out of sync with each other. One person wants to talk
and needs comfort just as another closes off because she has had all
of the emotions that she could handle for a while. Without clear
communication, the cycling of grief and withdrawal can be
misunderstood as lack of support and can result in problematic
interpretations of the situation.
³3ULRUWRWKHHYHQWKRZGLG\RXIHHODERXW\RXURZQMXGJPHQW"'LG
you trust other people? In what ways? How did your prior life
experiences affect your feelings of trust? How did the ________
DIIHFW\RXUIHHOLQJVRIWUXVWLQ\RXUVHOIRURWKHUV"´
The therapist and patient should briefly go over the Trust Module. For practice,
the patient should analyze and confront themes of safety and trust using the
worksheets.
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Practice Assignment
³3OHDVHUHDGWKH7UXVW0RGXOHDQGWKLQNDERXW\RXUEHOLHIVSULRUto
experiencing [event] as well as how the event changed or reinforced
those beliefs. Use the Challenging Beliefs Worksheets to continue
analyzing your stuck points. Focus some attention on issues of selfor other-trust, as well as safety, if these remain important stuck
SRLQWVIRU\RX´
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Sample Session 8 Progress Note
Contact: 50-minute psychotherapy session
Content: This was the eighth session of CPT for PTSD. The patient completed his practice
assignment related to daily completion of the Challenging Beliefs Worksheet. Examples from
these worksheets were reviewed to offer further cognitive restructuring and to fine-tune
completion of the worksheets. Safety-related stuck points were specifically targeted. Stuck
points related to trust were introduced, and he agreed to read materials related to this theme.
The patient also agreed to complete a Challenging Beliefs Worksheet each day about stuck
points before the next session.
Plan:!"#$%&$'()!"*+
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PCL-S: WEEKLY
Instructions:
AB'<("-#3+8'$7+'/(-$'-$8+--)>&'+C9+8#+"D+'E(>'7%=+'+C9+8#+"D+3'11111111111111111111111111111111B'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
F+=+"$G'
HB'I+8+'#-'%'&#-$'()'98(J&+/-'%"3'D(/9&%#"$-'$7%$'9+(9&+'-(/+$#/+-'7%=+'#"'8+-9("-+'$('-$8+--)>&'&#)+'
+C9+8#+"D+-B''*&+%-+'8+%3'+%D7'("+'D%8+)>&&EK'%"3'$7+"'#"3#D%$+K'>-#"4'$7+'">/J+8-'$('$7+'8#47$K'7(L'
/>D7'E(>'7%=+'J++"'J($7+8+3'JE'$7%$'98(J&+/'#"'$7+'9%-$'!""#B$
Not
at all

A
little
bit

Moderately

Quite
a bit

Extremely

1. Repeated, disturbing memories, thoughts, or images, of the
stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

2. Repeated, disturbing dreams of the stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

3. Suddenly acting or feeling as if the stressful experience was
happening again (as if you were reliving it)?
4. Feeling very upset when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
5. Having physical reactions (e.g., heart pounding, trouble
breathing, sweating) when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
6. Avoiding thinking about or talking about the stressful
experience or avoiding having feelings related to it?
7. Avoiding activities or situations because they reminded you
of the stressful experience?
8. Trouble remembering important parts of the stressful
experience?

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

9. Loss of interest in activities that you used to enjoy?

1

2

3

4

5

10. Feeling distant or cut off from other people?

1

2

3

4

5

11. Feeling emotionally numb or being unable to have loving
feelings for those close to you?

1

2

3

4

5

12. Feeling as if your future will somehow be cut short?

1

2

3

4

5

13. Trouble falling or staying asleep?

1

2

3

4

5

14. Feeling irritable or having angry outbursts?

1

2

3

4

5

15. Having difficulty concentrating?

1

2

3

4

5

16. %HLQJ³VXSHU-DOHUW´RUZDWFKIXORURQJXDUG"

1

2

3

4

5

17. Feeling jumpy or easily startled?

1

2

3

4

5

PCL-S for D SM-IV (11/1/94) Weathers, Litz, Huska, & Keane National Center for PT S D ± Behavioral
Science Division.
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Irrelevant factors?

Based on feelings or facts?

Low versus high probability?

Source unreliable?

Out of context?

Emotional reasoning:

Mind reading:
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Now what do you feel? 0-100%

H. Emotion(s)

Re-rate how much you now believe
the thought(s)/stuck point(s) in
Column B from 0-100%

Rate belief in alternative thought(s)
from 0-100%

What else can I say instead of
Column B? How else can I interpret
the event instead of Column B?

F. Alternative Thought(s)

Specify sad, angry, etc.,
and rate how strongly you
feel each emotion from 0100%

Over-generalizing:

Oversimplifying:

Disregarding important aspects:

Exaggerating or minimizing:

Jumping to conclusions:

Use the Patterns of Problematic
Thinking Worksheet to decide if this is
one of your problematic patterns of
thinking.

E. Problematic Patterns

G. Re-rate Old Thought(s)

Extreme or exaggerated?

All or none?

Interpretations not accurate?

Habit or fact?

Evidence Against?

Evidence For?

Consider if the thought is balanced
and factual or extreme.

Use Challenging Questions to
examine your automatic thoughts from
Column B.

D. Challenging Thoughts

C. Emotion(s)

Write thought(s)/stuck
point(s) related to Column
A. Rate belief in each
thought/stuck point below
from 0-100%
(How much do you believe
this thought?)

B. Thought(s)/Stuck
Point(s)

Challenging Beliefs Worksheet
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Session 9: Trust Issues

!
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Summary of Session 9: Trust Issues
1. A dminister P C L-S (in waiting room if possible), collect, and store. Complete
Session 9 Practice Assignment Review and set agenda. (5 minutes)
2. Review C hallenging Beliefs Wor ksheet to challenge trauma-related trust stuck points
and generate alternative beliefs (10 minutes)
3. Discuss
¾
¾
¾
¾

judgment issues that may arise from stuck points related to trust (15 minutes)
7UXVWIDOOVRQDFRQWLQXXPQRW³DOORUQRQH´
Different kinds of trust: with money vs. with a secret
³6WDU´GLDJUDP
'LVFXVVSDWLHQW¶VVRFLDOVXpport systems (family and friends): may be protecting
themselves from emotions/helplessness/vulnerability, inadequacy/ignorance²not
rejection

4. Introduce third of five problem areas: Power/control issues related to self and others
(10 minutes)
¾ Self-power (self-efficacy)
¾ People naturally expect they can solve problems and meet new challenges
¾ Traumatized people often try to control everything±to stay safe
¾ Lack of TOTAL CONTROL may feel like NO CONTROL
¾ Power over others:
- Need to control may spill into relationships, ruining old ones and preventing
new ones
5. Assign practice and problem solve re: completion (5 minutes)
¾ Identify stuck points, one relating to Power/Control (and Safety or Trust as
needed), and confront them using the Challenging Beliefs Worksheet.
¾ Have the patient continue reading Trauma Accounts if he still has strong emotions
about them.
6. C heck-LQUHSDWLHQW¶VUHDFWLRQVWRVHVVLRQ(5 minutes)
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Session 9: Trust Issues
The goals of Session 9 are:

Session 9
goals

1. To review the worksheets on self- and other-trust.
2. To review other worksheets on patient stuck points.
3. To introduce the module and concepts about power and control.
Review of Challenging Beliefs Worksheet to Challenge TraumaRelated Trust Stuck Points and Generate Alternative Beliefs
As with the other sessions, the therapist should begin by going over the practice
assignments and discussing the patieQW¶VVXFFHVVRUGLIILFXOWLHVLQFKDQJLQJ
cognitions. Although trust is often an issue for patients with PTSD generally, it is
particularly an issue for those who were victimized by acquaintances (for
example, in military sexual trauma situations). They often think that they should
have been able to tell that this person might harm them and, as a result, they begin
to question their judgment in whom they can or cannot trust. Looking back at the
event, many people look for clues and indicators that may have indicated that this
event was going to happen. They judge themselves as having failed at preventing
what they determined to be a preventable event (or at least the outcome was
preventable for them, as in the case of a disaster).
Discussion of Judgment Issues Arising From Stuck Points Related
to Trust
Self-distrust may even generalize to other areas of functioning, and the patient
may have difficulty making everyday decisions. Rather than falling on a
continuum, trust becomes an either/or concept in which people tend not to be
trusted unless there is overwhelming evidence to the contrary. As a result, they
tend to avoid becoming involved in or withdraw from relationships.

Explaining
trust

The therapist needs to present the idea that trust falls on a continuum and is multiGLPHQVLRQDO6RPHWLPHVSHRSOHGHFLGHWKDWEHFDXVHVRPHRQHFDQ¶WEHWUXVWHGLQ
RQHZD\WKH\FDQ¶WEHWUXVWHGLQDQ\RWKHUZD\
T: Along with different levels of trust, there are also different kinds
of trust. Have you ever met anyone that you would trust to $20
EXWZRXOGQ¶WZDQWWRWUXVWZLWKDVHFUHW"
P: Yes.
T: I can imagine someone that I would trust with my life, but I
ZRXOGQ¶WH[SHFWKLPWRUHPHPEHUWRUHWXUQ
P: I know someone like that.
T: I know someone else that I would not trust with my opinion about
WKHZHDWKHU+H¶GILJXUHRXWVRPHZD\WRLQVXOWPH+RZHYHULW
takes ti me to determine in which ways you can and cannot trust
someone.
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P: 7KDW¶VZK\,WKLQNLWLVsafer just to distrust everyone to begin
with.
T: The problem with that is that people are always trying to dig out
RIDGHHSKROHZLWK\RXWKHQ:KHQLVLWHQRXJK"$QGZHUHQ¶W
you saying that you were feeling very alone and wish you had
more friends?
P: Yeah, but if I started out by trusting everyone, then I might get
hurt.
T: True. I agree that starting out by assuming that everyone is
trustworthy would be risky. How about starting out somewhere
other than the two extremes?
P: What do you mean?
T: Well, what if we called the middle point between total trust and
WRWDOGLVWUXVW³´PHDQLQJQRLQIRUPDWLRQ"$QGUDWKHUWKDQD
single line with a middle point like a seesaw, we could think of it
as having lines coming out in many directions. (Therapist draws
lines on paper for the patient to see.)

So you could have a line for trusting with a secret, and another
line for trusting with money, and still another line for not using
your weaknesses to hurt you, and so forth. Then as you get
information about the person, they could move further out on the
lines. If they all head in the positive direction then this is
someone you can trust more in many ways. If some lines are
going one way and others are going the other, then perhaps you
MXVWZRXOGQ¶WWHO l them your deepest secrets or loan them your
life savings, but you might be able to still have them in your life.
You would just know what their limitations are. Someone who
always scores on the negative side is someone you want to stay
away from.
P: ThaWPDNHVVHQVH%XWLW¶VVFDU\WRWKLQNWKDW,ZRXOGEHJLYLQJ
someone a chance to hurt me.
T: :HOO\RXGRQ¶WVWDUWZLWKWKHELJVWXII<RXVWDUWZLWKVPDOO
things and see how they handle them. You also listen to what
other people say about the person and what their experiences
are. They can provide information too.
With regard to trusting family and friends, it may be helpful for the therapist to
explain why other people sometimes react negatively to the patient²as a defense
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against their own feelings of helplessness and vulnerability, or their own need to
retain the just-world belief. Sometimes other people react negatively or withdraw
EHFDXVHWKH\MXVWGRQ¶WNQRZKRZWRUHDFWRUZKDWWRVD\DQGWKHSDWLHQW
interprets their reactions as rejection. Sometimes the patient cannot even
recognize that family members are also hurting and upset because of what
happened to him. It is not unusual for a patient to say, ³%XWZK\ZRXOGWKH\EH
XSVHW",WKDSSHQHGWRPH´The therapist can discuss with the patient how to ask
for the support he needs from others (e.g., ³,GRQ WQHHGDGYLFH,MXVWQHHG\RXWR
OLVWHQDQGXQGHUVWDQGZKDW,DPJRLQJWKURXJK´).
With regard to self-trust, it is important for the therapist to point out that it is
probable that other people would not have picked up on cues that the event was
going to occur either, and that no one can know for sure what the outcome of her
behaviors will be in the middle of an emergency (or what the outcome would
have been if she had done something else). In addition, while 20/20 hindsight
may be more accurate, no one has perfect judgment about how other people are
going to behave in the future. However, in being overly suspicious of everyone,
the patient may lose many people who are, in fact, trustworthy. In the end, she
will end up feeling isolated and alienated from people who could provide genuine
support and intimacy.

Self-trust

Introduction to Power/Control Issues Related to Self and Others
The theme of power and control is introduced next as the topic for the next
session. The patient is given the Power/Control Module to read and work with for
the next session. Self-power (self-HIILFDF\ UHIHUVWRDSHUVRQ¶VH[SHFWDWLRQVWKDW
she can solve problems and meet new challenges. Because the event was out of
their control, traumatized people often attempt complete control over other
situations and their emotions. These people may adopt the unrealistic belief that
they must control everything or they will be completely out of control. Again,
there is a tendency to engage in either/or thinking. Conversely, if someone overgeneralizes and believes she has no control over anything, she may refuse to make
any decisions or be proactive with her life because she believes that nothing will
work out anyway. Like trust, control is also multidimensional, so it is appropriate
for the therapist to say, ³&RQWUROZLWKUHJDUGWRZKDW"<RXUHPRWLRQV"<RXU
VSHQGLQJ"<RXUQHUYRXVKDELWV"´ It is not uncommon for patients with PTSD to
EHOLHYHWKDWLIWKH\GRQ¶WFODPSGRZQRQWKHLUHPRWLRQVWKDWWKH\ZLOOJRWRWKH
other extreme and lose control completely.

Give patient
Power/
Control
Handout

Power with regard to others involves the belief that one can or cannot control
future outcomes in interpersonal relationships. People who have been the victim
of interpersonal violence, particularly by acquaintances, attempt to have complete
control in any new relationships they may develop after the trauma and have
difficulty allowing the other member to have any control. As a result, previously
existing relationships may become disrupted, or they may have great difficulty
establishing new relationships, and possibly avoid the situation all together. This
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issue is usually closely tied to trust of others and should be explored for stuck
points.
The therapist should describe how prior experience affects these beliefs and how
traumatic events can confirm negative or disrupt positive beliefs. For practice, the
patient should continue using worksheets to analyze and confront these beliefs.
Practice Assignment
³8VHWKH&KDOOHQJLQJ%HOLHIV:RUNVKHHWVWRFRQWLQXHWRDGGUHVV
your stuck points. After reading the Power/Control Module and
thinking about LWFRPSOHWHZRUNVKHHWVRQWKLVWRSLF´
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Sample Session 9 Progress Note
Contact: 50-minute psychotherapy session
Content: This was the ninth session of CPT for PTSD. The patient completed his practice
assignment related to daily completion of the Challenging Beliefs Worksheet. Examples from
these worksheets were reviewed to offer further cognitive restructuring and to fine-tune
completion of the worksheets. Trust-related stuck points were specifically targeted. Stuck
points related to power/control were introduced, and he agreed to read materials related to
this theme. The patient also agreed to complete a Challenging Beliefs Worksheet each day
about stuck points before the next session.
Plan: Continued CPT
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PCL-S: WEEKLY
Instructions:
AB'<("-#3+8'$7+'/(-$'-$8+--)>&'+C9+8#+"D+'E(>'7%=+'+C9+8#+"D+3'11111111111111111111111111111111B'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
''
'
''''''
'''''''''''F+=+"$G'
HB'I+8+'#-'%'&#-$'()'98(J&+/-'%"3'D(/9&%#"$-'$7%$'9+(9&+'-(/+$#/+-'7%=+'#"'8+-9("-+'$('-$8+--)>&'&#)+'
+C9+8#+"D+-B''*&+%-+'8+%3'+%D7'("+'D%8+)>&&EK'%"3'$7+"'#"3#D%$+K'>-#"4'$7+'">/J+8-'$('$7+'8#47$K'7(L'
/>D7'E(>'7%=+'J++"'J($7+8+3'JE'$7%$'98(J&+/'#"'$7+'9%-$'!""#B$
Not
at all

A
little
bit

Moderately

Quite
a bit

Extremely

1. Repeated, disturbing memories, thoughts, or images, of the
stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

2. Repeated, disturbing dreams of the stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

3. Suddenly acting or feeling as if the stressful experience was
happening again (as if you were reliving it)?
4. Feeling very upset when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
5. Having physical reactions (e.g., heart pounding, trouble
breathing, sweating) when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
6. Avoiding thinking about or talking about the stressful
experience or avoiding having feelings related to it?
7. Avoiding activities or situations because they reminded you
of the stressful experience?
8. Trouble remembering important parts of the stressful
experience?

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

9. Loss of interest in activities that you used to enjoy?

1

2

3

4

5

10. Feeling distant or cut off from other people?

1

2

3

4

5

11. Feeling emotionally numb or being unable to have loving
feelings for those close to you?

1

2

3

4

5

12. Feeling as if your future will somehow be cut short?

1

2

3

4

5

13. Trouble falling or staying asleep?

1

2

3

4

5

14. Feeling irritable or having angry outbursts?

1

2

3

4

5

15. Having difficulty concentrating?

1

2

3

4

5

16. %HLQJ³VXSHU-DOHUW´RUZDWFKIXORURQJXDUG"

1

2

3

4

5

17. Feeling jumpy or easily startled?

1

2

3

4

5

PCL-S for D SM-IV (11/1/94) Weathers, Litz, Huska, & Keane National Center for PT S D ± Behavioral
Science Division.
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Irrelevant factors?

Based on feelings or facts?

Low versus high probability?

Source unreliable?

Out of context?

Emotional reasoning:

Mind reading:
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Now what do you feel? 0=100%

H. Emotion(s)

Re-rate how much you now believe
the thought(s)/stuck point(s) in
Column B from 0=100%

Rate belief in alternative thought(s)
from 0-100%

What else can I say instead of
Column B? How else can I interpret
the event instead of Column B?

F. Alternative Thought(s)

Specify sad, angry, etc.,
and rate how strongly you
feel each emotion from 0100%

Over-generalizing:

Oversimplifying:

Disregarding important aspects:

Exaggerating or minimizing:

Jumping to conclusions:

Use the Patterns of Problematic
Thinking Worksheet to decide if this is
one of your problematic patterns of
thinking.

E. Problematic Patterns

G. Re-rate Old Thought(s)

Extreme or exaggerated?

All or none?

Interpretations not accurate?

Habit or fact?

Evidence Against?

Evidence For?

Consider if the thought is balanced
and factual or extreme.

Use Challenging Questions to
examine your automatic thoughts from
Column B.

D. Challenging Thoughts

C. Emotion(s)

Write thought(s)/stuck
point(s) related to Column
A. Rate belief in each
thought/stuck point below
from 0-100%
(How much do you believe
this thought?)

B. Thought(s)/Stuck
Point(s)

Challenging Beliefs Worksheet
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Describe the event,
thought or belief leading
to the unpleasant
emotion(s).

A. Situation

!
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Summary of Session 10: Power/Control Issues
1. A dminister P C L-S (in waiting room if possible), collect, and store. Complete
Session 10 Practice Assignment Review and set agenda. (5 minutes)
2. Discuss connection. Set agenda between power/control and self-blame, and help
challenge related problematic cognitions using the C hallenging Beliefs Wor ksheet
(10 minutes)
¾ Help patient gain a balanced view of power/control
- No such thing as total control, but not completely helpless either
¾ Address anger issues:
- Over-arousal, lack of sleep, increased startled reactions
- ³6WXIIHG´ZKHQXQDEOHWRH[SUHVVDWWLPHRIHYHQW
- Anger vs. aggression (not the same thing)²can come out on family
- $QJHUDWVHOIIRU³VKRXOGKDYHGRQHV´
- Innocence/responsibility/intentionality
- Is descriEHGE\RWKHUVDVD³FRQWUROIUHDN´
3. Review ways of giving and taking power using the handout (10 minutes)
4. Introduce fourth of five problem areas: Esteem issues related to self and others
(15 minutes)
¾ Review Esteem Module; self and others
¾ Explore paWLHQW¶VVHOI-esteem before event
5. Assign practice and problem solve re: completion (5 minutes)
¾ Identify stuck points daily, one relating to esteem issues, and confront them using
the Challenging Beliefs Worksheet
¾ Practice giving and receiving compliments daily
¾ Do at least one nice thing for self each day
¾ Have the patient continue reading Trauma Accounts if he still has strong emotions
about them.
6. C heck-LQUHSDWLHQW¶VUHDFWLRQVWRVHVVLRQ(5 minutes)
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Session 10: Power/Control Issues
The goals of Session 10 are:
7RUHYLHZWKHSDWLHQW¶V&KDOOHQJLQJ%HOLHIV:RUNVKHHWVRQFRQWURODQGSRZHU
2. To introduce the Esteem Module for challenging self- and other-esteem issues.
3. To assign the patient to practice giving and receiving compliments.
4. To assign the patient to do at least one nice thing for herself every day
(pleasant events scheduling).

Session 10
goals

Connection Between Power/Control and Self-Blame
7KHVHVVLRQVKRXOGEHJLQZLWKDGLVFXVVLRQRIWKHSDWLHQW¶VDWWHPSWVWRFKDQJH
cognitions about control/power. The therapist needs to help the patient regain a
balanced view of power and control. Realistically, no one has complete control
over all events that occur to them, or the behavior of other people. On the other
hand, people are not completely helpless. They can influence the course of events,
and they can control their own reactions to those events. If a patient believes that
he has no control over his life, the therapist may walk the service member through
his day focusing on all the decisions he made, or assign him to monitor decisions
for an entire day. Usually, by the time the patient completes the assignment, he
realizes how many hundreds of decisions are made in a day, from what time to get
up, to what to wear and to eat, to what route to take to work, etc. Patients very
often blame some small everyday decision for putting them in the location and
circumstances of the traumatic event. The therapist can remind the patient that if
the traumatic event had not happened, he never would have remembered the
decisions that he made that day. Only because the outcome was so catastrophic do
people go back and try to question all the decisions they made that day, and
mentally try to undo those decisions.

Helping the
patient gain a
balanced view

For example, one patient had come to believe that she was helpless and
incompetent in many areas of her life because of her helplessness during the
traumatic event. As a result of feeling incompetent, she did not assert herself
when she had the opportunity. She believed that such efforts would be futile. She
was stuck in a job that was unsatisfying and felt helpless to influence her
HPSOR\HU¶VXQUHDVRQDEOHGHPDQGV:KHQWhe therapist began to help her look at
KHURSWLRQVVKHEHJDQWRVHHVKHZDVQ¶WWRWDOO\KHOSOHVV$VVKHEHJDQWRDSSO\
and get interviews for other jobs, she felt more comfortable asserting herself with
her boss. Although she eventually left that job for a better one, her last months on
the first job were more satisfying, and she was able to see that she could effect
change in other people.
Another patient believed that he was completely in or completely out of control.
His automatic thought was ³,I,¶PQRWLQFRQWUROZKRLV",FDQ¶WGHFLGHDQ\WKLQJ
LI,¶PQRWLQFRQWURODQG,GRQ¶WKDYHDFKRLFHLQWKHPDWWHULIVRPHRQHHOVHLV
FRQWUROOLQJWKHVLWXDWLRQ´Periodically, in reaction to the tight control over his
emotions and attempts to control everything and everyone else, he would totally
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lose control by getting drunk to the point of unconsciousness. In this case, it was
necessary for the therapist to help the patient view control as falling on a
FRQWLQXXP7KHSDWLHQW¶VDOWHUQDWLYHWKRXJKWZDV³,GRQ¶Whave to have total
FRQWURORYHUHYHU\WKLQJWRKDYHFRQWURORYHUPRVWRIP\GHFLVLRQV´
Control issues are evident in people who exhibit compulsive behavior such as
checking and rechecking, compulsive neatness, binging and purging, etc. These
patients need to understand how their behavior, an attempt to control their
emotions, serves as an escape or avoidance. In fact, as compulsions increase over
time, the patient is eventually controlled by them rather than the other way
around. Reframing the behavior as out of control may help the patient to shift his
thinking about the effectiveness of the compulsive behavior. Response prevention
of the behavior and tolerance of affect are the means of treatment, perhaps after
completing the CPT protocol if the behavior continues to be a significant
problem.

Addressing
control issues

The topic of anger frequently emerges in treatment with veterans. Some anger is
related to the hyperarousal symptoms of PTSD such as irritability from
physiological arousal, lack of sleep, and frequent startle reactions. It is important
to also remember that while fear is associated with the fight-flight response, so is
anger. Environmental cues may trigger anger associated with the fight response
that did not stop when the imminent danger stopped. In fact, military training
encourages the fight and anger response. Unfortunately, there is no equivalent
WLPHLQWUDLQLQJWRWXUQRIIWKH³EDWWOHPLQG´ZKHQWKHVHUYLFHPHPEHUUHWXUQV
home.

Addressing
anger issues

While some veterans and many crime victims report that they did not experience
anger during the event, many people find feelings of anger emerge in the
aftermath. However, because the person or persons who harmed them may not be
available for them to express their anger (or are too dangerous to express anger
toward), the anger is sometimes left without a target and is experienced as
helpless anger. Some victims turn their anger on those who are close by, family
and friends. Many people have never been taught to discriminate between anger
and aggression and believe that aggression is the appropriate outlet for anger.

Anger vs.
aggression

Anger directed at self often emerges, as traumatized people dwell on all the things
WKH\³VKRXOG´KDYHGRQHWRSUHYHQWWKHHYHQWRUGHIHQGWKHPVHOYHV0DQ\SHRSOH
entering therapy are angry at themselves for this reason. Once they are able to see
that a change in their behavior may not have prevented the event, they may direct
their anger outward at anyone they perceive to have taken away their control and
created feelings of helplessness. Anger may also be directed at society, at
government, or at other individuals who may be held responsible for not
preventing the event in some way. As in the case of guilt, it may be necessary for
the therapist to help the patient discriminate innocence, responsibility, and
intentionality. Only the intentional perpetrator of events should be blamed. Others
may be responsible for setting the stage or inadvertently increasing the risk to the
service member, but they should not have an equal share of the blame and anger.
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One patient in therapy expressed anger at himself because he felt he was not
competent to deal with the event. In this case, his stuck point was that he should
have been able to recover from this event quickly and by himself. He began to
question his competence in many areas of his life. In this case, the therapist
needed to remind the patient that most people have difficulties following severe
traumas and that some events in life are too big to be handled all alone.
Ways of Giving and Taking Power
"#$%!&'(!)#&*($&!&'(!+#,-!./!0*1*$2!#$%!3#4*$2!5.6(7!"#$%.8&9!!
!
³7KHUHDUHPDQ\ZD\VSHRSOHJLYHDQGWDNHWKHLUSRZHU<RXFDQGR
!"#$%&''()'(#&!*+,%)(%#-&''()'(#&!*+,%&-.%!"#$%$"**!%/#0*$%1$%$)2*%
*3&2'+*$4%5)(%*3&2'+*6%#7%,)1%!*++%,)1(%'&(!-*(%,)1%8#++%-)!%"&0*%$*3%
1-+*$$%"*9$"*%.)*$%:;<6%,)1%&(*%!&=#-/%')8*(%#-%&%-*/&!#0*%8&,4%>(6%
#7%,)1%?&$*%,)1(%&@!#)-$%)(%?*"&0#)($%$)+*+,%)-%!"*%(*&@!#)-$%,)1%
*3'*@!%7()2%)!"*($6%,)1%&(*%/#0#-/%,)1(%')8*(%&8&,4%A76%)-%!"*%)!"*(%
"&-.6%,)1%.)%$)2*!"#-/%B)(%.)%-)!%.)%$)2*!"#-/C%?*@&1$*%,)1%8&-!%
!)%&-.%#!%2&=*$%,)1%7**+%/)).6%,)1%&(*%!&=#-/%,)1(%')8*(%
&''()'(#&!*+,4%%
%
³&DQ\RXJLYHPHDQH[DPSOHRIWKLQJVWKDW\RXGRWKDWILWLQHDFKRI
!"*%@&!*/)(#*$%?*+)8D%E(*%!"*$*%?*"&0#)($%!"&!%,)1%8)1+.%+#=*%!)%
@"&-/*D%F"&!%$!1@=%')#-!$%=**'%,)1(%7()2%2&=#-/%!"*%@"&-/*$%,)1%
ZRXOGOLNHWRPDNH"´%

Ways of
giving and
taking power

Introduction to Esteem Issues Related to Self and Others
The remainder of the session should focus on the theme of esteem. The therapist
briefly goes over the Esteem Module with the patient and describes how selfesteem and esteem toward others can be disrupted by traumatic events. The
SDWLHQW¶VVHOI-esteem before the event should be explored.

Introducing
Esteem

Practice Assignment
For practice, drawing from the Esteem Module, the patient completes Challenging
Beliefs Worksheets on stuck points for self- and other-esteem. In addition, the
patient is assigned to practice giving and receiving compliments during the week
and to do at least one nice thing for herself each day without any conditions or
strings attached (e.g., exercise, read a magazine, call a friend to chat). These
assignments are given to help the patient become comfortable with the idea that
she is worthy of compliments and pleasant events without having to earn them or
disown them. The assignments are also intended to help the patient connect
socially with others because those with PTSD tend to isolate themselves. Pleasant
events scheduling can also be helpful for those with depression and may assist
with relapse prevention.
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³$IWHUUHDGLQJWKH(VWHHP0RGXOHXVHWKHZRUNVKHHWVWRFRQIURQW
stuck points regarding self- and other-esteem.
³,QDGGLWLRQWRWKHZRUNVKHHWVSUDFWLFHJLYLQJDQGUHFHLYLQJ
compliments during the week and do at least one nice thing for
yourself each day (without having to earn it). Write down on this
sheet what you did for yoXUVHOIDQGZKR\RXFRPSOLPHQWHG´
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Sample Session 10 Progress Note
Contact: 50-minute psychotherapy session
Content: This was the 10th session of CPT for PTSD. The patient completed his practice
assignment related to daily completion of the Challenging Beliefs Worksheet. Examples from
these worksheets were reviewed to offer further cognitive restructuring and to fine-tune
completion of the worksheets. Power-/control-related stuck points were specifically targeted.
Stuck points related to esteem were introduced, and he agreed to read materials related to this
theme. The patient also agreed to complete a Challenging Beliefs Worksheet about stuck
points and give or receive a compliment each day before the next session. He also agreed to
do one nice thing for himself daily.
Plan: Continued CPT
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67+8%9#-$'!"#$#%&-0'1111111111111111111111'''''''''''''''''''':%$+0'111111111111'''5+--#("0'11111111111'
'
;(8/%$'()'<*60'!"3#=#3>%&''''?8(>9''''<*6@<''''<*6''
'

PCL-S: WEEKLY
Instructions:
AB'<("-#3+8'$7+'/(-$'-$8+--)>&'+C9+8#+"D+'E(>'7%=+'+C9+8#+"D+3'11111111111111111111111111111111B'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
''
'
''''''
'''''''''''F+=+"$G'
HB'I+8+'#-'%'&#-$'()'98(J&+/-'%"3'D(/9&%#"$-'$7%$'9+(9&+'-(/+$#/+-'7%=+'#"'8+-9("-+'$('-$8+--)>&'&#)+'
+C9+8#+"D+-B''*&+%-+'8+%3'+%D7'("+'D%8+)>&&EK'%"3'$7+"'#"3#D%$+K'>-#"4'$7+'">/J+8-'$('$7+'8#47$K'7(L'
/>D7'E(>'7%=+'J++"'J($7+8+3'JE'$7%$'98(J&+/'#"'$7+'9%-$'!""#B$
Not
at all

A
little
bit

Moderately

Quite
a bit

Extremely

1. Repeated, disturbing memories, thoughts, or images, of the
stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

2. Repeated, disturbing dreams of the stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

3. Suddenly acting or feeling as if the stressful experience was
happening again (as if you were reliving it)?
4. Feeling very upset when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
5. Having physical reactions (e.g., heart pounding, trouble
breathing, sweating) when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
6. Avoiding thinking about or talking about the stressful
experience or avoiding having feelings related to it?
7. Avoiding activities or situations because they reminded you
of the stressful experience?
8. Trouble remembering important parts of the stressful
experience?

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

9. Loss of interest in activities that you used to enjoy?

1

2

3

4

5

10. Feeling distant or cut off from other people?

1

2

3

4

5

11. Feeling emotionally numb or being unable to have loving
feelings for those close to you?

1

2

3

4

5

12. Feeling as if your future will somehow be cut short?

1

2

3

4

5

13. Trouble falling or staying asleep?

1

2

3

4

5

14. Feeling irritable or having angry outbursts?

1

2

3

4

5

15. Having difficulty concentrating?

1

2

3

4

5

16. %HLQJ³VXSHU-DOHUW´RUZDWFKIXORURQJXDUG"

1

2

3

4

5

17. Feeling jumpy or easily startled?

1

2

3

4

5

PCL-S for D SM-IV (11/1/94) Weathers, Litz, Huska, & Keane National Center for PT S D ± Behavioral
Science Division.
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Irrelevant factors?

Based on feelings or facts?

Low versus high probability?

Source unreliable?

Out of context?

Emotional reasoning:

Mind reading:

Page 169

Now what do you feel? 0-100%

H. Emotion(s)

Re-rate how much you now believe
the thought(s)/stuck point(s) in
Column B from 0-100%

Rate belief in alternative thought(s)
from 0-100%

What else can I say instead of
Column B? How else can I interpret
the event instead of Column B?

F. Alternative Thought(s)

Specify sad, angry, etc.,
and rate how strongly you
feel each emotion from 0100%

Over-generalizing:

Oversimplifying:

Disregarding important aspects:

Exaggerating or minimizing:

Jumping to conclusions:

Use the Patterns of Problematic
Thinking Worksheet to decide if this is
one of your problematic patterns of
thinking.

E. Problematic Patterns

G. Re-rate Old Thought(s)

Extreme or exaggerated?

All or none?

Interpretations not accurate?

Habit or fact?

Evidence Against?

Evidence For?

Consider if the thought is balanced
and factual or extreme.

Use Challenging Questions to
examine your automatic thoughts from
Column B.

D. Challenging Thoughts

C. Emotion(s)

Write thought(s)/stuck
point(s) related to Column
A. Rate belief in each
thought/stuck point below
from 0-100%
(How much do you believe
this thought?)

B. Thought(s)/Stuck
Point(s)

Challenging Beliefs Worksheet
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Describe the event,
thought or belief leading
to the unpleasant
emotion(s).

A. Situation

!

!

+,-#%"!&'()*!

!
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Session 11: Esteem Issues

!
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Summary of Session 11: Esteem Issues
1. A dminister P C L-S (in waiting room if possible), collect, and store. Complete
Session 11 Practice Assignment Review and set agenda. (5 minutes)
'LVFXVVSDWLHQW¶VUHDFWLRQVWRJLYLQJDQGUHFHLYLQJFRPSOLPHQWVDQGHQJDJLQJLQD
pleasant activity (5 minutes)
¾ Reinforce²How did it go?
¾ Compliments/Pleasant Activities
- What happened?
- Like it?
- Able to hear for self?
- Feel you deserved it?
- Recipients pleased?
- Feel guilty?
- Continue to talk?
- Encourage more and enjoy!
3. H elp patient identify esteem issues and assumptions, and challenge them using
C hallenging Beliefs Wor ksheet (20 minutes)
¾ Does patient believe she is permanently damaged as a result of the trauma?
¾ Perfectionist? Does patient believe she made a mistake?
¾ Esteem for others²over-generalize disregard to whole groups?
4. Introduce fifth of five problem areas: Intimacy issues related to self and others
(10 minutes)
¾ How have relationships been affected by the trauma?
¾ Self-intimacy²ability to calm and soothe oneself?
¾ How were these both before and after?
¾ Any problems: e.g., food? alcohol? spending?
5. Assign practice and problem solve re: completion (5 minutes)
¾ Patient should identify stuck points, one of which relates to Intimacy issues, and
confront them using the Challenging Beliefs Worksheet
¾ Write Impact Statement (discuss the purpose of this)
¾ Continue to give and receive compliments
¾ Continue to do at least one nice thing for self each day
¾ Have the patient continue reading Trauma Accounts if he still has strong emotions
about them.
6. C heck-LQUHSDWLHQW¶VUHDFWLRQVWRVHVVLRQ(5 minutes)
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Session 11: Esteem Issues
The goals of Session 11 are:
1. To review the compliments and nice things that the patient has done for
himself.
2. To review the Challenging Beliefs Worksheets on esteem and other topics.
3. To introduce the concepts of self- and other-intimacy.
4. To assign Challenging Beliefs Worksheets on intimacy.
5. To assign a new Impact Statement.

Session 11
goals

Giving and Receiving Compliments
7KHWKHUDSLVWVKRXOGUHLQIRUFHWKHSDWLHQW¶VHIIRUWVWRJLYHDQGUHFHLYH
compliments and to do nice things for herself. Was she able to hear the
compliment without immediately rejecting it? (T: ³-XVWVD\WKDQN\RXDQGWKLnk
DERXWZKDWWKH\VDLG´) What happened when she gave compliments? Did the
recipients seemed pleased? Did they continue to talk with the patient? The patient
is asked how she felt when doing nice things for herself (e.g., did she feel that she
did not deserve it? or feel guilty?). She should be encouraged to continue to do
nice things for herself, practice giving and receiving compliments daily, and to
allow herself to enjoy them. The therapist can help the patient to generate some
self-esteem-enhancing self-statements if she tends to make disparaging comments
about herself.

Giving and
receiving
compliments

Identifying Esteem Issues and Assumptions
The patient and therapist then discuss the Challenging Beliefs Worksheets on
esteem. A very common stuck point on the topic of self-esteem is that the patient
is now damaged in some way because of the event. Because he has been suffering
from flashbacks, nightmares, startle reactions, etc., the patient may have
concluded that he is crazy or is permanently damaged. Perceiving oneself as
damaged, believing that one has poor judgment, or believing that others blame
KLPIRUWKLQJVKHGLGRUGLGQRWGRDERXWWKHHYHQWDOOHDWDZD\DWRQH¶VJOREDO
perception of self-esteem. In the case of interpersonal crimes (such as military
sexual trauma) the victim may also conclude that there must have been something
wrong with him to begin with to have been targeted. If the patient makes global
negative comments about himself, the therapist can begin by pinning down what
the patient is being self-critical about. Like trust, esteem is a global construct that
is multidimensional.

Identifying
self-esteem
issues &
assumptions

It is sometimes helpful to address issues about perfectionism here. Patients often
have poor opinions of themselves because they so harshly judge themselves
whenever they make a mistake. This overgeneralization follows logically from
WKHSDWLHQW¶VEHOLHIWKDWVKHPDGHPLVWDNHVEHIRUHGXULQJRUDIWHUWKHWUDXPDWLF
event. It may be helpful for the therapist to remind the patient about the basic
unfairness she is practicing with herself.

Addressing
perfectionism
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T: :KDWZRXOG\RXWKLQNRIDWHDFKHUZKRVDLG³,I\RXGRQ¶WJHW
FRUUHFW\RXZLOOHDUQDQ)LQWKHFRXUVH"´
P: I would say that is unfair.
T: Right. That way there would be two grades, A for perfect, F for
everything else. Normally an A, an outstanding grade, goes to
those people who score 90% or better. That gives people up to
10% mistakes and still be considered outstanding. 80% would be
above average and 70% would be aYHUDJH6ROHW¶VJUDGH
yesterday. You say it was a bad day and that you really screwed
XSZKHQ\RXGLGQ¶WKDQGOHWKDWSKRQHFDOODWZRUNDVZHOODV\RX
would have liked. It sounds like you gave yourself an F.
P: I did.
T: So how many things did you do yesterday? How many decisions
did you make? What percentage correct did you have for the
day?
P: :HOOZKHQ\RXSXWLWWKDWZD\«,JXHVV,GLGILQH%XWORWVRIWKH
WKLQJV,GLG\HVWHUGD\GRQ¶WPDWWHUDVPXFKDVWKHPLVWDNH,
made at work.
T: Sure. Not everything has equal importance. At school, some of
your projects earned more points than others, too. Was it the
most important activity of the day?
P: Yes, I think so.
T: Was it the most important event or activity of the week?
P: No. Two days before, I turned in a big report to my boss that I
had worked on for weeks. She was very pleased with what I had
done.
T: So, if you give yourself a grade only for the day, it would carry
more points, but if you gave yourself a grade for the entire week,
it would not be very important?
P: No, I would give myself an A for the week.
T: Thinking of it that way, do your emotions feel a bit less than
ZKHQ\RXILUVWVDLGWKDW\RXZHUHDIDLOXUHDQGFRXOGQ¶WGR
anything right?
P: (Laughs) Yeah. It is such a bad habit to make those extreme
statements.
T: And to believe them when you say them.
P: Yes, at the time, it feels right and true.
T: Sure. It feels right because it is what you have been practicing
for a long time. It is a habit rather than a fact. Just because it
IHHOVULJKWGRHVQ¶WPDNHLWWUXH
With regard to esteem for others, it is not uncommon for patients to
overgeneralize their disregard for the perpetrator of a traumatic event to an entire
group (e.g., Asians or Iraqis). In these cases when the patient maligns all
humanity or some subgroup of the population, it is important for the therapist to
help him move off of the extreme and down the continuum. The patient will need
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to look for and acknowledge the exceptions to his over-generalized schema in
order to accommodate the schema more realistically.
$QRWKHUZD\LQZKLFKEHOLHIVDERXWWKH³JRRGQHVVEDGQHVV´RIKXPDQVLVDIIHFWHG
following traumatic events is through selective attention. For example, before
being criminally victimized, many people pay little attention to reports about
crime in the media. After being victimized, they begin to notice how often the
topic emerges on the news, programs on television, or in magazines. Because they
are now attending to crime, it appears to them that crime is everywhere and that
all people are bad. They forget that these events are being reported because they
DUH³QHZV´DQGWKDWPRVWSHRSOHDUHQRWYLFWLPL]LQJRUEHLQJYLFWLPL]HGGDLO\
Like crime, other devastating events such as natural disasters, wars, plane crashes,
and terrorist activities may not elicit much attention until they strike near home.
Then these events suddenly become very real and very personal. And the victims
often over-generalize blame of others (as well as themselves) in order to regain a
sense of control. It is not at all unusual for patients with PTSD to over-generalize
to the entire population of the country that was at war and assume that everyone
in that country has identical attitudes about Americans and the war. The patient
may express great disdain for everyone from that country, even those people who
have lived in the United States for generations.
Another topic that emerges frequently with patients as an other-esteem issue is an
over-DFFRPPRGDWHGYLHZSRLQWRIWKH³JRYHUQPHQW´-XVWOLNHWKHZRUGV³WUXVW´RU
³FRQWURO´³JRYHUQPHQW´LVDQRYHUO\JHQHUDOWHUP,QIDFWVRPHSDWLHQWVZLWK
PTSD use their outrage at the government as an avoidance strategy. Instead of
focusing on specific traumatic events, some patients with PTSD will immediately
try to move the focus to politics and the government (avoidance by rhetoric or
diatribe). It is important for the therapist early in therapy to bring the focus of the
discussion back to the index event and not allow the patient to dominate the
session with ranting. And just as the therapist may ask, ³WUXVWZLWKUHJDUGWR
ZKDW"´ he or she can also ask, ³:KDWGR\RXPHDQE\JRYHUQPHQW"'R\RXPHDQ
the federal government? Which administration or which branch of government?
Do you mean state or local government? Are they all the same? When you say
that the government is no good, does that mean that when you call 911 no one
DQVZHUVWKHSKRQH"´ As with other overly vague terms, it is important for the
patient to move off of the extreme and see the different types and categories that
he might in fact judge in a more graded fashion. Although this issue might
emerge early in therapy, it could reemerge with the topic of esteem and can be
challenged again.

Addressing
selective
attention

Addressing an
overaccommodated
viewpoint of the
government

Intimacy Issues Related to Self and Others
The topic of intimacy is introduced toward the end of the session, and the
therapist and patient briefly discuss how relationships may have been affected by
the event. Intimacy with others (or lack of intimacy) will be easier to identify than
self-intimacy. However, it is important that there is a focus on nonsexual intimacy
as well as sexual intimacy. Self-intimacy is the ability to soothe and calm oneself
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and to be alone without feeling lonely or empty. Self-intimacy moves beyond
self-esteem and includes a strong sense of self-HIILFDF\DQGFRPIRUWZLWKRQH¶V
own company. The patient is encouraged to recognize how intimacy with self and
others was before the event and how it was affected by the event. The therapist
and patient should discuss any problems with inappropriate external attempts to
self-soothe (e.g., alcohol, food, spending, etc.) that were likely discussed earlier in
the therapy but should be reinforced here. Again, the patient should use the
Challenging Beliefs Worksheets to confront maladaptive self-statements and to
generate more comforting statements.

Give patient
Intimacy
handout

Practice Assignment
Finally, in order to assess how the patient's beliefs have changed since the start of
treatment, the patient is asked to write a new Impact Statement reflecting what it
now means to her that the event(s) happened, and what her current beliefs are in
relation to the five topics of safety, trust, power/control, esteem, and intimacy. It
is important to stress that the patient should write about her current thoughts and
not how she may have thought in the past.
³8VHWKH,QWLPDF\0RGXOHDQG&KDOOHQJLQJ%HOLHIV:RUNVKHHWVWR
confront stuck points regarding self- and other-intimacy. Continue
completing worksheets on previous topics that are still problematic.

Assign
Session 11
practice
assignment

³3OHDVHZULWHDWOHDVWRQHSDJHRQZKDW\RXWKLQN now about why
this traumatic event(s) occurred. Also, consider what you believe
now about yourself, others, and the world in the following areas:
VDIHW\WUXVWSRZHUFRQWUROHVWHHPDQGLQWLPDF\´
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Sample Session 11 Progress Note
Contact: 50-minute psychotherapy session
Content: This was the 11th session of CPT for PTSD. The patient completed his practice
assignment related to completing the Challenging Beliefs Worksheet daily, giving/receiving
a compliment each day, and doing something nice for himself each day. Examples from the
worksheets were reviewed to offer further cognitive restructuring and to fine-tune completion
of the worksheets. Esteem-related stuck points were specifically targeted. Stuck points
related to intimacy were introduced, and he agreed to read materials related to this theme.
The patient also agreed to complete a Challenging Beliefs Worksheet about stuck points each
day and to write another Impact Statement describing his current thoughts and beliefs about
himself, others, and the world related to his traumatic experiences.
Plan: Conclusion of CPT at next session
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PCL-S: WEEKLY
Instructions:
AB'<("-#3+8'$7+'/(-$'-$8+--)>&'+C9+8#+"D+'E(>'7%=+'+C9+8#+"D+3'11111111111111111111111111111111B'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
''
'
''''''
'''''''''''F+=+"$G'
HB'I+8+'#-'%'&#-$'()'98(J&+/-'%"3'D(/9&%#"$-'$7%$'9+(9&+'-(/+$#/+-'7%=+'#"'8+-9("-+'$('-$8+--)>&'&#)+'
+C9+8#+"D+-B''*&+%-+'8+%3'+%D7'("+'D%8+)>&&EK'%"3'$7+"'#"3#D%$+K'>-#"4'$7+'">/J+8-'$('$7+'8#47$K'7(L'
/>D7'E(>'7%=+'J++"'J($7+8+3'JE'$7%$'98(J&+/'#"'$7+'9%-$'!""#B$
Not
at all

A
little
bit

Moderately

Quite
a bit

Extremely

1. Repeated, disturbing memories, thoughts, or images, of the
stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

2. Repeated, disturbing dreams of the stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

3. Suddenly acting or feeling as if the stressful experience was
happening again (as if you were reliving it)?
4. Feeling very upset when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
5. Having physical reactions (e.g., heart pounding, trouble
breathing, sweating) when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
6. Avoiding thinking about or talking about the stressful
experience or avoiding having feelings related to it?
7. Avoiding activities or situations because they reminded you
of the stressful experience?
8. Trouble remembering important parts of the stressful
experience?

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

9. Loss of interest in activities that you used to enjoy?

1

2

3

4

5

10. Feeling distant or cut off from other people?

1

2

3

4

5

11. Feeling emotionally numb or being unable to have loving
feelings for those close to you?

1

2

3

4

5

12. Feeling as if your future will somehow be cut short?

1

2

3

4

5

13. Trouble falling or staying asleep?

1

2

3

4

5

14. Feeling irritable or having angry outbursts?

1

2

3

4

5

15. Having difficulty concentrating?

1

2

3

4

5

16. %HLQJ³VXSHU-DOHUW´RUZDWFKIXORURQJXDUG"

1

2

3

4

5

17. Feeling jumpy or easily startled?

1

2

3

4

5

PCL-S for D SM-IV (11/1/94) Weathers, Litz, Huska, & Keane National Center for PT S D ± Behavioral
Science Division.
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Irrelevant factors?

Based on feelings or facts?

Low versus high probability?

Source unreliable?

Out of context?

Emotional reasoning:

Mind reading:
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Now what do you feel? 0-100%

H. Emotion(s)

Re-rate how much you now believe
the thought(s)/stuck point(s) in
Column B from 0-100%

Rate belief in alternative thought(s)
from 0-100%

What else can I say instead of
Column B? How else can I interpret
the event instead of Column B?

F. Alternative Thought(s)

Specify sad, angry, etc.,
and rate how strongly you
feel each emotion from 0100%

Over-generalizing:

Oversimplifying:

Disregarding important aspects:

Exaggerating or minimizing:

Jumping to conclusions:

Use the Patterns of Problematic
Thinking Worksheet to decide if this is
one of your problematic patterns of
thinking.

E. Problematic Patterns

G. Re-rate Old Thought(s)

Extreme or exaggerated?

All or none?

Interpretations not accurate?

Habit or fact?

Evidence Against?

Evidence For?

Consider if the thought is balanced
and factual or extreme.

Use Challenging Questions to
examine your automatic thoughts from
Column B.

D. Challenging Thoughts

C. Emotion(s)

Write thought(s)/stuck
point(s) related to Column
A. Rate belief in each
thought /stuck point below
from 0-100%
(How much do you believe
this thought?)

B. Thought(s)/Stuck
Point(s)

Challenging Beliefs Worksheet
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Describe the event,
thought or belief leading
to the unpleasant
emotion(s).

A. Situation
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Session 12: Intimacy Issues and Meaning of the Event
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Summary of Session 12: Intimacy Issues and Meaning of the Event
1. A dminister P C L-S (in waiting room if possible), collect, and store. Complete
Session 12 Practice Assignment Review and set agenda. (5 minutes)
2. H elp patient identify intimacy issue, assumptions, and any remaining stuck points,
and challenge them using C hallenging Beliefs Wor ksheet (15 minutes)
¾ Focus on development and maintenance of relationships
¾ Be watchful for deficits in self-soothing (Food? Alcohol? Spending?)
¾ Intimacy
- Interpersonal Intimacy²withdrawal from others
- Sexual Intimacy²physical cueing
3. Patient
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

to read Impact Statement(s) (15 minutes)
Patient to read final Impact Statement and go over its meaning
Therapist to read original Impact Statement
Compare the two
Note how beliefs have changed by work in therapy in only a short period
5HLQIRUFHSDWLHQW¶VSURJUHVVDVDUHVXOWRIWKe work done
Any remaining distortions or problematic beliefs?

,QYROYHSDWLHQWLQUHYLHZLQJWKHFRXUVHRIWUHDWPHQWDQGSDWLHQW¶VSURJUHVV
(10 minutes)
¾ Review concepts and skills
¾ Patient to reflect on own good work, progress, and changes made
¾ Patient to take credit for facing and dealing with difficult and traumatic event
¾ &RQWLQXLQJVXFFHVVGHSHQGVRQSDWLHQW¶VFRQWLQXLQJSUDFWLFHRIVNLOOVOHDUQHG
5. H elp patient identify goals for the future and delineate strategies for meeting them
(5 minutes)
¾ Also remind patient that he is taking over as therapist now and should continue to
use the skills that he has learned
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Session 12: Intimacy Issues and Meaning of the Event
The goals of Session 12 are:
1. To review Challenging Beliefs Worksheets on intimacy and work on resolving
any stuck points that might interfere with the development or maintenance of
relationships with self and others.
2. To have the patient read the final Impact Statement.
3. To read the first Impact Statement and compare the two statements.
4. To review the course of treatment.
5. To identify goals for the future.
6. To remind patients that they are taking over as the therapist now and should
continue to practice the skills they have learned during treatment.

Session 12
goals

Identifying Intimacy Issues and Assumptions
The final session begins with a review of Challenging Beliefs Worksheets on
LQWLPDF\7KHSXUSRVHRIWKHVHVVLRQLVWRKHOSWKHSDWLHQWWRLGHQWLI\WKHSDWLHQW¶V
stuck points for intimacy. The goal for the patient is to work on these stuck points
over time with the new skills she has learned in therapy.
Self-intimacy is the ability of someone to engage in coping, self-control, and
appropriate self-soothing without relying heavily on external methods of
soothing. Problems with self-intimacy are evident if the patient has been abusing
substances, including food, or compulsively spending or gambling, or is so
dependent on others that she does not believe that she can take care of herself.
When given the assignment to write about the traumatic events, one patient
announced that she would have to eat a gallon of ice cream and smoke two packs
of cigarettes to get through it. This was a good clue to the therapist that she had
issues about self-comforting. Over the course of the therapy and particularly
during these last two sessions, this issue was addressed. These issues about selfsoothing are often related to control issues, so the issue of substance abuse is
frequently addressed earlier in treatment as well. We encourage patients to grab a
worksheet rather than grabbing for food, cigarettes, alcohol, or a credit card; to
think through what they were saying to themselves; and to calm themselves with
more appropriate self-statements and behaviors. However, if the patient has
serious problems with substances, those problems should be treated before or
simultaneously with CPT. Normally we do not start CPT unless the patients
promise to refrain from using their problematic substances while they are in
treatment. Then, although we may plant seeds and weave these issues into
treatment earlier as appropriate, we do not focus on self-intimacy as a theme until
late in therapy as we work on relapse prevention.

Self-intimacy

With regard to intimacy with others, two types of intimacy are often issues:
closeness with family/friends and sexual intimacy. Many people with PTSD
withdraw from people who could be supportive and avoid being close to others,
as a way of protecting themselves from possible rejection, blame, or further harm.

Nonsexual
intimacy with
others
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Frequently, relationships dissolve and traumatized patients avoid developing new
relationships. As a result, many of these people feel isolated and alone during
their recovery from the traumatic event.
Sexual intimacy can be a particular problem with victims of sexual assault,
although sexual functioning can be interrupted as well, in response to other kinds
of trauma. Symptoms of PTSD and depression can interfere with normal sexual
functioning, particularly sexual desire. However, to sexual assault victims, sexual
behavior becomes particularly threatening because the act of being sexual has
become a cue associated with the assault, and because of the level of trust and
YXOQHUDELOLW\WKDWLVQHFHVVDU\IRUVH[XDOLQWLPDF\7KHSDWLHQWV¶ZLWKGUDZDOIURP
others, however, is in direct conflict with their need for comfort and support from
others. These intimacy issues are often interwoven with trust issues that may still
be unresolved and deserve continued attention from the patient. Although CPT is
not intended as a sex therapy, this cognitive therapy can be useful in identifying
and correcting problematic cognitions that may interfere with sexual functioning.
However, more serious dysfunctions should be treated with other therapy
protocols designed specifically for the purpose.

Sexual
intimacy

Patient Reading of the New Impact Statement
The therapist and patient should go over the new Impact Statement about the
meaning of the event. The patient should first read his new Impact Statement to
the therapist. Below is an example of a new Impact Statement written by
³&KD]]´DQ,UDTYHWHUDQZho had been forced to shoot at a car that did not heed
warnings to stop at a checkpoint. A woman and child died in the event.

New Impact
Statement

³7KHUHLVQRGRXEWWKDWWKLVWUDXPDWLFHYHQWKDVGHHSO\LPSDFWHG
me. My thoughts about myself, others, and the world were changed,
and changed again. When I started therapy, I believed that I was a
murderer. I blamed myself completely. Now, I believe that I shot a
family, but I did not murder them. I realize that I had to do what I
did at the time, and that others around me also chose to shoot
because we had to. I will never know what that man or maybe even
family was trying to do by going through that checkpoint, but I know
now that I had no choice but to shoot to stop them. Regarding safety,
I used to think that there were people that were out to get me, but
now I realize that the probability of that is slim. Now I worry about
the stuff that everyone worries about like crazy drivers, illness, or
some accident. I also used to worry that I was going to go off and
hurt my family. I doQ¶WEHOLHYHWKDW,ZLOOGRWKDWEHFDXVH,¶YHQHYHU
done that before and basically this trauma messed with my head
DERXWKRZOLNHO\,ZRXOGEHWRKXUWVRPHRQHXQOHVV,KDGWR,¶P
trusting myself more in terms of the decisions I make, and I have
some more faith and trust in my government now that I realize that I
really needed to shoot in that situation. I think I may always struggle
ZLWKZDQWLQJWRKDYHSRZHUDQGFRQWURORYHUWKLQJVEXW,¶PZRUNLQJ
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on not having control over everything. The fact is that I GRQ¶WKDYH
control, even though I like to think that I do. My self-esteem is
improving. I have to remember that not every bad thing that happens
LVP\IDXOWDQGWKDW,GHVHUYHWREHKDSS\HYHQLI,GRQ¶WIXOO\EHOLHYH
it yet. One of the biggest things that VHHPVWREHFKDQJLQJLVWKDW,¶P
enjoying being close to my wife and my new daughter. I used to
DYRLGP\ZLIHEHFDXVH,WKRXJKW,GLGQ¶WGHVHUYHWREHKDSS\DQG
WKDW,PLJKWKXUWKHUDQGP\GDXJKWHU6ORZO\,¶PUHDOL]LQJWKDWLWLV
QRWYHU\OLNHO\WKDW,¶ll hurt them, or at least mean to hurt them. My
wife seems much happier now. I want to hold onto this ti me in my
OLIHDQGSURYLGHDJRRGOLIHIRUP\GDXJKWHUDQGZLIH,¶PKDSS\WR
know that my daughter is not going to know someone who thought
that snipers were out to get hi m, anxious, and avoiding everything. It
VRXQGVVLOO\EXW,¶PNLQGRIJODGWKDW,ZHQWWKURXJKWKLVEHFDXVH,
WKLQN,¶PJRLQJWREHEHWWHUEHFDXVHRILW´
The therapist subsequently reads to the patient his original Impact Statement that
the therapist kept from the second session (or subsequent session if not brought to
the second session) so that the patient can see how much change has taken place
in a rather short period. Usually, there is a remarkable change in the second
Impact Statement from the first, and a typical patient remark is ³'LG,UHDOO\WKLQN
WKDW"´The patient should be encouraged to examine how his beliefs have
changed as a result of the work he has done in therapy. The therapist should also
look for any remaining distortions or problematic beliefs that may need further
intervention.
Review of the Course of Treatment and Patient Progress
The rest of the session is saved for review of all the concepts and skills that have
been introduced over the course of therapy. The patient is reminded that her
success in recovering will depend on her persistence to practice her new skills and
resistance to returning to old avoidance patterns or problematic thinking patterns.
Any remaining stuck points should be identified and strategies for confronting
them should be reiterated. Patients are asked to reflect on the progress and
changes they have made during the course of therapy and are encouraged to take
credit for facing and dealing with a very difficult and traumatic event.

Reviewing
concepts with
patient

Patient Goals for the Future
Goals for the future are discussed. Patients with traumatic bereavement issues
would not be expected to be over their grief but should be encouraged to allow
themselves to continue with the process as they work to rebuild their lives.
Patients should be reminded that if they encounter a reminder and have a
flashback, nightmare, or sudden memory WKH\KDGQRWDFFHVVHGEHIRUHLWGRHVQ¶W
mean that they are relapsing. In response to any of these intrusive experiences, the
patient should be encouraged to write an account if needed or to utilize with his
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worksheets. He should be encouraged to experience his natural emotions and to
check his thoughts to make sure they are not extreme.
A topic that sometimes emerges among people who have had PTSD for decades
is a question about who they are or will be without their PTSD. If someone has
carried a diagnosis for many years and has organized his life around avoidance
and managing flashbacks and other symptoms, he may wonder who he is now.
)RUVRPHGLVDEOHG9LHWQDPYHWHUDQVZHKDYHLQWURGXFHGWKHFRQFHSWRI³376'
5HWLUHPHQW´:HUHPLQGSDWLHQWVWKDWSHRSOHchange their roles, and to some
extent their identity, at different points in their lives, including retirement, and
many of their age mates are asking themselves the same questions, because of
retirement from work. What will I do when I retire? How will I spend my time?
Who will be in my life? The therapist should help the patient to see that these are
normal questions, and instead of fearing the future, he now has the opportunity to
explore and decide how he wants to spend his time. Many older adults are
changing careers or working part time. They adopt new leisure activities or do
volunteer work. They spend time with grandchildren. The therapist should guide
the patient to see these changes in a positive light and should encourage him to
explore his options.
Younger patients are also going through important developmental milestones in
terms of jobs and careers, as well as relationships and family. The reduction of
PTSD symptoms can help these patients get back on their developmental
trajectory, and this process should be normalized. Those who have experienced
permanent injuries will need some assistance in considering alternative jobs than
those they might have considered.

PTSD in
younger
patients

A Note on Aftercare
We recommend that after completing the protocol, whether conducted weekly or
twice a week, the therapist set up a follow-up appointment for a month or two into
the future. The patient should be encouraged to continue to use her Challenging
Beliefs Worksheets on any remaining stuck points. The follow-up session should
include the same assessment measures that were used during treatment and can be
used to get the patient back on track or to reinforce gains. This practice is also
helpful in instilling with patients the notion of episodes of care. They are
encouraged to work as their own cognitive therapist on their stuck points and
daily events that arise, and then present for treatment when they have difficulty
resolving a stuck point or recent event. A specific goal-oriented piece of work can
be done, and then they are encouraged to continue using the skills they develop in
the therapy episodes.

Aftercare

Several VA programs we know of have instituted aftercare programs for patients
who have completed CPT. It is a group that meets monthly. Patients bring in
topics they would like to discuss and use the worksheets and modules to
challenge stuck points. It has been set up as a drop-in group in which the patients
may attend for one session or a number depending on what they are working on.
7+(5$3,67¶60$18$/± Cognitive Processing Therapy: Veteran/Military Version
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The facilitators of these groups have reported to us that the groups have been very
helpful in maintaining gains and giving the patients a place to continue to work on
stuck points without needing to return to a more formal therapy.
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Sample Session 12 Progress Note
Contact: 50-minute psychotherapy session
Content: This was the 12th and final session of CPT for PTSD. The patient completed his
practice assignment related to completing the Challenging Beliefs Worksheet daily and
writing a final Impact Statement. Examples from the worksheets were reviewed for further
cognitive restructuring, especially aimed at the development and maintenance of
relationships. The first and final Impact Statements were compared, which led to discussion
about the course of therapy. Goals for the future were established, and the patient was
encouraged to continue using his developed skills and to share his treatment experiences with
his referring clinician (e.g., what worked, how he might use the skills in future therapy).
Plan: Conclusion of CPT. Follow-up appointment scheduled for 1 month from date.
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PCL-S: WEEKLY
Instructions:
AB'<("-#3+8'$7+'/(-$'-$8+--)>&'+C9+8#+"D+'E(>'7%=+'+C9+8#+"D+3'11111111111111111111111111111111B'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
''
'
''''''
'''''''''''F+=+"$G'
HB'I+8+'#-'%'&#-$'()'98(J&+/-'%"3'D(/9&%#"$-'$7%$'9+(9&+'-(/+$#/+-'7%=+'#"'8+-9("-+'$('-$8+--)>&'&#)+'
+C9+8#+"D+-B''*&+%-+'8+%3'+%D7'("+'D%8+)>&&EK'%"3'$7+"'#"3#D%$+K'>-#"4'$7+'">/J+8-'$('$7+'8#47$K'7(L'
/>D7'E(>'7%=+'J++"'J($7+8+3'JE'$7%$'98(J&+/'#"'$7+'9%-$'!""#B$
Not
at all

A
little
bit

Moderately

Quite
a bit

Extremely

1. Repeated, disturbing memories, thoughts, or images, of the
stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

2. Repeated, disturbing dreams of the stressful experience?

1

2

3

4

5

3. Suddenly acting or feeling as if the stressful experience was
happening again (as if you were reliving it)?
4. Feeling very upset when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
5. Having physical reactions (e.g., heart pounding, trouble
breathing, sweating) when something reminded you of the
stressful experience?
6. Avoiding thinking about or talking about the stressful
experience or avoiding having feelings related to it?
7. Avoiding activities or situations because they reminded you
of the stressful experience?
8. Trouble remembering important parts of the stressful
experience?

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

9. Loss of interest in activities that you used to enjoy?

1

2

3

4

5

10. Feeling distant or cut off from other people?

1

2

3

4

5

11. Feeling emotionally numb or being unable to have loving
feelings for those close to you?

1

2

3

4

5

12. Feeling as if your future will somehow be cut short?

1

2

3

4

5

13. Trouble falling or staying asleep?

1

2

3

4

5

14. Feeling irritable or having angry outbursts?

1

2

3

4

5

15. Having difficulty concentrating?

1

2

3

4

5

16. %HLQJ³VXSHU-alert´RUZDWFKIXORURQJXDUG"

1

2

3

4

5

17. Feeling jumpy or easily startled?

1

2

3

4

5

PCL-S for D SM-IV (11/1/94) Weathers, Litz, Huska, & Keane National Center for PT S D ± Behavioral
Science Division.
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Listed below are several types of patterns of problematic thinking that people use in different life
situations. These patterns often become automatic, habitual thoughts that cause us to engage in
self-defeating behavior. Considering your own stuck points, find examples for each of these
patterns. Write in the stuck point under the appropriate pattern and describe how it fits that
pattern. Think about how that pattern affects you.
1. Jumping to conclusions when the evidence is lacking or even contradictory.

2. E xaggerating or minimizing a situation (blowing things way out of proportion or shrinking
their importance inappropriately).

3. Disregarding important aspects of a situation.

4. O versimplifying things as good/bad or right/wrong.

5. O ver-generalizing from a single incident (a negative event is seen as a never-ending pattern).

6. M ind reading (you assume people are thinking negatively of you when there is no definite
evidence for this).

7. E motional reasoning (you have a feeling and assume there must be a reason).
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C hallenging Q uestions Wor ksheet
Below is a list of questions to be used in helping you challenge your maladaptive or problematic
beliefs. Not all questions will be appropriate for the belief/stuck point you choose to challenge.
Answer as many questions as you can for the belief/stuck point you have chosen to challenge
below.
Belief/Stuck Point: ________________________________________________________________
1. What is the evidence for and against this idea?
F O R:
A G A I NST :
2. Is your belief/stuck point a habit or based on facts?

3. Are your interpretations of the situation too far removed from reality to be accurate?

4. Are you thinking in all-or-none terms?

5. Are you using words or phrases that are extreme or exaggerated (i.e., always, forever, never,
need, shRXOGPXVWFDQ¶WDQGHYHU\WLPH "
6. Are you taking the situation out of context and only focusing on one aspect of the event?

7. Is the source of information reliable?

8. Are you confusing a low probability with a high probability?

9. Are your judgments based on feelings rather than facts?

"#$!%&'!()*!+),*-'.!)/!0&&'1'23/4!+3,4)&-5!
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Irrelevant factors?

Based on feelings or facts?

Low versus high probability?

Source unreliable?

!

Emotional reasoning:

Mind reading:

Page 198!

Now what do you feel? 0-100%

H. Emotion(s)

Re-rate how much you now believe
the thought(s)/stuck point(s) in
Column B from 0-100%

Out of context?

Specify sad, angry, etc.,
and rate how strongly you
feel each emotion from 0100%

Over-generalizing:

Oversimplifying:

Disregarding important aspects:

Exaggerating or minimizing:

Rate belief in alternative thought(s)
from 0-100%

What else can I say instead of
Column B? How else can I interpret
the event instead of Column B?

F. Alternative Thought(s)

G. Re-rate Old Thought(s)

Extreme or exaggerated?

All or none?

Interpretations not accurate?

Habit or fact?

Evidence Against?

Evidence For?

Jumping to conclusions:

Use the Patterns of Problematic
Thinking Worksheet to decide if this is
one of your problematic patterns of
thinking.

Use Challenging Questions to
examine your automatic thoughts from
Column B.
Consider if the thought is balanced
and factual or extreme.

E. Problematic Patterns

D. Challenging Thoughts

C. Emotion(s)

Write thought(s) related to
Column A. Rate belief in
each thought/stuck point
below from 0-100%
(How much do you believe
this thought?)

B. Thought(s)/Stuck
Point(s)

Challenging Beliefs Worksheet

7+(5$3,67¶60$18$/± Cognitive Processing Therapy: Veteran/Military Version
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| Part 3: | Alternatives and Considerations in
Conducting CPT
CPT Without the Trauma Account (CPT-C)
Recently, Resick and colleagues completed a dismantling study of CPT (Resick et
al., 2008). In that study we compared the full 12-session CPT protocol with its
constituent parts: CPT without the written trauma account (CPT-C) and the
written trauma account without the cognitive therapy (CPT-W). We found that all
three conditions were the same by post-treatment, but the trajectory of change
was different. Throughout the course of therapy, the CPT-C group showed
significantly faster improvement than the CPT-W condition, which only caught
up at the end. CPT-C also showed faster improvements than CPT until the two
trauma account sessions were completed. CPT fell between the other two groups
after that. The CPT-C group also had only a 15% drop-out rate compared to 26%
each for the other two conditions.

CPT,
CPT-C,
CPT-W

Because the above results need to be replicated, and because the first study with
veterans used the full CPT protocol (Monson et al., 2006), we have included the
full protocol here for training and implementation. However, these recent results
indicate that CPT-C is a good alternative for those veterans for whom the trauma
account is problematic. It also provides a good solution to the dilemma of how to
handle the trauma accounts in group treatment. For whom is the trauma account
problematic? In our studies of CPT, we have never excluded people with
personality disorders or other comorbidities as long as the person was lucid, not
engaging in any self- or other-harm behaviors, or under current risk by others
(e.g., domestic violence or stalking). Therefore, CPT was tested with people who
had a range of disorders who did not worsen with the administration of the trauma
account. However, one might consider using CPT-C if a patient is so avoidant
that he already has one foot out the door. Some patients arrive in therapy
announcing that they cannot or will not talk about the traumatic event. Most of
the time we have been able to do cognitive therapy around these stuck points, and
they find the account to be a beneficial component. If the patient will quit
treatment rather than do the account, CPT-C should be used. In giving people a
choice of which version of the protocol to use, we have found some veterans will
choose the CPT protocol.
The CPT-C protocol does not ignore the processing of emotions. Patients are
encouraged to both feel and label their natural event-related emotions and to
challenge those that are secondary to appraisals and thoughts (manufactured).
However, because the trauma account is an assignment that tends to elicit
stronger emotions, the therapist using the CPT-C protocol needs to make a
specific effort to draw out natural emotions and to help the patient notice the
differences in emotions when she changes her self-dialogue. Also, the therapist
FDQQRWZDLWXQWLOWKHDFFRXQWLVUHDGWRGHWHUPLQHWKHSDWLHQW¶VVWXFNSRLQWV7KH
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therapist may need to do more Socratic questioning to bring out enough details
about the traumatic event to challenge the stuck points adequately.
The CPT-C protocol is still 12 sessions. Rather than shortening the therapy
(which would be possible), we took advantage of the opportunity to reinforce new
skills and divide up two sessions with as much information as in the original
protocol. The first change is at Session 3. Instead of assigning the trauma account
or moving straight to challenging questions, we continue to focus solely on A-BC Worksheets. In the CPT protocol, patients are asked to continue working on AB-C Worksheets and write their accounts. We believe that 1 week of doing the
worksheets is often not sufficient, especially if the patient has difficulty
identifying his thoughts or labeling his emotions. Therefore, an additional week
of practice is very beneficial before the challenging questions are introduced. This
DOVRJLYHVWKHWKHUDSLVWDQDGGLWLRQDOVHVVLRQWRFKDOOHQJHWKHSDWLHQW¶VVWXFN
points about the worst traumatic event, and focus on assimilation regarding that
event before the patient is asked to begin doing it himself.
The next change occurs at Session 4. Instead of re-assigning the written account,
patients are asked to complete Challenging Questions Worksheets on a daily basis
with a focus on assimilation. In Session 5 the next worksheet, Patterns of
Problematic Thinking, is introduced.
The last major change involves dividing Session 7 of the CPT protocol (in CPT-C
Session 6), in which the Challenging Beliefs Worksheet and Safety Module are
both introduced after going over the Patterns of Problematic Thinking
assignment. In the CPT-C protocol, the Challenging Beliefs Worksheet is
introduced, but not the Safety Module. Again, this gives the therapist another
opportunity to elicit assimilated beliefs about the worst trauma that might have
emerged more naturally with the trauma account. The Safety Module and the
topic of over-accommodated safety are introduced in the next session (Session 7).
From Session 8 on, the protocols are identical. The outline for CPT-C is as
follows:
CPT Without the Trauma Account (CPT-C) Outline
Session 1: Symptoms of PTSD, explanation of symptoms (cognitive theory),
description of therapy. Practice assignment: Write Impact Statement and complete
Stuck Point Log.

Outline of
CPT-C

Session 2: Patient reads Impact Statement. Therapist and patient discuss meaning
of trauma. Begin to identify stuck points and problematic areas. Review
symptoms of PTSD and theory. Introduction of A-B-C Worksheets with
explanation of relationship among thoughts, feelings, and behavior. Practice
assignment: Complete 1 A-B-C sheet each day including at least one on the worst
trauma.
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Session 3: Review A-B-C practice assignment. Discuss stuck points with a focus
on assimilation. Review the event with regard to any acceptance or blame issues.
Begin Socratic questioning regarding stuck points. Practice assignment: Reassign
A-B-C Worksheets.
Session 4: Review A-B-C practice assignment and challenge assimilation with
Socratic questions. Introduce Challenging Questions Worksheet to challenge
specific assimilated beliefs regarding the trauma. Practice assignment: Challenge
one stuck point per day using the Challenging Questions Worksheet (focus on
assimilation/blame).
Session 5: Review Challenging Questions Worksheets. Introduce Patterns of
Problematic Thinking Worksheet. Practice assignment: Complete Patterns of
Problematic Thinking Worksheet on a daily basis. Continue using Challenging
Questions as needed. Make sure patient understands the importance of balance in
beliefs rather than extreme, either/or thinking.
Session 6: Review practice assignment. Determine patterns of problematic
thinking. Introduce Challenging Beliefs Worksheet. Teach patient to use the new
worksheet to challenge cognitions about the trauma(s). Practice assignment:
Complete Challenging Beliefs Worksheets daily on the trauma, as well as,
everyday events.
Session 7: Review Challenging Beliefs Worksheets. Introduce Safety Module.
Discuss how previous beliefs about safety might have been disrupted or
seemingly confirmed by the index event. Use Challenging Beliefs Worksheet to
challenge safety beliefs. Practice assignment: Read Safety Module and complete
Challenging Beliefs Worksheets on safety.
Session 8: Review Challenging Beliefs Worksheets and help patients to challenge
problematic beliefs they were unable to complete successfully on their own.
Introduce Trust Module. Pick out any stuck points on self-trust or other-trust.
Practice assignment: Read Trust Module and complete Challenging Beliefs
Worksheets on trust.
Session 9: Review Challenging Beliefs Worksheets. Introduce Power/Control
Module. Discuss how prior beliefs were affected by the trauma. Practice
assignment: Read Power/Control Module and complete Challenging Beliefs
Worksheets on power/control. Continue to challenge other stuck points on a daily
basis using the Challenging Beliefs Worksheets.
Session 10: Review Challenging Beliefs Worksheets. Introduce module on
Esteem (self-esteem and regard for others). Practice assignment: Read module
and complete Challenging Beliefs Worksheets on esteem, as well as assignments
regarding giving and receiving compliments and doing nice things for self.
Continue to challenge other stuck points on a daily basis using the Challenging
Beliefs Worksheets.
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Session 11: Review Challenging Beliefs Worksheets. Discuss reactions to two
behavioral assignments. Introduce final module on Intimacy. Practice assignment:
Continue giving and receiving compliments, read Intimacy Module, and complete
Challenging Beliefs Worksheets on stuck points regarding intimacy. Final
assignment: Write final Impact Statement. Continue to challenge other stuck
points on a daily basis using the Challenging Beliefs Worksheets.
Session 12: Go over all the Challenging Beliefs Worksheets. Have patient read
the final Impact Statement. Read the first Impact Statement and compare the
differences. Discuss any intimacy stuck points. Review the entire therapy and
identify any remaining issues the patient may need to continue to work on.
Encourage the patient to continue with behavioral assignments on compliments
and doing nice things for self. Remind patient that he is taking over as therapist
now and should continue to use skills he has learned.
Group CPT Administration
CPT has been shown to be effective in a group format, either alone or in
combination with individual therapy. Group CPT has been used to treat PTSD
successfully in a variety of patient populations, including rape victims, childhood
sexual abuse survivors, combat veterans, and military sexual trauma victims. The
format also has been used in residential treatment programs in conjunction with
other treatments (such as coping-skills building, Dialectical Behavior Therapy,
and Acceptance and Commitment Therapy to name a few). Please see the CPT
Group Manual for details on conducting CPT in a group.
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